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Knowledge is Power… This is…        P.O. Box 85   Versailles, MO 65084 (573) 378-6049 / Fax: (573) 378-5998 

The Power Hour!    
       www.thepowerhour.com    www.gulfwarvets.com                                                       with Joyce Riley        

 

 

The Power Hour is Proud to Recommend 

POWER PRODUCTS! 

www.thepowerhour.com  www.thepowermall.com 

www.gulfwarvets.com www.911inplanesite.com     www.beyondtreason.com 

                                                 
The Power Hour is broadcast M-F from 7-10 AM Central Time on the  

Genesis Communication Network 

  Shortwave frequencies: 
WWCR 7:00a.m. – 10:00a.m. Central 1200 UTC 7.490 & 13.845 

Rebroadcast: KAIJ  2:00am- 5:00am UTC 4.840 

 

The Power Hour! 

P.O. Box 85  

Versailles, MO  65084 

(877) 817-9829 or (573) 378-6049 or Fax (573) 378-5998  
This edition revised December 2016 

To Order Call: (877) 817-9829 (Toll Free)  

Monday-Friday 8am-4pm Central Time 

http://www.thepowerhour.com/
http://www.gulfwarvets.com/
http://www.thepowerhour.com/
http://www.the/
http://www.gulfwarvets.com/
http://www.911inplanesite.com/
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Disclaimer 

 

The information provided in this catalog is not intended to be diagnostic or prescriptive.  If you 

choose to use this information, which is your constitutional right, without consulting with a 

health care provider, The Power Hour assumes no responsibility. 

 
 

Return Policy 
 

All Sales Are Final 
(Prices are subject to change without notice) 

The Power Hour goes to great lengths to provide the best products available for our listening 

audience.  There is so much to learn in the alternative medicine field.  Research is unending.  

Due to the nature of alternative supplements, as well as food products, The Power Hour is 

unable to refund those products. 

 

The manufacturer warrants all electronic products (i.e. radios and Health Point machines) 

against defect.  If you receive the product defective, you can call the manufacturer to get an 

authorization number in order to send the defective device back. 

 

Books, DVD’s, and any other material that can be copied are non refundable. 

 

There are a couple of products offered by The Power Hour that carry a limited money back 

guarantee from the manufacturer: 

Topricin guarantees their product for the intended purpose. 

North American Herb and Spice guarantees Inflam-eeZ oil for the intended purpose. 

 

If, for some reason, you would like to return these products, you may call and we will provide 

you with contact information to return your product.  Any refund would be at the discretion of 

the manufacturer.   

 

Please feel free to contact The Power Hour if you have any questions. 
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How to Listen to The Power Hour with Joyce Riley 

 

Shortwave Frequencies are: 7.490 and 13.845 

The Power Hour also available on shortwave worldwide by WWCR! 

7:00 a.m. The Power Hour WWCR 7.490 MHz and 13.845 (CST) 

8:00 a.m. The Power Hour WWCR 7.490 MHz and 13.845 (CST) 

9:00 a.m. The Power Hour WWCR 7.490 MHz and 13.845 (CST) 

Replay of 'The Power Hour' on WWCR Shortwave Radio: 4,840 kHz = 4.840 MHz @ 0800 

UTC - EST 3AM / CST 2AM / MST 1AM / PST 12AM 

 

Listen Live at: 

GCNLive: http://www.gcnlive.com/listen.php 

Global Star Satellite at: http://www.gsradio.net/asx/star4.asx 

Talk Stream Live: http://www.talkstreamlive.com/program/the_power_hour/ 

Listen Line: 1-605-562-6121 or 701-801-4444, select option 4 

 

Download the Android App Free from the Google Store: 

Visit https://play.google.com/store/apps and enter “The Power Hour” into the search bar 

 

Download the Archives: 

Visit http://www.gcnlive.com/programs/powerHour/archives.php 

Right click (mac-control click) and choose one of the following: Internet Explorer "save target 

as", Mozilla FireFox "save link as", Safari "download linked file", then select the location on 

your computer to save the file to (mac users should find the downloaded files in their download 

directory) 

 

Please visit: http://www.thepowerhour.com/faqs.htm  

for additional AM/FM Stations that carry The Power Hour. 
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VIDEOS & DVDS 
 

10 Rules for Dealing With Police:   40 min. by Flex Your Rights.  After watching 10 Rules, you’ll be more confident 

and better prepared to handle every kind of police situation.  Learn how to deal with traffic stops, street stops & police at 

your door.  Know your rights & maintain your cool. 10 Rules for Non-citizens (en Espanola), Q&A with 10 Rules 

Creators, Spanish & Arabic subtitles.           $15.00 

20/20 Hindsight: CENSORSHIP on the Frontline:  by Paul Verge. This illustrates how the regulators and authorities, 

along with the corporate media, planned and perpetrated a fraud so massive that it drained the American people of nearly 

$200 TRILLION DOLLARS through a series of Ponzi-schemes which could have and SHOULD  have been exposed 

years earlier but weren’t .           $25.00 

9-11:  Blueprint for Truth:  The Architecture of Destruction.  2008 companion edition featuring 3 abridged versions:  a 

10 minute executive summary, a 30 minute luncheon presentation, and a 60 minute director’s cut.   $20.00 

9-11 Explosive Evidence; Experts Speak Out:  Approx. 90 mins. Watch and hear the experts in high-rise architecture, 

structural engineering, metallurgy, chemistry, physics, explosives, and controlled demolition share with you their 

compelling and convincing professional expertise and insights about the events of 9/11. It’s not conspiracy; its forensic 

evidence. But it is also, and very importantly; psychology. Pay close attention to 8 more experts, in the workings of the 

human mind, give their moving explanation as to why this irrefutable information, proving the controlled demolition of 

the three World Trade Center skyscrapers, can be so difficult for so many of us to deal with.   $21.95 

 

9-11 In Plane Site Director’s Cut   Approx. 97 mins.  Dave VonKleist takes a hard-hitting look at the evidence of what 

really happened on September 11, 2001.  This documentary will have you glued to your seat as you watch the evidence 

unfold.  Dave, along with a few others dedicated to finding out the truth, has done extensive research and the scenes in 

this documentary are mind-boggling…and they are in plain sight!        $15.00  

 

911 Ripple Effect:  87 min.  Producers Lewis and VonKleist take the audience on a behind the scenes tour of the largest 

attack in U.S. history, while at the same time exposing the falsehoods of the official account using live video feed and 

photographs shot on the morning of September 11, 2001. Pilots, military personnel and 9-11 researchers share their 

professional analysis and assist in frame-by-frame digital examinations of some of the most talked about footage ever 

uncovered.              $19.95 

 

A Holistic Approach to Optimizing Your Health: A two-hour DVD lecture by David Brownstein.  $25.00 

 

Aerosol Crimes (AKA Chemtrails):  By Cliff E. Carnicom.  This is the story of the white streams flowing from the rear 

of the airplanes in the sky.  A closer look might not be so “pretty”.       $6.00 

 

Alternative Power Video:  70 min. by Charlie Stewart.  This video shows how a family of 7 built this 5,000 square foot 

house themselves.  See how they make their own electricity, pump their water, and heat the house for less than $65 per 

winter.  Free electricity, no power lines (off the grid).         $24.95 
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America’s Beginning Series: 

Volume One: The New Atlantis:  178 min.  Learn the incredible secrets of the esoteric traditions hidden within the 

manifold layers of signs and symbols in our nation’s infrastructure; symbols that for many represent the 

secret destiny of the world’s greatest nation.       $29.99 

Volume Two: Riddles in Stone: by David Bay. Secret mysteries of America’s Beginnings volume II explores the highly 

controversial subject of America’s capital and the secret architecture of Washington D.C. Embark upon 

this incredible journey as Riddles interviews experts on both sides of a heated debate.  $29.99 

Volume Three: Eye of the Phoenix: This DVD documents the bizarre history of the design of the dollar bill, exposing 

the occult activity surrounding the FDR administration. This DVD has been praised as being the best of 

the series.           $29.99 

 

          Get all three in the series for  $59.99 

 

A Noble Lie, Oklahoma City 1995:  120 min.  This documentary is a culmination of years of research and 

documentation conducted by independent journalists, scholars, and ordinary citizens.  Often risking their personal safety 

and sanity, they have gathered evidence which threatens to expose the startling reality of what exactly occurred at 9:02 am 

on April 19, 1995 in Oklahoma City.            $19.95 

 

Are You a David?  by Sheriff Richard Mack.  Sheriff Mack explains how not just sheriffs, but every public official, 

peace officer and citizen can stand in the cause of Liberty.       $12.00  

 

Are You a Government Guinea Pig? :   130 min. by Joyce Riley.  This film addresses the chemical, biological, and 

medical experiments performed on human subjects.        $10.00 

 

Beautiful Truth, The:     92 min. by Steve Kroschel. After the accidental and tragic death of his mother, 15-year-old 

Garrett began spiraling downward. His father withdrew him from school to prevent him from flunking out, after which he 

was home taught. Garrett’s first assignment was to read a book written by Dr. Max Gerson, which maintains that there is a 

direct link between diet and a cure for cancer. Fascinated and curious, Garrett embarks on a cross-country road trip to 

investigate the merits of the Gerson Therapy. He meets with scientists, doctors and cancer survivors who reveal how the 

multi-million dollar medical industry and powerful pharmaceutical companies have made it their mission to dismiss the 

notion of alternative and natural cures.           $19.95 

 

Behold A Pale Horse; America’s Last Chance:  Starring country music legend Charlie Daniels.  102 min.  “This film is 

a compelling must-watch presentation for those who care about the future of the freedoms left this nation by our Founding 

Fathers.”—Dr. Jerome Corsi.           $10.00 

 

Beyond Treason:  DVD plus CD ROM with the Documentation 101 mins. including bonus footage. Joyce Riley narrates 

this unbelievable documentary that exposes the U.S. Government's long history of experimenting on military troops, as 

well as civilians, and their own documents that prove it.  This film touches on Atomic Vets, Operation White Coat, Agent 

Orange, Gulf War Illness, Depleted Uranium, and many other poisons launched on our own military and private citizens 

without their knowledge.  Interviews include Doug Rokke, in charge of DU cleanup in GW1; Leuren Moret, DU Expert; 

Bob Jones, GW1 Vet; Mark Zoeller, GW1 Vet; Dennis Kyne, GW1 Vet and Medical Correspondent.                $10.00 

 

Busted: The Citizen’s Guide to Surviving Police Encounters:  45 min. By Flex Your Rights and narrated by retired 

ACLU director, Ira Glasser. Busted realistically depicts the pressure and confusion of common police encounters. In an 

entertaining and revealing manner, it illustrates the right and wrong ways to handle different police encounters and pays 

special attention to demonstrating how you, the viewer, can courteously and confidently refuse police searches. $15.00 

 

Cancer: Forbidden Cures:  93 min. by Massimo Mazzucco.  Cancer is the only disease that has been defeated dozens of 

times without anyone knowing it.  Why?  In the last 100 years, dozens of doctors, scientists and researchers have come up 

with the most diverse, effective solutions against cancer.  We just never knew about it.     $20.00 
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Dying to Have Known:  80 min.  by Stephen Kroschel. In this documentary, Stephen sets out to find hard evidence of the 

effectiveness of the Gerson Therapy; a long suppressed natural cancer treatment.      $19.95 

 

Earth Changes – The Ripple Effect: Alaska Sounds the Alarm: Earth Rising Series Volume 4. Artic and Antarctic 

regions of the world are being profoundly affected by earth changes. The argument over manmade or natural causes 

continues to be debated, but what cannot be denied is – Things are changing regardless of the cause! This DVD addresses 

many of the issues facing all of us as residents and stewards of planet earth.      $20.00 

 

Escape From Al Qaeda:  by JoAnne and James Moriarty.  This film details the gripping story of the Moriarity’s capture 

by Al Qaeda.  God saves them with 3 miracles, only to be attacked by Obama’s Government Minions who destroyed them 

financially.               $15.00 

 

Fat, Sick & Nearly Dead:   100 pounds overweight, loaded up on steroids and suffering from a debilitating autoimmune 

disease, Joe Cross is at the end of his rope.  Tipping the scales at 310 lbs, Joe saw a path laid out before him that wouldn’t 

end well.  This is an inspiring film that chronicles Joe’s personal mission to regain his health.  With doctors and 

conventional medicines unable to help long-term, Joe turns to the only option left, the body’s ability to heal itself.  He 

trades in the junk food and hits the road with juicer in tow, vowing only to drink fresh fruit and vegetable juice for 60 

days.  Across 3,000 miles, Joe has one goal in mind: to get off his pills and achieve a balanced lifestyle.           $17.99 

 

Fat, Sick & Nearly Dead 2:   After the film Fat, Sick & Nearly Dead documented his 60 day juice fast, Joe Cross vowed 

never to go on camera again. Since then, more than 20 million people have seen the film and Joe realized there’s still a lot 

for him to learn about becoming healthy and staying that way. Fat, Sick & Nearly Dead 2 taps into the tsunami of positive 

change that’s sweeping the world when it comes to what we eat. As Joe sets out to learn how to be healthy in an unhealthy 

world, he talks to a wide range of experts, follows up with folks from the first film, and connects with new people along 

the way. Each one helps Joe learn that healthy eating is only one aspect of living a healthy life. Through Joe’s journey and 

the lives of the people he meets, Joe shows us in Fat Sick & Nearly Dead 2 that most people really do have control over of 

their health, even if they never knew it was possible. And that the final decision about what to put in your mouth, is what 

Joe calls, “The last two feet of freedom.”                  $17.99 

 

Flu and Flue Vaccines: What’s Coming Thru That Needle: by Dr. Sherri Tenpenny. This 2 hour, 2-DVD presentation 

is the most complete guide to influenza and influenza vaccines you will find all in one location. Some elements of 

manufacture, production and delivery of influenza vaccines are often in flux. This presentation is designed with 

information that stays constant, year after year. It is a must see for anyone who has ever questioned the safety or 

effectiveness of the season campaign.          $29.95 

 

Food Matters:  80 min. by James Colquhoun. Foodmatters sets about uncovering the trillion dollar worldwide “sickness 

industry”, and exposes a growing body of scientific evidence proving that nutritional therapy can be more effective than 

more conventional medical treatments.           $29.95 

 

Food Production System for a Backyard or Small Farm:  110 min.  A professional quality home video, providing an 

astonishingly detailed overview of self-sufficient skills, from gardening and food forests to rainwater collection, 

gardening, composting, raising and butchering rabbits and poultry, tanning pelts, drying food and more.  $25.00 

 

Genetic Roulette; The Gamble of Our Lives:  Includes a bonus DVD; Seeds of Freedom.  Experts expose the serious 

threats to your health caused by genetically engineered foods and how corporations like Monsanto hide the evidence. 

              $19.95   
 

Gerson Miracle, The:   91 min.  Charlotte Gerson’s story of how one man discovered how to restore the body’s ability to 

heal cancer and most degenerative diseases through nutrition.        $19.95 
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Greatest Lies of History:  This 5 DVD set by Massimo Mazzucco includes:  The True History of Marijuana, The New 

American Century, Cancer The Forbidden Cures, UFO’s and the Military Elite, and The Second Dallas.  $50.00  

 

Gulf War Illness: Fact or Fiction? (55 mins.) and GULF WAR SYNDROME-The Little Victims! (40 mins.):  This is 

the most powerful production by the AGWVA. Fully documented, it contains the never before released footage from 

inside Khamisiyah that proves that chemical and biological weapons were present, troops were at risk and that Generals 

Schwarzkopf and Powell lied to the Senate when they testified.  The Little Victims video was produced by an Italian news 

organization and shows the horrific effects of the Gulf War Illness on the children of the U.S. Persian Gulf vets. $10.00  

 

HAARP – The Update: Angels Still Don’t Play This HAARP: Earth Rising Series Volume 3. Based on the best selling 

book, Angles Don’t Play This HAARP, narrator Dr. Nick Begich presents a compelling discussion of one of the important 

military advances of the United States government. The technology is designed to manipulate the environment in a 

number of ways that can jam all global communications, disrupt weather systems, interfere with migration patterns, 

disrupt human mental processes, negatively affect your health and disrupt the upper atmosphere.    $20.00 

 

Halloween: Unmasking Hell Night: 98 mins. by Bill Schnoebelen. In this teaching, Bill shares compelling historical and 

Biblical evidence about Halloween's origins and proves that this day is a Biblically “unclean thing” in which no Christian, 

or their child, should participate.           $24.95 

 

Heal for Free: Formerly titled Grounded 2; 74 min.; by Steve Kroschel. Stay inside all the time? Never take your shoes 

off? Feel fatigued? You could have natural deficit disorder. Learn how the earth can help neutralize the disease-causing 

radicals in the body, by doing something as simple as swimming or walking barefoot.    $24.95 

 

Healing Oils of the Bible:  120 min.  by David Stewart.  This is a very informative showing of essential oils and their 

healing applications.             $29.95 

 

Hidden Dangers in Kids Meals:   104 min. by Jeffrey M. Smith. Healthy eating means NO genetically engineered foods.  

School districts, supermarkets, and even whole countries have banned genetically engineered foods, fearing that they are 

not safe.  Discover the evidence that confirms that these dangerous foods should never have been approved, and find out 

how to protect yourself, your family, and the next generation.        $19.95 

 

Hidden Enemy; Inside Psychiatry’s Covert Agenda:  1 hr 48 min.  Featuring interviews with over 80 soldiers and 

experts, this penetrating documentary shatters the façade to reveal the real culprits who are destroying our world’s 

militaries from within.  Bonus DVD extras:  Soldiers, families of psychiatric victims and international experts give first-

hand testimony on the damaging treatments of psychiatry in the military.       $15.00 

 

Hidden Faith of the Founding Fathers: 2 hrs 59 min. This powerful documentary delves into the controversial and often 

debated beliefs of the founders of the American Revolution.          $29.99 

 

Hidden Wars of Dessert Storm: An 8 hr compilation; Raw, uncut version of Hidden Wars of Desert Storm.    $20.00 

 

Hijacking Humanity: A 2 Disc DVD set running over 3 hours in length, Hijacking Humanity, the first film in the series 

The Cause of Effect reveals a plethora of startling information. This film examines the many aspects of our Authoritative 

Systems that we take for granted in our everyday lives. From Currency Printing and The Origins of our Money, to How 

the Media Works and Compartmentalization of Information, this film connects the dots between seemingly unconnected 

dynamics of our system.             $24.95 

 

Hoxsey:  The Quack (?) Who Cured Cancer:  96 min. by Kenny Ausubel.  An award-winning story of the quack that 

cured cancer.              $19.95 
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IndoctriNation, Public Schools and the Decline of Christianity in America:   Join Scottish filmmaker, Colin Gunn, a 

home school father of seven, on the field trip of a lifetime.  Driving an old school bus, Colin and family travel across 

America, asking questions about the origins and social impact of America’s public education system. Featuring interviews 

with whistleblower teachers, administrators, students, parents and others, this film is part documentary, part testimonial 

and totally captivating.  Above all, it is both an encouragement and challenge to the millions of Christians who need to 

know what God’s Word says about the discipleship and training of the next generation.    $19.95 

 

Into the Wild with the Health Hunter:  Join Dr. Cass Ingram, “Health Hunter,” the wilds of the northern United States 

and Canada hunting down wild forest medicines. In this special DVD you will voyage with the “Health Hunter” on his 

mission to find natural cures lurking in the wild.          $11.99 

 

Kid’s Menu: 89 min. by Joe Cross.  In The Kids Menu, Joe meets with experts, parents, teachers and kids, coming to the 

realization that childhood obesity isn’t the real issue, but rather a symptom of a bigger problem: the lack of knowledge of 

what healthy foods are; lack of access to healthy and affordable options; and the influence of negative role models.  In this 

inspiring and hopeful documentary, we see amazing programs in action, inspiring individuals paving the way for change, 

but most of all — kids taking the lead in getting healthier options on their own menus.    $17.99 

 

Life in Occupied Palestine: Eyewitness Stories & Photos:  by Anna Baltzer. During a 2003 backpacking trip through 

the Middle East, Anna Baltzer was in disbelief and anger when Palestine families began telling her of past and present 

military attacks and atrocities including house demolitions, land confiscation, imprisonment without trial and torture. Now 

she dedicates her life to teaching Americans what she has learned and what they can do to support a just peace for all 

people in Israel/Palestine.           $9.95 

 

Mind Control: (DVD & CD-ROM Set) 90 min. Volume 1 of the Earth Rising series shows the manipulation of the mind, 

emotions and physical health through new applied technologies.        $20.00 

 

Natural Medicine, A Survivor’s Guide: (3 DVD set) by Dr. Gwen Scott. Includes: Emergency Remedies, which 

contains potentially life-saving tips that can help when no other help is available, or as you wait for the emergency 

personnel to arrive; Designer Supplements, which explains the positive impact supplements can have on your health, but 

best of all, where to obtain today’s designer supplements in a natural, cost effective manner; and Kitchen Remedies, which 

gives additional tips on foods found in the kitchen, as well as providing a “How to” segment that teaches you how to make 

supplements, extracts, healing broths, and tonics right in your own home.      $39.95 

 

New American Century, The:  94 min. by Massimo Mazzucco.   The New American Century presents all the historical, 

philosophical, economical and political facts (some of which are totally unknown to the general public) that support the 

theory of the so-called ‘inside job’ on the 9/11 terrorist attacks.        $20.00 

 

Nutrition and Behavior: In this lecture, Dr. Russell Blaylock explains one of the most important connections between 

nutrition and our health – how nutrition affects our behavior.           $20.00 

 

One Nation Under Siege: (2 DVD set) 190 min. Produced & Directed by William Lewis (2006). Prepare to be instantly 

propelled into a world dominated by spying, tracking, and control as you go behind enemy lines drawn in our own 

backyards.                  $10.00 

 

Original Intent:  197 min.  This film details how the Democrats and Republican Parties are destroying the American 

dream.  A James Jaege film with Ron Paul, Pat Buchanan, G. Edward Griffin, Ted Baehr, and Edwin Vieira.   $20.00 
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Programming the Nation: 105 min. Director, Jeff Warrick, leads this documentary journey through the subconscious 

mind while exploring the alleged usage of subliminal messaging in advertising, music, film, television, anti-theft devices, 

political propaganda, military psychological operations and advanced weapons development to determine if such tactics 

have succeeded in “Programming the Nation”.         $19.95 

 

Rothschild’s Choice:  90 min. Presented by Texe Marrs.  Barack Obama and the hidden cabal behind the plot to murder 

America.               $25.00 

 

Second Dallas: Who Killed RFK?, The:  80 min. by Massimo Mazzucco .  As with the plot to frame Lee Harvey 

Oswald, the verdict on Robert Kennedy’s murder was decided even before the case went to court.  A lone, deranged 

assassin has always been the best way to explain away, and distract attention from, much more intricate conspiracies.  

While sold by the corporate media as an open and shut case against “Palestinian radical” Sirhan Sirhan, this riveting film 

presents meticulously researched evidence by several independent investigators, exposing outrageous procedure 

violations, blatant forgeries, and unexplained dismissals on the part of the authorities; revealing a world-class cover-up. 

              $20.00 

 

Secret of OZ, The:  101 min. by Bill Stills.  The yellow brick, the emerald city of Oz, even Dorothy’s silver slippers 

(changed to ruby slippers for the movie version) were powerful symbol of author L. Frank Baum’s belief that the people; 

not  the big banks, should control the quantity of a nation’s money.  The bottom line:  No More National Debt.  All our 

money is created out of debt.  But nations don’t have to borrow money from banks.  Sovereign nations can create their 

own money – debt free – just as Abraham Lincoln did to win the Civil War.  This is the secret that’s been hidden from us 

for over 100 years.            $19.95 

 

Secret to Health, The: 80 min. Dr. Group’s complete presentation on how to restore your health and take control of your 

life. Filmed live in Houston.           $ 9.95 

 

Shadow Ring: by Freemind Films. Unfolds the events that led to the creation of the CFR, the important players who were 

instrumental in the council’s success within American politics, and how the CFR wields unimaginable influence over the 

geo-political agenda of the United States and the events that have shaped our world for the last 100 years.  $19.95 

 

Sweet Misery: A Poisoned World:  95 min. Narrated by Cori Brackett.  This documentary attempts to look at what is 

definitively known about aspartame and discovers that the label hoax in this case is a dangerous misconception.   $20.00 

 

September 11, The New Pearl Harbor: 3 DVD set by Massimo Mazzucco.  This is a 5 hour documentary that 

summarizes 12 years of public debate on 9/11.  All the most important issues in the debate are presented in full detail, 

showing both the positions of those who reject the official version, the 9/11 Truth Movement, and the positions of those 

who support it, called “the debunkers.”           $29.00 

 

Singing Revolution:  97 min.  Most people don’t think about singing when they think about revolutions.  But in Estonia 

song was the weapon of choice when Estonians sought to free themselves from decades of Soviet occupation.  Hundreds 

of thousands of people faced down their oppressors…armed only with hope, truth, and song..altered the course of recent 

history.  This is an uplifting story about the power of the human spirit.        $26.95 

 

Singing Revolution Educational Version:  3 DVD set.  Feature film, over 4 hours of additional interview segments, 32 

page instructor’s guide, 30 printable historical documents, 7 newsreels from the 1930’s to 1950’s, 15 European/Estonian 

maps; 180 A.D.-1997, Estonian history timelines, filmmaker’s commentary.      $79.95 

 

Southern Exposure:  CAUTION:  Contains scenes of graphic violence.  This is a one-of-a-kind documentary.  It is a 

definitive feature-length film that lifts the curtain of lies, half-truths and misinformation to reveal the back story of illegal 

immigration and what is at stake for every American.  Truth is everything, and this is the true story of what is really 

coming across our southern border.            $21.95 
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State of Mind: The Psychology of Control:  110 min. by Freemind Films. This film exposes the mind control methods 

being used to turn our once vibrant society into a land of obedient sheeple. It examines the science of control that has 

evolved over generations to keep us firmly in place so that dictators, power brokers and corporate puppeteers may profit 

from our ignorance and slavery and unveils the answers that may decide whether humankind will fulfill its destiny or be 

forever shackled to its own creation.          $14.95 

 

Sweet Misery: This film explores the important issue of aspartame toxicity in a documentary that implores viewers to 

consider the potentially damaging effects of the common food additive. A sugar substitute that is found in NutraSweet and 

many common diet drinks, aspartame is alleged to cause toxic reactions in the human body that can result in a wide 

variety of physical and mental ailments. In stating their claim that aspartame toxicity is perhaps the most insidious 

representation of corporate negligence since tobacco, Brackett and Waldron offer compelling evidence about a potentially 

deadly phenomenon.  (2004)           $20.00 

 

Sweet Remedy: The World Reacts to an Adulterated Food Supply: by Cori Brackett. While aspartame was the single 

focus in "Sweet Misery: A Poisoned World", its sequel, "Sweet Remedy" demonstrates that a corrupt flagship regulatory 

agency has given birth to numerous toxins in our food supply. We interview a host of MD's and Natural Health 

practitioners to gain the clearest possible perspective for a path to recovery. Perhaps the sweetest remedy this film offers 

is the hope provided by witnessing a variety of groups as they withstand the confusion, casualties and obstacles involved 

with taking control of their food and their health.                     $25.00 

 

Technologies of the 21
st
 Century:   90 min. Dr. Nick Begich gives a clear presentation on major technology issues facing 

this generation.             $20.00 

 

Toxic Mold, A Breakthrough Discovery:  60 min. By Edward R. Close, PhD, PE.  This myth-busting, no-hype video 

presents scientific data that a safe, non-toxic blend of therapeutic grade essential oils destroys toxic mold in as little as 24 

hours.                $24.50 

 

Vaccines: The Risks, The Benefits, and the Choices:   132 min. By Dr. Sherri J. Tenpenny.  This highly informative 

presentation offers the most comprehensive overview available, guiding you step by step through vaccination history, 

conflicts of interest and the lack of scientific data to support the current vaccine protocol.     $24.95 

 

Vaccines: What CDC Documents and Science Reveals : by Dr. Sherri Tenpenny; Information contained in this DVD 

could spare adults from further vaccine induced injuries and spare innocent children from a lifetime of mental, physical 

and immunological limitations. This 120 minute DVD is a must see for everyone who has or is considering vaccines, or 

for those who need scientific reasons to not vaccinate.        $24.95 

 

VAXXED: From Cover-Up to Catastrophy:  91 min. By Andrew Wakefield.  In his ongoing effort to advocate for 

children s health, Wakefield directs this documentary examining the evidence behind an appalling cover-up committed by 

the government agency charged with protecting the health of American citizens. Interviews with pharmaceutical insiders, 

doctors, politicians, and parents of vaccine-injured children reveal an alarming deception that has contributed to the 

skyrocketing increase of autism and potentially the most catastrophic epidemic of our lifetime.   $24.95 

 

Watchers DVD’s by L.A. Marzulli: 

  

Watchers 1—UFO’s are real, burgeoning and not going away. 52 min.     $19.95 

  

Watchers 9—Days of Chaos          $19.95 

  

Watchers Box Set: Includes Watchers 1 - 8        $99.00 
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What in the World Are They Spraying?:  produced by G. Edward Griffin, Michael Murphy, and Paul Wittenberger.    

95 minutes.   By now, everyone has seen crisscrossing streaks of white clouds trailing behind jet aircraft, stretching from 

horizon to horizon, eventually turning the sky into a murky haze.  Our innate intelligence tells us these are not mere vapor 

trails from jet engine, but no one yet has probed the questions: who is doing this and why.  With the release of this video, 

all of that has changed.  Here is the story of a rapidly developing industry called geo-engineering, driven by scientists, 

corporations and governments intent on changing global climate, controlling the weather, and altering the chemical 

composition of soil and water – all supposedly for the betterment of mankind.      $19.50 

 

Why in the World Are They Spraying?:  Since the release of the groundbreaking documentary What in the World are 

They Spraying?, millions have woken up to the damaging effects from chemtrail/geoengineering programs. As a result, 

movements around the world are being formed to address these crimes. While many who were previously unaware of 

these programs are now taking action, the question now that is often asked is “Why is this happening?”  Michael J. 

Murphy, originator and co-producer of What in the World are They Spraying?, in association with Barry Kolsky, have 

produced Why in the World are They Spraying? which will answer that question.  This is an investigative documentary 

into “weather control”, one of the many agendas associated with chemtrail/geoengineering programs.  $19.95 

 

World According to Monsanto, The: 109 min. by Marie-Monique Robin. Monsanto’s controversial past combines some 

of the most toxic products ever sold with misleading reports, pressure tactics, collusion, and attempted corruption. They 

now race to genetically engineer (and patent) the world’s food supply, which profoundly threatens our health, 

environment, and economy. Combining secret documents with first hand accounts by victims, scientists, and politicians, 

this widely praised film, exposes why Monsanto has become the world’s poster child for malignant corporate influence in 

government and technology.            $19.95 

 

 

 

DOCUMENTS 
 
 

A Revolution in Military Affairs and Conflicts of Short War. Published by the U.S. Army War College in 1994, this 

revealing 56 page booklet sets a "scenario" for the takeover of a country by utilizing available technologies prior to 

conflict. Biochips to identify civilians, sedation of the food supply to suppress resistance, total control of the media for 

"perception management", behavior modification (mind control) and the topic of elimination of certain ethnic groups are 

only a few of the topics discussed in this chilling view of the future.        $15.00 

 

Adverse Health Affects and Exposure to Agent Orange Originally classified, this report by Admiral E.R. Zumwalt 

reveals much about Agent Orange and its toxic effects that were never disclosed. This was not to be published or released 

to the public.              $15.00  

 

An Examination of U.S. Policy Towards POW/MIAS By the US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations Republican 

Staff, May 23, 1991 This report addresses the plight of the POW/MIA and the US government’s response, or lack there 

of, to the missing men.              $15.00  

 

Biological Testing Involving Human Subjects by the Department of Defense, 1977 This 296 page Senate Report 

documents over 30 years of experiments conducted by the Department of Defense on the American people without their 

knowledge or consent. This shocking report reveals the numerous tests of biological weapons in places like New York, 

where biologicals were released in the subway system and Pennsylvania, where tunnels were filled with live organisms. 

              $35.00  
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Human Drug Testing by the C.I.A., 1977. More evidence of the government’s involvement in human experimentation 

for the purpose of learning how to control people and their actions! It traces the development of many drugs including the 

"date rape" drug!             $35.00 

 

Persian Gulf war Illnesses: Are We Treating Veterans Right? (S.R.103-647) This Senate Report contains evidence the 

government knew of antibiotic treatment that was effective for biological warfare exposure in November 1993! It contains 

testimony of medical and military experts. Most significant is that Senator Riegle states they were aware of the violent 

tendencies of the GW vets.           $25.00 

 

Project MK Ultra, The C.I.A.’s Program of Research in Behavioral Modification. This shocking Senate Report 

describes and explains the utilization of techniques and mind-altering drugs (LSD & others) on unwitting subjects to 

develop a method of mind control!           $25.00 

 

The Complete Riegle Reports (S.R. 103-900) The Senate Banking Committee Hearings and the subsequent reports of 

1994. This document is 551 pages of evidence that proves that the U.S. government has had prior knowledge that the Gulf 

War Illness was real and contagious!           $50.00  

 

The Interim Report This Staff report to Sen. Riegle dated Sept. 9, 1993, documents the government had prior knowledge 

of chemical and biological exposures to our troops in the gulf. Color maps illustrate the areas of chemical exposure. It 

describes missile attacks and the subsequent “Incidence of Gulf War Illnesses” suffered by certain units. (77.3% of one 

unit was affected!)             $15.00 

 

 

 

CD’s 
 

 

After The Storm (CD) by Greg Evensen 16 songs 

Approximately 75 minutes      $12.00 

 

America (CD) by Daniel Brigman 13 songs    $15.00 

 

Cracking The Code Companion CD to the book   $19.95 

 

The Truth About Aspartame (CD) By Russell Blaylock, MD. This audio CD describes the effects of aspartame on 

children, adults and pregnant women and gives information on how to reverse the damage caused by aspartame.    

$15.00  

 

The County Sheriff, America’s Last Hope:  Book on CD  $10.00 

 

Steve Vaus CD’s:  “This music speaks to the hearts and souls of Americans.”  - Joseph Farah – WorldNetDaily.com      

 

I Still Believe (CD):    10 songs      $17.00 

We Must Take America Back (CD):  12 songs     $17.00 

Come and Take It:   8 songs     $17.00 

Faith, Family, Revival:   18 songs     $17.00 

Praise & Patriotism:  13 songs     $17.00 
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BOOKS 
 

 

10 Steps to Your Natural Eye Health: Book, Workbook & Audio CD: (3 piece set).  Doctors in the USA use this 

information to successfully REVERSE eye disease.  129 page book, 15 page workbook, 1 CD .  $19.95                                                                                                                                                  

 

52 Prepper Projects: A Project a Week to Help You Prepare for the Unpredictable: 224 pages by David Nash. The 

best way to prepare for the future is not through fancy tools and gadgets it's experience and knowledge that will best equip 

you to handle the unexpected. Everyone begins somewhere, especially with disaster preparedness. In 52 Prepper's 

Projects, you'll find a project for every week of the year, designed to start you off with the foundations of disaster 

preparedness and taking you through a variety of projects that will increase your knowledge in self-reliance and help you 

acquire the actual know-how to prepare for anything.         $16.95 

 

52 Unique Techniques for Stocking Food for Preppers: A Strategy a Week to Help Stock Your Pantry for 

Survival: 288 pages by David Nash. Everyone begins somewhere, especially with learning how to stock your pantry for 

an indefinite period of time. In 52 Unique Techniques for Stocking Food for Preppers, you’ll find a project for every week 

of the year, designed to teach you the fundamentals of canning and preserving any sort of food as safely as possible.  

$16.99 

 

A Cancer Therapy: Results of Fifty Cases: by Max Gerson.  A summary of thirty years of clinical experimentation and 

the “improvement” of advanced cancer by diet therapy.        $19.95 

 

Activated Charcoal a Universal Antidote:  In this booklet, Charles Wilson provides the answer to many questions 

regarding the usage and origins of charcoal.         $3.95 

 

Aids: The Crime Beyond Belief: 692 pages by William L. C. Scott and Donald W. Scott. Now, in one book, the medical, 

scientific, historical, political and financial evidence that AIDS was created in America to reduce the world's population 

growth rate. Names people, places, facts, institutions.        $39.96 

 

Altered Genes, Twisted Truth: How the Venture to Genetically Engineer Our Food Has Subverted Science, 

Corrupted Government, and Systematically Deceived the Public:  by Steven Druker. This book uncovers the biggest 

scientific fraud of our age. It tells the fascinating and frequently astounding story of how the massive enterprise to 

restructure the genetic core of the world's food supply came into being, how it advanced by consistently violating the 

protocols of science, and how for more than three decades, hundreds of eminent biologists and esteemed institutions have 

systematically contorted the truth in order to conceal the unique risks of its products and get them onto our dinner plates. 

              $21.95 

 

America Nuked on 9/11: Compliments of the CIA, the Neocons in the DoD & the Mossad: 458 pages by James 

Fetzer.  If you want to know the WHO, the HOW and the WHY of 9/11, this book provides the answers. In 28 extensive, 

thorough and detailed studies, 14 authors contribute their expertise on different aspects of 9/11 to resolve the issues 

decisively.              $20.00 

 

Anti-Aging Remedies:  by Dr. John Heinerman. World renowned medical anthropologist, Dr. John Heinerman, shares 

his life’s work as he passes on the newly discovered secrets to smooth wrinkles, sharpen memory and erase hundreds of 

other signs of aging with inexpensive and proven techniques.  Natural, age-defying remedies from cultures around the 

world actually slow and even reverse the aging process.  Enjoy rejuvenated health, beauty and vitality.   $15.95 

 

Another French False Flag: by Kevin Barrett.  26 leading public intellectuals - including former high-level government 

officials, professors, and journalists - fearlessly explain how and why our own governments are slaughtering us in horrific 

terror events set up to be falsely blamed on "radical Muslim" patsies.      $19.95 
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Apple Cider Vinegar: 113 pages by Dr. Paul & Patricia Bragg.  Vinegar kills germs, mold and bacteria.  It is used for its 

powerful healing, cleansing, and can be used internally and externally.         $9.95 

 

An Unreasonable Woman:  by Diane Wilson.  A true story of shrimpers, politicos, polluters, and the fight for Seadrift, 

Texas.  Facing crooked politicians, corporate lawyers, and vengeful neighbors, she set out to save both her town and her 

way of life.               $18.00 

 

Are You a David?  by Sheriff Richard Mack. A sequel to the extremely popular The County Sheriff: America's Last Hope 

Sheriff Mack explains how not just sheriffs, but every public official, peace officer and citizen can stand in the cause of 

Liberty.              $12.00  

 

Back Fitness:  126 pages by Dr. Paul & Patricia Bragg. A time-tested program offers remedies, nutrition, exercises and 

non-invasive surgery to help avoid major surgery.            $9.95 

 

A Biblical Perspective on Essential Oils Pamphlet: 32 pages by Teri Secrest. Young Living Royal Crown Diamond 

leader Teri Secrest has amazed oil enthusiasts again with this beautiful, full color synopsis of essential oil use in ancient 

times. This 32 page booklet guides one through oils found in ancient scripture, capturing stories of their age-old uses and 

how they can be applied to spiritual well-being in modern times.       $6.50 

 

Biology of Belief: by Bruce Lipton. This is groundbreaking work in the field of New Biology. Author Dr. Bruce Lipton is 

a former medical school professor and research scientist. His experiments and that of other leading edge scientists have 

examined in great detail the processes by which cells receive information. The implications of this research radically 

change our understanding of life and how DNA actually works.        $25.00  

 

Blood on the Doorposts: by William & Sharon Schnoebelen. An advanced course in spiritual warfare.      $13.95 

 

Bone Building Miracle, The:  by Dr. Cass Ingram.  This book addresses reversing and preventing bone loss with 

powerful food, herbs, spices, and more.  Discover the most powerful nutrients and the key exercises for building bone 

mass. Stop osteoporosis.           $24.95 

 

Brotherhood of Darkness: by Stanley Monteith.  The story in this book is incredible but true.  It is about secret societies, 

how they have directed the course of civilization, and how they influence your life today.     $12.95 

 

Brucellosis Triangle, The:  142 pages by Don Scott. Learn about degenerative diseases, where they come from, why they 

are increasing, and why so little is being done.           $35.95 

 

Build Powerful Nerve Force:  255 pages by Dr. Paul & Patricia Bragg.  Learn how to take control or your own health 

and build a healthy future.  Also, learn control, prevention and increase vital nerve force the Bragg’s way.     $11.95 

 

Cancer-Free:  Your Guide to Gentle, Non-toxic Healing: by Bill Henderson & Carlos M. Garcia, MD.  There is a vast 

sea of information available today about natural cancer healing.  Uniquely, this book reduces it to a simple, inexpensive 

regimen which heals most cancers.            $37.00 

Cancer Salves:  235 pages by Ingrid Naiman.  This book demystifies one of history’s most proven alternatives to surgery 

and internal treatment of cancer with Bloodroot properties.        $42.50 

 

Cancer: Step Outside the Box: by Ty Bollinger. You’re about to discover the most potent alternative cancer treatments  

that 94% of doctors don’t even know exist…and that Big Pharma keeps “hushed up” to protect their profits…. Discover 

the truth about the Cancer Industry’s suppression of natural cancer treatments and persecution of honorable physicians 

who use these treatments. Learn about the “banned” vitamin which costs less than $20 per month which can be taken as a 

“preventative” and will virtually eliminate the chance of getting cancer.      $29.97 
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Cannabis Cure, The by Dr. Cass Ingram. Read about a special raw cannabis/hemp extract fortified with wild, raw 

oregano, also a rich source of cannabinoids and the all-important anti-inflammatory substance, beta caryophyllene.  Learn 

how cannabinoids are essential for overall health.        $24.95 

 

Case Against Fluoride:  by Paul Connett, PhD, James Beck, MD, PhD & H. S. Micklen, DPhil.  How hazardous waste 

ended up in our drinking water and the bad science and powerful politics that keep it there.     $24.95 

 

Catalyst Altered Water; It Makes Water Wetter!  by Beth M. Ley, Ph.D.  Author and nutritionist Dr. Beth interviews 

John W. Willard, Sr., Ph.D., the discoverer and patent holder of the unique catalyst that alters the molecular structure of 

liquid water giving it many amazing beneficial properties.         $5.95 

 

Cause for Cancer Revealed, The: 344 pages by Dr. Cass Ingram.  This book describes the vaccine danger.  Determine 

your risks for developing cancer.  Also, learn the government conspiracy behind the disease and discover the natural 

medicines you can use to treat and even improve your chances for survival.      $22.95 

 

Charcoal Remedies. COM: 302 pages by John Dinsley.  The complete handbook of medicinal charcoal and its 

applications for first aid, parents & doctors, homes & gardens, pets & livestock, and the environment.  This book serves 

not only as a reference book of medicinal charcoal facts, but also brings together a hundred and fifty different charcoal 

experiences of individuals from around the world.        $16.95 

 

Charcoal RX:  by Dr.’s Agatha and Calvin Thrash. Learn about the great health benefits and poison absorbing powers of 

Activated Charcoal.             $6.95 

 

Chemistry Of Essential Oils, The:  848 pages by David Stewart. Written so you can understand the healing properties 

and connection to God and scripture through essential oils.         $49.95 

 

Chlorella The Ultimate Green Food:  55 pages by Beth M. Ley.  Learn how chlorella can detoxify, normalize bodily 

function, enhance cellular growth and repair to restore youthful health and vitality.    $4.95 

 

Cholesterol Hoax: by Sherry Rogers. Cholesterol is not the biggest cause, nor is it predictive of heart disease. In fact, 

over half the people who die of a heart attack never had high cholesterol. But they did have other warnings that could have 

saved their lives, had they been checked. And the cure for these is spelled out in this book via safe non-prescription 

nutrients.               $23.95 

 

Christianity Unmasked:  by Dan Israel.  Christianity Unmasked is an informative, controversial, and enlightening 

expose of Christianity and its roots.  In this book, Dan Israel dares to broach two explosive subjects, exposing the hidden 

agenda between the politics of religion and the religion of politics.        $22.00 

 

The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Violations by American Psychiatrists: 352 pages by Colin A. Ross. The  C.I.A. 

Doctors, (Manitou Communications, 2006), uncovers the truth about violations of human rights by American Psychiatrists 

in the twentieth century. Documents obtained through the Freedom of Information Act and cross-referenced research 

published in leading medical journals expose the existence of mind altering experiments on unwitting human subjects, 

paid for by the U.S. government, the U.S. Military and the C.I.A.       $22.95 

 

Citizen’s Rule Book:     Bill of rights jury handbook       $1.00 each or 10 for   $7.50    

 

Cleansing or Surgery/Simple Health Remedies:  Embassy of Heaven (2 booklet set).  Eliminate gallstones, kidney 

stones, ulcers, high blood pressure, constipation and more.  Use these simple, inexpensive cleanses to flush out the inside 

of the body and restore health.  Simple Remedies is a light-hearted, practical guide for finding relief from common health 

problems.              Individually    $7.50                2-book set     $15.00 
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The Clintons' War on Women 476 pages by Roger Stone and Robert Morrow. This stunning exposé reveals for the first 

time how Bill and Hillary Clinton systematically abused women and others—sexually, physically, and psychologically—

in their scramble for power and wealth.          $27.99  

 

Clouded Titles—Mayday Edition:  by David Krieger.  Exposes the many facets of what MERS (mortgage electronic 

rating system) has now become and covers the issues that borrowers and property owners are facing, along with 

suggestions and ideas for seeking remedy in state courts…the only place in America with any saving grace.  This book 

goes into some detail about the quiet title action and what it means to property owners with clouded titles.  The author 

himself has been involved in them and is currently on the front lines covering the issues, which come with your purchase 

in the form of monthly newsletters.  This book is a must for all truth-seekers that want to find out more about how the 

securitization mess on Wall Street affected American property owners on Main Street.     $49.95 

 

Coconut Cures:  by Bruce Fife, ND. Treating and preventing common health problems with coconut.  256 pages  $15.95 

 

Coconut Oil Miracle, The:  5
th
 Edition by Bruce Fife. Discover the amazing healing powers of coconut oil as well as the 

health benefits of this great natural oil.           $21.60 

 

Codex Magica: by Texe Marrs.  Secret signs, mysterious symbols, and hidden codes of the Illuminati.  Contains over 

1,000 actual photographs and illustrations.           $34.95 

 

Coenzyme Q10:All-Around Nutrient for All-Around Health:  by Dr. Beth M. Ley Jacobs, Ph.D.  Coenzyme Q10 has 

literally thousands of scientific studies and clinical trials demonstrating that it can help with many issues.  Read how 

supplementing with this amazing nutrient can help you!        $4.95 

 

Colloidal Silver Today:  by Warren Jefferson.  Colloidal silver is becoming the people’s germ killer – cheap, easily 

manufactured, and effective.  Thoroughly documented with the latest findings from leading researchers working with 

colloidal silver, this book will answer many of the questions about this amazing substance.  You’ll discover how colloidal 

silver is being used as an alternative to antibiotic, antiviral and antifungal products.  Also includes plans to build a simple 

colloidal silver generator which will allow you to make colloidal silver at home for pennies an ounce.  $6.95 

 

Combat-Ready Kitchen: How the U.S. Military Shapes the Way You Eat: 304 pages by Anastacia Marx de Salcedo. 

If you ever wondered how ready-to-eat foods infiltrated your kitchen, you’ll love this entertaining romp through the secret 

military history of practically everything you buy at the supermarket.      $27.96 

 

Complete Patriot’s Guide:  by Ethan.  The guide to oligarchical collectivism theory and practice.  $10.00 

 

Conspiracy World:  by Texe Marrs.  A truth teller’s compendium of eye-opening revelations and forbidden knowledge.  

Conspiracies are very real.  Here is proof that the world is more strange—and far more evil and dangerous—than you and 

I can even imagine.              $29.95 

 

Controlling the Human Mind by Nick Begich.  The first part of this book deals with the sinister side of controlling the 

human mind with the second part exploring the possibilities that are emerging with new brain and mind enhancing 

technologies.              $13.50 

 

Cosmic Conspiracy: Final Edition, The: by Stan Deyo. Recruited by the Illuminati, Stan Deyo was taken secretly to 

Australia in 1971 to design "flying saucer" propulsion systems. Deyo reveals years later why "they" keep the alien/UFO 

agenda from the public. Many have investigated this huge conspiracy from the outside looking in - but only one has come 

forward from an insider's perspective. Stan Deyo's The Cosmic Conspiracy Final Edition 2010 is his testimony to the 

truth.                 $29.95 
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County Sheriff, The:  by Richard Mack. Sheriff Mack’s newest book covers decades of research to prove once and for 

all that the sheriffs in this country are indeed the ultimate law authority in their respective jurisdictions. The sheriff 

absolutely has the power and responsibility to defend his citizens against all enemies, including those from our own 

federal government. This short but powerful book is a must read for all citizens, sheriffs and government officials that we 

may all work to return America to the constitutional republic she was meant to be.     $10.00 

 

Cracking the Code: by Peter Eric Hendrickson. Hendrickson delves deep into the history, statutes and case law behind 

the Code to reveal its startling and liberating secrets; and unless you live in a cave, you need to know what he’s 

uncovered.               $24.95 

 

Credit Restoration Primer:  Revised 5
th
 edition by Dave Krieger.  Read about foreclosures, repossessions, credit reports, 

debt collection, harassing phone calls, charge-offs, late pays, bankruptcies, child support, tax liens, inquiries, etc.   $39.99 

 

Cure Gum Disease Naturally: Heal and Prevent Periodontal Disease and Gingivitis with Whole Foods:  242 pages 

by Ramiel Nagel.  Learn how loose teeth can be firmed up and become rooted like a strong tree once again into your jaw 

bone, inflamed gums can become healthy, and bleeding can be greatly reduced and stopped. You will at last see clearly 

why you have succumbed to gum disease and know specific steps to take, by eating certain foods, to keep your gums 

healthy and thus keep your teeth for the rest of your life.        $21.75 

 

Cure is in the Cupboard, The: 2015 Edition by Dr. Cass Ingram. This book is a basic overview of all of the beneficial 

qualities of Oregano.  The book goes in depth into how the herb can reverse ailments from allergies to psoriasis.  A brief 

list of ailments listed in the book is: colds, arthritis, bites, bronchitis, ringworm, earache, fatigue, flu, colitis, gastritis, and 

gum disease.  156 pages              $24.95 

 

Cure is in the Forest, The: by Dr. Cass Ingram. Trees are the most powerful of all plants. They are also the longest-lived. 

Find out the most powerful cures of the forest, especially the wild chaga mushroom and wild birch bark. Learn how chaga 

mushroom extract can give you strength and energy, helps reverse serious diseases, pain syndromes, eczema, psoriasis, 

and high blood pressure, greatly boosts and strengthens the immune system, helps proven all diseases and increase 

lifespan.               $24.95 

 

Cure Tooth Decay: by Ramiel Nagel. Discover a protocol based on ancient wisdom from the world’s indigenous 

cultures, This is a program that can be over 90% effective in halting and preventing tooth cavities without dental surgery 

or chemicals.               $29.95 

 

Cured My Cancer: How I Cured My Stage 4 Multi-Organ Cancer at Home:  by William Trucks.  This educational 

booklet should be of great interest since so many lives and families are devastated by this apparent life-style triggered 

epidemic.  Nearly everyone can learn the answers and make informed choices and knowledgeable decisions about what to 

believe.  This highly personal story of one man’s journey of learning and healing is an inspiration.   $19.95 

 

Dare to Prepare: 3rd Edition by Holly Deyo. Dare to Prepare is in huge demand due to current terrorist 

threats, economic uncertainty and increasing natural disasters. Written by Holly Drennan Deyo with an introduction by 

Stan Deyo, this magnificent work is THE ultimate city-suburban-rural emergency preparedness reference book. Dare To 

Prepare is now 80 pages greater in 8-1/2" by 11" format paperback - about the size of a telephone book. Over 330 

photographs and illustrations, plus many charts and tables, make personalized preparedness super simple.   $44.95 

 

Days of Chaos: An End Times Handbook: 355 pages by L.A. Marzulli. In this book Marzulli covers the political aspect 

relating to end times prophesy.           $19.95 
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Debt Hope: Down and Dirty Survival Strategies: by Mark S Hankins.   If you have serious debt problems, it may seem 

like every credit card company has the upper hand.  You may think that your only choices are bankruptcy, some 

excruciating counseling regime, or a shady debt settlement company.  Nothing can be further from the truth!  You are in a 

War….and the enemy wants your wallet.  Creditors are hard at work every day figuring out how to get the most money 

out of you.  If you want to survive, you need to get smart and learn to fight back.     $16.95 

 

Depression: Cured at Last: by Sherry Rogers; Environmental Medicine authority details "Depression", the unspoken 

epidemic, as a food allergy and/or a toxic build-up.        $24.95 

 

Detox Book, The:  by Bruce Fife, ND. This book details how to detox your body to reverse aging and improve your 

health.              $20.00 

 

Detoxify or Die:  by Sherry A. Rogers, M.D. There is now no question that accumulated toxins are behind nearly every 

disease, symptom, injury and malfunction of the body. But get ready for the greatest medical discovery of the decade. If 

we get these ubiquitously unavoidable toxic chemicals out of the body, we can reverse and even cure the most hopeless 

diseases. Learn how to find the underlying causes and get rid of them with the only proven way to reverse disease and 

slow down aging.              $22.95 

 

Diabetes To Wholeness:  109 pages by Beth M. Ley.  A natural and spiritual approach to disease and healing.    $9.95 

 

Dr. Mary’s Monkey:  by Edward T. Haslam, foreword by Jim Marrs.  Details how the unsolved murder of a doctor, a 

secret laboratory in New Orleans and cancer-causing monkey viruses are linked to Lee Harvey Oswald, the JFK 

assassination and emerging global epidemics.           $19.95 

 

Drugs That Don’t Work and Natural Therapies That Do: by David Brownstein.  Dr. Brownstein will show you new 

research that gives you detailed information on why the most commonly prescribed drugs may not be the most appropriate 

choice to treat many common conditions             $18.00 

 

E.I. Syndrome Revised:  635 pages by Sherry Rogers, MD. A Rx for environmental illness and guide for people who 

have simple pollen, dust, mold, food and/or chemical sensitivities.      $17.95 

 

Earth Rising II - the Betrayal of Science, Society and the Soul: 224 pages by Nick Begich.   $17.95 

 

Earthing: The Most Important Health Discovery Ever?: by Clinton Ober, Stephen Sinatra & Martin Zucker. Earthing 

introduces the planet’s powerful, amazing, and overlooked natural healing energy and how people anywhere can readily 

connect to it. This eye opening book describes how the physical disconnect with the earth creates abnormal physiology 

and contributes to inflammation, pain, fatigue, stress, and poor sleep. By reconnecting to the earth, symptoms are rapidly 

relieved and even eliminated, and recovery from surgery, injury, and athletic overexertion is accelerated.  $12.95 

 

Easy to Build Outdoor Fire Pits, Cookers and Other Projects: by Ron Klinefelter. From the writer of An Easy to Build 

Greenhouse comes amazing, creative and beautiful projects to make your outdoor life a simpler one. Learn how to build 

your very own fire pits and even how to build a slow cooker using an old satellite dish!      $9.00 

 

End of America:  By Naomi Wolf.  A letter of warning to a young patriot and a citizen’s call to action.    $13.95 
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The End of Money and the Future of Civilization: 280 pages by Thomas Greco Jr. This book demystifies the subjects 

of money, banking, and finance by tracing historical landmarks and important evolutionary shifts that have changed the 

essential nature of money. Greco’s masterful work lays out the problems and then looks to the future for a next stage in 

money’s evolution that can liberate us as individuals and communities from the current grip of centralized and politicized 

money power.             $19.95 

 

Essential Oils Book, The: by Colleen K. Dodt.  This practical guide shows how essential oils-used in the home and on 

the go can greatly improve the quality of busy lives.         $14.95                                                                                                           

 

Essential Oil Desk Reference (2013 Convention Edition): Special Sixth Edition by Essential Science Pub. Learn how 

and why pure essential oils share their powerful life force in ways that support and maintain our health.  Also includes 

AIRASE supplement on cutting-edge research by D. Gary Young, Dr. HK Lin and others.   $69.95 

 

Essential Oils Pocket Reference:  Fifth Edition.          $25.00 

 

Everything THEY Ever Told Me Was A Lie:  by Pat Shannan.  Everything They Ever Told Me Was a Lie explains from 

the outset exactly who “They” are (only the newest of AFP readers wouldn’t already know) and how a cooperative news 

media, by ignoring facts and refusing to address pertinent questions, allow outrageous lies to meld into definite, 

indisputable truths.              $12.50 

 

Excitotoxins: The Taste That Kills: by Russell Blaylock. This book opens a fresh view on the hazardous relationship of 

food and brain health.               $17.95 

 

Extremely Unfortunate Skull Valley Incident, The:  196 pages by Don Scott.  Explains the special virus cancer 

program and its impact on human health.           $24.95 

 

Eye Care Revolution, The:  2
nd

 Edition by Dr. Robert Abel, Jr, MD. Dr. Abel gives you lots of valuable information 

about nutritional, herbal, homeopathic, and Asian therapies, along with conventional methods to prevent and even reverse 

most vision disorders. LIMITED QUANITIES          $5.00  

 

Eye Care Revolution, The:  3
rd

 Edition Revised and Updated by Dr. Robert Abel, Jr, MD Dr. Abel.  $20.00  

 

FEAR The People: The action plan to enforce our Constitution, Bring Congress Home, and Reclaim American 

Life: 234 pages by David M. Zuniga. We The People have had no plan of action — until now. To restore true popular 

sovereignty, AmericaAgain! is launching meetups in up to 31,000 small towns to push through a 3-prong plan: 1) Ratify 

the long-forgotten original First Amendment, the first step to take Congress out of Washington D.C.; 2) Restore the 

Citizen Militia required by the Constitution; and 3) Return all sovereign public lands to the states. AmericaAgain! will 

force 21 other reform laws through Congress as well. Read this book to learn how we will do all of this.  $30.00 

 

Finding The Sweet Spot:  by Dave Pollard.  The natural entrepreneur’s guide to responsible, sustainable, joyful work.  A 

guide to finding where your gifts, passions, and purpose intersect.        $17.95 

 

Flax, Fabulous Flax:  55 pages by Beth M. Ley.  Flax seeds are nature’s best source of omega-3 fatty acids and fiber. 

              $5.95 

 

Flood Your Body With Oxygen:  by Ed McCabe. “Mr. Oxygen” tell us how to improve our life, immediately, with the 

use of oxygen!  Learn about healing yourself, your pets, and your plants with oxygen.     $29.99 

 

Fluoride Deception, The:  by Christopher Bryson.  This book reveals how a secretive group of powerful industries 

collaborated with officials from the National Institute of Dental Research to launder fluoride’s public image.      $24.95 
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Forever 1776:  by Daniel Brigman with Kevin Smith.  America’s hope lies in our Revolutionary past.  In the book, 

Forever 1776, Daniel Brigman exposes the truth about the foundation of the United States of America to everyone in what 

could be the most important political book you read this year.  Forever 1776 will expose all Americans to the truth behind 

key people and events from America’s past that schools do not teach and the government seems anxious to cover up.  

Brigman makes the connection between the heaven-inspired ideals and principles of the past with the corrupt and lawless 

present, allowing patriots everywhere to step up to their responsibility to replace political deception with America’s 

amazing heritage.             $17.76 

 

Fossilized Customs:  12
th
 Edition by Lew White. Mr. White reveals how corrupt organized religions have manipulated 

and distorted ancient holy text and symbols, and in fact, has inserted pagan and satanic words, images and rituals into 

present day bibles and religious ceremonies.  Documented research of ancient text clearly shows the deception and who is 

behind it.             $20.00 

 

From My Cold Dead Fingers: Why America Needs Guns: by Sheriff Richard Mack.  Sheriff Mack clearly outlines 

why the unrestricted right of the people as individuals "to keep and bear arms" is essential to the preservation of both 

individual liberty and domestic tranquility. Mack reminds us of facts that were self-evident to earlier generations of 

Americans, but which are all but forgotten in today's climate of incessant cries for more gun control. Concise and 

compelling, this book is an indispensable resource for any lover of freedom.       $14.95 

 

From Sovereign to Serf:  by Roger S. Sayles.  Government by the treachery and deception of words.    $24.95 

 

Gateway to The Heavens: How geometric shapes, patterns and symbols form our reality: 240 pages by Karen 

French. Simple geometric shapes and symbols combine to make the universal, powerful, sacred model Karen French calls 

Gateway to the Heavens. In this book, French explains the meaning and purpose of these shapes, how they mold our 

reality and perception of it and how they have a direct bearing on what you are and why you are here.  $19.95 

 

Genetic Roulette: by Jeffery Smith. The biotech industry’s claim that genetically modified foods are safe is shattered in 

this ground-breaking book. It also explains why children are most at risk, how to avoid genetically modified food and 

false claims by genetically modified food advocates and much more.       $24.95 

 

Gerson Way Healing booklet Series, The: Each booklet contains an introduction to and synopsis of Dr. Max Gerson's 

treatment, plus real patient histories, some in the patient's own inspiring words, about their experiences and successes with 

the Gerson Therapy.                       

Healing Auto Immune Disease, Healing Brain and Kidney Cancer, Healing Lung Cancer and Respiratory Disease, 

Healing Lymphoma, Healing Melanoma, Healing Breast Cancer, Healing Colon Liver & Pancreas Cancer, Healing 

Ovarian & Female Organ Cancer, Healing Prostate & Testicular Cancer, Healing Diabetes  $4.95 each 

 

God’s Way To Ultimate Health: by Dr. George Malkmus.  A common sense guide for eliminating sickness through 

nutrition.               $18.95 

 

Good Teeth, From Birth To Death:  111 pages by Dr. Gerald Judd.  The prime purpose of this book is to assure the 

greatest possible education of children and adults in making sure their teeth are not eroded, decayed or lost, by following 

the simple regimen outlined therein.  It is the prescription for perfect teeth.       $15.00 

 

The Green Body Cleanse Book: by Dr. Edward Group. The Green Body Cleanse is information to help you discover 

your path to living green and living well! Filled with twenty years-worth of Dr. Group’s research, statistics, charts, tips, 

recipes, diagrams and facts, this book will teach you how to restore your body’s natural healing powers, reduce your 

exposure to toxins, live an organic lifestyle, and do it all efficiently!       $24.95  
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Guide to Understanding Herbal Medicine and Surviving the Coming Pharmaceutical Monopoly, A:  by Dr. Michael 

Farley, ND and Ty Bollinger.  This authoritative reference guide is based upon the most recent scientific research and 

provides crucial insight into the phenomenal healing properties of medicinal herbs.     $29.97 

 

Healing Arthritis The Gerson Way:  by Charlotte Gerson.  Based on the research of Dr. Max Gerson, this book details 

all-natural solutions for arthritis, bone and joint diseases that really works!  .      $19.95 

 

Healing Crisis:  by Dr. Bruce Fife, N.D. In this book you will learn how to distinguish between a healing crisis and a 

disease crisis.  You will learn how healing works, what to do and what not to do to facilitate healing, and how to cope 

with unpleasant symptoms until the crisis is over.          $9.95 

 

Healing Lyme: by Stephen Harrod Buhner.  Healing Lyme examines the leading, scientific research on lyme infection, 

it’s tests and treatments and outlines the most potent herbal medicines and supplements that offer help for preventing and 

healing the disease.              $19.95     

 

Healing Oils Of The Bible: 325 pages by David Stewart.  This is a knowledgeable, informative book on essential oils 

and their uses with a biblical application.          $19.95 

 

The Healing Power Of Clay: The Natural Remedy for Dozens of Common Ailments: 176 pages by Michel Abehsera. 

 A complete guide to clay and what it can do for health and beauty, The Healing Power of Clay tells what kind of clay to 

use, where to get it, and how to use it--simple, do-it-yourself techniques that can be employed at home. Clay is a healer 

that some use for headaches, allergies, arthritis, cuts, bruises, burns, acne, anemia, and as a deep cleansing mask, 

shampoo, toothpaste, and as soap.          $12.00 

 

Healing Powers of Fruits, Vegetables and Herbs:  by Dr. John Heinerman. In this amazing book, noted medical 

anthropologist Dr. John Heinerman brings you a complete collection of natural healing fruits, vegetables and herbs from 

all over the world!  From plant medicines of the American Indians to time-tested herbal remedies from ancient China, the 

Middle East and the Bible – here, says Dr. Heinerman, are ways to relieve ailments quickly and inexpensively using safe 

and easily obtained ingredients you’ve been using all your life.        $15.95 

 

Healing Powers of Honey, The:   by Cal Orey.   Known as Mother Nature’s “nectar of the gods”, honey was praised for 

its healing powers as far back as 5,000 years ago by Egyptians.  Drawing on the latest honey buzz and interviews with 

medical doctors, beekeepers and researchers, this charming and enlightening book reveals 30 healing honey varieties 

paired with cinnamon and teas, tells you how to incorporate honey into heart-healthy recipes.     $14.00 

 

Healing Powers of Olive Oil, The:  by Cal Orey.  From ancient times to present-day, olive oil has been used for 

everything from health ailments to beauty and the home and so much more.  New evidence shows that a diet based on 

olive oil can add years to your life and may even prevent some diseases.  Health author-journalist Cal Orey has consulted 

top doctors, nutritionists, olive oil producers and chefs, getting the most up-to-date information on the many benefits of 

olive oil.              $14.00 

 

Healing Power of Turmeric: 50 pages by Warren Jefferson. Western researchers have now acknowledged that curcumin, 

the most medicinally potent compound in turmeric, has antioxidant and antimicrobial capabilities and fights inflammation, 

chronic diseases, and cancer. Read about the best forms and dosages of turmeric and curcumin to take and learn how to 

use turmeric in 9 delicious recipes.          $5.95 

 

Healing Powers of Vinegar, The:  by Cal Orey.  From ancient folk medicine to modern miracle-discover the amazing 

powers of apple cider vinegar.  You will also find a wealth of natural beauty treatments and environment friendly 

household hints, from making kitchen countertops sparkle to cleaning up kids and pets. Now includes dozens of home 

cures.                 $14.00 
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Healing Spices: How to Use 50 Everyday and Exotic Spices to Boost Health and Beat Disease:  by Bharat B 

Aggarwal, PhD.  Breakthrough Scientific research is finding that spices – even more than herbs, fruits and vegetables – 

are loaded with health-enhancing compounds.  In this first book on how to use culinary spices for healing, a leading 

expert on the subject takes a detailed look at 50 different spices and their disease-beating benefits.    $24.95 

 

Healing the Gerson Way: by Charlotte Gerson. A complete guide to the theory and practice of the Gerson Therapy 

developed over 80 years ago by Dr Max Gerson. It shows that increasingly denatured, nutritionally empty, toxic modern 

diet is the main cause of today’s worsening health crisis. This book offers precision built nutritional program that 

eliminates the underlying causes of disease.          $29.95 

 

Healing the Hopeless:  by Dr. Max Gerson. The Life story of Dr. Max Gerson and account of his therapies.  Called “one 

of the most eminent geniuses in the history of medicine,” by Dr. Albert Schweitzer, Dr. Gerson’s therapy has helped so 

many people with chronic diseases.          $27.95 

 

Health and Nutrition Secrets:  by Russell Blaylock.  Learn how the chemicals and compounds you encounter every day 

can lead to unexpected health complications and life-threatening disorders.       $22.95 

 

Health Hazards of Electromagnetic Radiation:  64 pages by Bruce Fife, ND.  This book delves into the effects of 

electro pollution on your health.            $9.95 

 

Healthy Heart:  230 pages  by Dr. Paul & Patricia Bragg.  This book shows you how to have a healthy heart and be fit at 

any age.  It shows how to manage and maintain heart disease, prevention, stress, foods and cholesterol, healthy lifestyles 

and exercise.                                                                                      $11.95 

 

Healthy Lifestyles:  255 pages by Dr. Paul & Patricia Bragg. This book teaches you to take control of your healthy 

lifestyle that keeps you ageless with body purification, toxic-less diet, and healing system.    $11.95 

 

Hell’s Kitchen:  by Dr. Joel Wallach and Ma Lan.  Obesity is not a disease, obesity is not the enemy, and obesity is but a 

symptom of a deeper nutritional deficiency. Dr. Wallach and Dr. Ma Lan looked beyond written history and looked for 

clues that would show what events, technology, and what people set us on the terrible path of the world pandemic of 

obesity. People can simply eliminate obesity and other degenerative diseases if only we would all adhere simple principals 

and supplement properly and cut back on most forms of dietary sugars and carbohydrates. This book will let you know the 

real cause of obesity and how to fight it.          $19.95 

 

Herbal Antibiotics 1
st
 Edition:  135 pages by Stephen Harrod Buhner.  Natural alternatives for treating drug-resistant 

bacteria.  This empowering book offers conclusive evidence that plant medicines, with their complex mix of multiple 

antibiotic compounds, are remarkably effective against drug-resistant bacteria.  You’ll learn how antibiotic herbs such as 

aloe, garlic, and grapefruit seed extract represent our best defense against bacteria, and how their use will ensure that, in 

the future, antibiotic drugs will still be there when we need them.       $12.95 

 

Herbal Antibiotics 2
nd

 Edition:  467 pages by Stephen Harrod Buhner.  Natural Alternatives for treating drug-resistant 

bacteria.  In-depth profiles of the most effective herbs.  Comprehensive review of scientific research.  Extensive medicine-

making instructions.  200 tincture ratios.                $24.95 

 

Herbal Healing for Children:  by Demetria Clark. Many families are finding the use of herbal medicines to be a safer, 

simpler, more natural way to care for their children than treating with conventional medications.  Children often improve 

after just a few doses of herbal remedies – even when standard medicines have been ineffective – and often recover with 

fewer side effects.  This is an easy-to-follow, practical guide to dealing with common childhood health issues.  $14.95 
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Herbal Recipes For Vibrant Health:  by Rosemary Gladstar.  This practical compendium of herbal wisdom is a must 

have for everyone. Promote vibrant health and radiant beauty, soothe everyday ailments, and ease stress and anxiety with 

175 simple herbal recipes for everything from infant colic to dry skin to cold symptoms to insomnia.   $16.95 

 

Hidden History: An Exposé of Modern Crimes, Conspiracies, and Cover-Ups in American Politics: 

392 pages by Donald Jefferies. The US government has spent as much time covering up conspiracies as it has helping the 

American people. In Hidden History, you will see the amount of effort that our government has dedicated over the past 

fifty years to lying and covering up the truth to the world.       $22.99 

 

High Blood Pressure Hoax, The: 280 pages by Sherry Rogers, MD.  This book shows how to detoxify the body ridding 

it of unsuspected chemical causes of high blood pressure and vascular disease.     $19.95 

 

Horrors of Vaccination: by Chas M. Higgins. Originally published in 1920 this book is a petition to the president to 

abolish compulsory vaccination in the army and navy.          $16.95 

 

How to Disappear: Erase your Digital Footprint, Leave False Trails and Vanish without a Trace:  by Frank M. 

Ahearn & Eileen C.  From the world’s preeminent people finder – an insider’s guide to disappearing, How to Disappear is 

the authoritative and comprehensive guide for people who seek to protect their privacy as well as for anyone who’s ever 

entertained the fantasy of disappearing – whether actually dropping out of sight or by eliminating the traceable evidence 

of their existence.               $16.95 

 

How To Cure Diabetes:  by Sherry Rogers.  As far as the multiple curable causes of diabetes go, the #1 cause permeates 

80% of our diet. Yet the FDA limit on this #1 cause is 500 times higher than the dose that researchers use to create 

diabetes. The good news is sometimes as little as pennies of non-prescription nutrients (depending on the individual) can 

literally cure diabetic nephropathy (kidney disease), prevent amputations, reverse diabetic retinopathy, as well as reverse 

diabetes to the point of needing no medications. Come and learn how to empower yourself (contains well over 1000 

references).             $23.95 

 

The Hundred-Year Lie: How to Protect Yourself from the Chemicals That Are Destroying Your Health: 

by Randall Fitzgerald.  In a devastating exposé in the tradition of Silent Spring and Fast Food Nation, investigative 

journalist Randall Fitzgerald warns how thousands of man-made chemicals in our food, water, medicine, and environment 

are making humans the most polluted species on the planet.         $15.00 

 

IndoctriNation: by Colin Gunn & Joaquin Fernandez;  Public schools and the decline of Christianity.  This is a 

companion book to the eye opening, award-winning documentary (DVD).     $14.99 

 

Insulin: Our Silent Killer: by Thomas Smith. A guide to the understanding and management of type II diabetes, 

atherosclerosis and impotence.           $29.00 

 

Iodine: Why We Need It, Why We Can’t Live Without It:  by David Brownstein. This book will show you new 

research Dr. Brownstein has done showing that a large segment of the population may be suffering from iodine 

deficiency. Dr. Brownstein utilizes actual case studies to show how the proper use of iodine can help you achieve your 

optimal health.               $18.00 

 

Is Your Cardiologist Killing You: by Sherry Rogers. The evidence is clear that drugs merely work by poisoning a 

pathway that makes the symptoms subside. However, in doing so you have missed a golden opportunity to actually cure 

the problem. This book focuses on cardiology problems from high blood pressure, cholesterol, arrhythmias, and 

congestive heart failure to what to do after a heart attack, stints, bypass, or to reverse coronary calcifications. Last but not 

least, it instructs you how to quiz your perspective cardiologist to determine if he is from the old school where every 

symptom is a drug deficiency, or from the approach that looks for the causes and cure of your life robbing heart disease. 

              $19.95 
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Jeb! and the Bush Crime Family: The Inside Story of an American Dynasty 464 pages by Roger Stone. New York 

Times bestselling author and legendary political insider, Roger Stone lashes out with a blistering indictment that exposes 

the true history and monumental hypocrisy of the Bushes. In his usual “go for the jugular” style, Stone collaborates with 

Saint John Hunt—author, musician, and son of legendary CIA operative E. Howard Hunt—to make this a “no-holds-

barred” history of the Bush family.          $27.99 

 

Just In Case: by Kathy Harrison. Be prepared for the unexpected by following Kathy Harrison’s practical plan for 

emergency self-sufficiency. Learn how to evaluate, organize and rotate your food supply; pack an evacuations kit; protect 

important documents from fire; develop a communications system; make nutritious, delicious meals with canned and 

dried pantry items; use alternative heating sources; and entertain the kids without television or computers. Everything you 

need to know to survive when public services fail is covered in this essential guide to family preparedness. $16.95 

 

Kids Need Care:  by Judy K Gray.  Kids need powerful sources of nutrition.  That’s how they can have perfect health.  

They also need spiritual guidance and love.  It’s all here in Kids Need Care by Judy K Gray, M.S.  Whether infants, 

toddlers, children, teenagers, or adults – all need nutritional guidance and care.       $28.95 

 

Know The Name, Know The Person:  by Sharon Lynn Wyeth. How a name can predict thoughts, feelings and actions.  

We are our names.  Learn what you are saying to others, and what others know immediately about you, once you know 

Neimology.               $27.95 

 

Know The Name, Know The Spirit: by Sharon Lynn Wyeth.  Why are you here? What is your purpose? This book tells 

you how to find your life's purpose based on the placement of the letters in your name. Discover your contract with God in 

your name.             $27.95 

 

Legal Guidelines For Unlicensed Practitioners: 136 pages by Dr. Lawrence Wilson. This concise, well-written manual 

helps one to become aware of occupational licensing matters and how to practice as an unlicensed practitioner without 

legal difficulties. Sixteen chapters include discussions of licensing laws, and legal opportunities and rights as a consultant, 

minister, coach and other practice options. Also included are sample disclaimer, disclosure and consent forms to use with 

your clients.             $15.00 

 

Let’s Play Doctor!:  by Dr. Joel Wallach & Ma Lan.  The Book That "Orthodox" Doctors Couldn't Kill.  Learn:  How to 

maximize your genetic potential for health and longevity; How to become your own primary health care provider; The 

Alternative Healing Arts; How to establish your own health clinic and home pharmacy; Home surgery.  $14.95 

 

Let’s Play Herbal Doctor!  by Dr. Joel Wallach & Ma Lan.  We are living at a time when the successes of "Modern 

Medicine" are overshadowed by the great harm, unexpected side effects, and death caused by it's drugs and procedures.   

Learn about:  The pharmacological properties of plant herbs; The history of herbal medicine; How herbs work; Active 

constituents of medicinal herbs; Growing, harvesting, selecting, storage and processing of herbs.   $19.95 

 

Life From Plants To Animals To Us:  232 pages by Don Scott.  The pathogens that present as the 

Neuro/Lymphatic/Systemic Degenerative diseases: their origin in nature and how and by whom they were engineered to 

be more virulent and contagious in order to limit world population growth rate.      $35.95 

 

Lipitor Thief of Memory:  by Duane Graveline.  This book is the account of how Mr. Graveline’s search for answers 

that his medical community didn’t have-the how and why of his traumatic experience, and what needs to be done to 

prevent the devastating side effects to body and mind from the escalating use of the statin drugs.   $20.00 

 

Longevity Solution, The:  136 pages by Dr. Cass Ingram. Offers compelling proof that royal jelly has the power to 

eliminate fatigue, provide greater energy and extended life.  Research proves that royal jelly can reverse stress, build a 

more beautiful physique, decrease pain, and increase mental powers. .      $12.95 
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The Lost Hegemon: Whom the Gods Would Destroy: 290 pages by F. William Engdahl. This is an excellent 

geopolitical analysis of the relationship between jihadism and the Anglo-American power and its consequences for world 

politics. In a well-documented, inexorable analysis the author uncovers the character, scope and limits of this relationship. 

This analysis is absolutely necessary reading stuff for all those interested in the today's confusing international politics 

which is dominated by the "war against terror".         $21.95 

 

Lost Language Of Plants, The:  325 pages by Stephen Harrod Buhner. The ecological importance of plant medicines to 

life on earth.  This book is a devastating expose’ about how we are polluting our environment with the pharmaceuticals 

that Western medicine has developed to heal us.  We are ingesting Prozac, Premarin, and antibiotics whether we want to 

or not.               $19.95 

 

Lucifer Dethroned:  by William and Sharon Schnoebelen. He was a Satanist, then one day a Christian bank clerk wrote 

on one of his checks “I’m praying for you in Jesus’ name,” and his occult life started falling apart.  Read this amazing 

story of true transformation.           $12.95 

 

Lyme Disease Cure, The by Dr. Cass Ingram. With Dr. Ingram’s natural medicine protocols, there is no way for the 

pathogen to hide. Lyme can be cured. Learn how you can do so with this exclusive program of natural medicines, the 

most potent of which is oil of wild oregano.         $24.95 

 

Nobody Died at Sandy Hook:  It was a FEMA Drill to Promote Gun Control 2
nd

 Edition by James Fetzer. Proof it 

was a drill and not a massacre with contributions from the best students and scholars of Sandy Hook.  $20.00 

 

MACA:  Adaptogen & Hormonal Regulator:  47 pages by Beth M. Ley. Learn how Maca can increase energy, balance 

hormones, and enhance sexual function for both men and women.      $ 4.95 

 

Made From Scratch:  by Jenna Woginrich. Discover the pleasures of a handmade life.  This fine, simple book is the real 

deal, and it will come as a great relief to people feeling some silent dread in a time of rising gas prices, food shortages, 

and the like.  Much can be done—in your home!          $12.95   

 

The Magic of Gun Control: by Sheriff Richard Mack.  This book examines the constitutional, historical, and 

foundational basis of gun control and those leaders who have embraced it. It expresses a practical view of gun ownership 

and emphasizes the laws and views of those who first wrote the Bill of Rights, which guarantees the right of all law-

abiding Americans to keep and bear arms.         $20.00 

 

Magnesium Miracle:  by Carolyn Dean.  Updated with the newest research, this amazing guide explains the vital role 

that magnesium plays in your body and life.         $16.00 

 

Make Smoke, Burn Smoke:  by Doug Brethower.  Biomass gasification primer, smoke on fire.     $12.95 

 

Masonic & Occult Symbols Illustrated:  by Dr. Cathy Burns. This well documented book has hundreds of illustrated 

symbols and their explanations, including many well-known organizations and company logos and their meanings. 

              $21.95 

 

Masonry Beyond the Light:  by William Schnoebelen.  Bill Schnoebelen tells us that to higher level Masons, who know 

what goes on behind the scenes, Masonry is much, much different.  The higher he climbed, the more ungodliness Mr. 

Schnoebelen discovered.            $11.95 

 

Me & Lee:  by Judyth Vary Baker. How I came to know, love and lose Lee Harvey Oswald.     $21.95 
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Medicinal Mushrooms for Immune Enhancement: Agaricus Blazei Murill: 40 pages by Beth Ley. Throughout the 

world, people have utilized medicinal mushrooms for immune enhancement and for the improvement and preservation of 

health.              $4.95 

 

Miracle of Fasting: 254 pages by Dr. Paul & Patricia Bragg.  The name says it all.  Fasting has been proven through out 

history for physical and mental rejuvenation; it’s the greatest physician within.      $11.95 

 

Miracle of Natural Hormones, The: by David Brownstein; In this third edition you will see why balancing the hormonal 

system is important to helping you achieve your optimal health. Dr. Brownstein describes why bioidentical, natural 

hormones should be the only hormones utilized for any condition.      $18.00 

 

Miracle of Wild Oregano, The: by Cass Ingram; Wild oregano is the most powerful natural medicine known. Learn its 

immense powers through Dr. Ingram's thorough book, which covers all the latest scientific facts. Learn the historical use 

of wild oregano, including the fact that it is the hyssop of the Law (or ancient scriptures). Find out how wild oregano 

helps: reverse digestive complaints, boost the immune system, cleanse the body of dangerous germs including fungi, 

yeasts, bacteria and viruses, preserve the body from aging and disease because of its potent antioxidant action, protect 

people of all age groups from common illnesses, including infants, toddlers and even pets.    $19.95 

 

Mission Rejected: U.S. Soldiers Who Say No to Iraq: 240 pages by Peter Laufer. Disillusioned, outraged, and betrayed, 

American soldiers are taking a stand against the war in Iraq.  A shattering journey of revelation, pain, and 

betrayal, Mission Rejected takes the reader deep into the turmoil of U.S. troops confronting the Iraq War.    $14.00 

 

Mortgage Free!:  2
nd

 Edition by Rob Roy. Innovative Strategies for debt-free home ownership.     $19.95  

 

MSM, The Forgotten Nutrient:  by Beth M. Ley; If you have arthritis, joint pain, or asthma, you need this book.  $4.95 

 

Mushrooms for Health and Longevity:  by Ken Babal, CN. Nutritionist Ken Babal provides an easy-to-understand 

overview of reishi, shiitake, maitake, tremella, lion’s mane mushrooms and more.  Learn about their health-promoting 

properties, how to obtain them and how to use them.  Included are a dozen recipes for delicious dishes with medicinal 

mushrooms as ingredients.            $11.95 

 

Mysterious Monuments:  by Texe Marrs.  Encyclopedia of secret Illuminati designs, Masonic architecture, and occult 

places.                $34.95 

 

Natural Baby Care:  by Colleen K. Dodt. Pure and soothing recipes and techniques for mothers and babies. $14.95 

 

Natural Beekeeping:  by Ross Conrad. Organic approaches to modern apiculture.  Long-term solutions for healthy 

beehives.             $35.00 

 

Natural Cures for Diabetes 343 pages  by Dr. Cass Ingram. Reverse diabetes through the power of natural cures.      

              $19.95 

 

Natural Cures For Headaches:  238 pages by Dr. Cass Ingram.  Proven headache cures—naturally.  $18.95 

 

Natural Cures for Health Disasters:  384 pages by Dr. Cass Ingram; Exact protocols and dosages to reverse any health 

disaster.                  $24.95 

 

Natural Cures for High Blood Pressure:  341 pages by Dr. Cass Ingram. The real facts are revealed about high blood 

pressure and its causes.            $19.95 
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Natural Cures for Killer Germs: 344 pages by Dr. Cass Ingram.  Dr. Ingram discusses the most powerful natural cures 

for reversing several conditions.  Some of these include sudden infections from epidemic-like germs and chronic illnesses.  

He also discusses many natural cures for reversing cold, flu and sinus disorders to things like Lyme disease, blood 

poisoning, Candidacies, West Nile Fever, and vaccine reactions.        $19.95 

 

Natural Cures for Radiation:  by Dr. Cass Ingram; Protect yourself from the greatest danger of all time: man-made 

radiation.  Nuclear power plant accidents, radiation therapy, X-rays, CAT scans and more.  Find out the real story about 

radiation toxicity from Fukushima and how it will impact every living being on earth.  Learn the real danger of medical 

radiation and how to remove it.  380 pages.           $24.95 

 

Natural Remedies Encyclopedia:   7
th
 Edition edited by Vance Ferrell & Harold M. Cherne, MD. Practical, low-cost 

things you can do at home to take care of yourself and your loved ones.  The best folk remedies of earlier generations 

combined with modern medical and nutritional facts.  Over 11,000 inexpensive home remedies, covering more than 730 

diseases and disorders.  Over 570 color pictures.          $79.99 

 

Natural Remedies from Around the World:  by Dr. John Heinerman. Renowned medical researcher, Dr. John 

Heinerman, has traveled the world for three decades searching out the remedies perfected by shamans and healers, doctors 

and scientists.  Now he has compiled them all for you, arranged alphabetically by ailment for easy access.  This book 

delivers effective, all-natural medicines grounded in revered healing traditions.      $15.95 

 

Natural Strategies for Cancer Patients: by Russell Blaylock.  If you or someone you love has been diagnosed with 

cancer, you need a strategy to fight back.  This book offers just that.  Blaylock shows how easy it can be to fortify your 

nutritional status during critical times.  You will also get information on dealing with problems faced by cancer patients 

such as fatigue and hair loss and much more.         $15.00 

 

Nature’s Mold Rx:  by Edward R. Close & Jacquelyn Close. Reveals the non-toxic solution to toxic mold, a 

breakthrough discovery.             $25.50 

 

Nature’s Seven Wonder Medicines:  by Dr. John Heinerman. In Dr. John Heinerman’s latest health-giving guide, the 

best-selling alternative health author passes on remarkably effective prescriptions from folk healers to medical 

practitioners using the powers of seven common foods and herbs.  He reveals the secret healing treatments that nourish 

our bodies with revitalizing elements we need so desperately to immunize our bodies against disease.  $15.95 

 

Nazi Hydra in America-Suppressed History of a Century:  by Glen Yeadon & John Hawkins.  Exposes how US 

plutocrats launched Hitler, then recouped Nazi assets to lay the postwar foundations of a modern police state. Fascists 

won WWII because they ran both sides. Includes a blow-by-blow account of the fascist takeover of US media. A valuable 

history of the relationship between big business in the United States and European fascism, before, during, and after the 

second World War. Contains a fascinating chapter on the disappearance of GOLD. . .and much, much, more! $19.95 

 

Neti Pot for Better Health, The:  by Warren Jefferson.  Air pollution is a growing problem worldwide, and allergies and 

sinusitis are at an all-time high.  If you are one of the many people who suffer from the headaches, congestion, itching and 

sneezing that are common symptoms of these health concerns, using a neti pot may be a simple, safe way to find relief.  

It’s also effective for reducing the discomfort of common colds and flu.  This book will provide you with the information 

you need to benefit from this traditional personal health tool.       $9.95 

 

Never Be Sick Again: by Raymond Francis; This remarkable book is health in one lesson. It cuts through the confusion, 

demystifies disease and gives you answers to these questions: What is health? What is disease? Why do people get sick? 

How can disease be prevented? How can it be reversed? It is an approach that is easy to understand, yet so powerful that 

you may indeed never be sick again.           $14.95 
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Never Fear Cancer Again:  by Raymond Francis.  Never Fear Cancer Again will give you a breakthrough understanding 

of disease and provide an arsenal of knowledge and tools for vibrant and robust health now and in the future. $14.95  

 

Never Feel Old Again:  by Raymond Francis; Aging is a mistake—learn how to avoid it.     $14.95   

 

New Arthritis Cure: Eliminate Arthritis and Fibromyalgia Pain Permanently, The:   by Bruce Fife. This book 

reveals the true cause of arthritis and Fibromyalgia. You will read about new groundbreaking medical research, 

fascinating case studies, and inspiring personal success stories. You will learn about a totally unique approach to 

overcoming arthritis and fibromyalgia called the Anti-Arthritis Battle Plan. More importantly, you will learn what steps 

you must take in order to stop the disease process and regain your health.        $15.95 

 

No More Heartburn: 258 pages by Sherry Rogers. A doctor’s explanation of how you can pinpoint the causes of your 

stomach distress and offers easy-to-follow advice for achieving and maintaining total gastrointestinal health.   $15.00 

 

Nutrition Tests for Better Health: 374 pages by Dr. Cass Ingram. How would you like to be able to test yourself to 

know what type of supplements you need?  This book will help you determine what vitamins and minerals you need, 

dosing information, what foods to eat to correct symptoms and imbalances and what foods damage your body.       $24.95     

 

Nutritional Balancing And Hair Mineral Analysis: 700 pages by Dr. Lawrence Wilson. Nutritional balancing is 

predictive, preventive, safe and cost-effective and is a whole systems and thoroughly holistic approach to health care. 

Nutritional balancing is a synthesis and unique application of principles from many healing sciences, including nutritional 

sciences, naturopathy, Western medicine, cybernetics, systems theory, the stress theory of disease, and macrobiotics. 

              $49.95 

Oil Pulling Therapy: Detoxifying and Healing the Body Through Oral Cleansing:  by Bruce Fife.  If you have bad 

breath, bleeding gums, cavities, or tooth pain you need this book! If you suffer from asthma, diabetes, arthritis, migraine 

headaches, or any chronic illness and have not found relief, this book could have the solution you need.            $15.95 

 

On The Trail Of The Nephilim Vol. 1:  by L. A. Marzulli.  Giant skeletons and ancient megalithic structures.  120+ full 

color photos.  This book is the culmination of a lengthy search for the physical evidence of the Nephilim, the Giants of 

Old Testament lore.              $24.95 

 

On The Trail Of The Nephilim Vol. 2:  263 pages by L. A. Marzulli. New Archaeological Research.  $24.95 

 

Organic Body Care Recipes: by Stephanie Tourles.  Discover the joy and fun of crafting your own personalized body 

care products using herbs and other natural ingredients that nourish, pamper, cleanse, and protect the skin without using 

irritating or harmful chemicals.             $18.95 

 

Our Toxic World:  510 pages by Doris J. Rapp, MD. How to keep yourself and your loved ones out of harms way of 

chemicals that damage your body, brain, behavior, and sex.       $24.95 

 

Outsmart Your Cancer:  by Tanya Harter Pierce, M.A., MFCC.  Alternative non-toxic treatments.  $26.95 

 

 

Overcoming Arthritis: by David Brownstein. This holistic program designed by Dr. Brownstein searches for the cause(s) 

of arthritis, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, fibromyalgia and proof that many of these illnesses are caused by infections. This 

book will show you how to support the immune system and treat these chronic conditions by developing a comprehensive 

treatment program that includes using natural therapies.         $18.00 
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Overcoming Thyroid Disorders: by David Brownstein. This book provides information on safe and effective natural 

therapies to help the body heal itself. Dr. Brownstein provides over 30 actual case studies of his success in treating thyroid 

disorders.               $18.00 

 

Pain Free in Six Weeks: by Sherry Rogers, MD. This book takes a look at all pain.  If you are looking to control your 

pain completely and never suffer again, you need this book!        $19.95 

 

Poisoned for Profit:  by Philip and Alice Shabecoff.  How toxins are making our children chronically ill.  $17.95 

 

The 'Miracle' Enzyme is  Serrapeptase 3
rd

 Edition:  by Robert Redfern. This book is very informative on the subject of 

the enzyme Serrapeptase.  It alleviates inflammation from the body.  If you have pain you have inflammation.  The 

enzyme also removes the dead cells from the body changing them into amino for the production of new cells.      $24.95                                                                        

 

Palm Oil Miracle, The: by Dr. Bruce Fife. Discover the healing power of palm oil. The richest natural source of 

tocotrienol, a super antioxidant proven to reverse heart disease and fight cancer.      $15.95 

 

Passport to Aromatherapy Paperback: 211 pages by Joel D. Wallach.  Essential oils are legendary for their 

antimicrobial properties. In addition to the medicinal properties attributed to essential oils, they are legendary for uplifting 

the emotions. The dynamic effects of essential oil aromatherapy on the emotions has resulted in the practice of 

"psychoneuroimmunology." The relatively new science of psychoneuroimmunology has reported that pleasure producing 

experiences (i.e.-love, music, massage, fragrances) will, in fact, enhance the human system.   $19.95 

PDR For Herbal Medicines 4th Edition:  988 pages. This book is a definitive guide to current herbal practices.  With 

more than 700 monographs completely updated with additional interactions and their clinical management, as well as a 

new section on the most popular nutritional supplements, this edition is the ultimate source for accurate, evidence-based, 

trustworthy herbal information.           $59.95  

 

PDR For Nutritional Supplements:  Learn the science behind hundreds of supplements.  This book has unbiased 

profiles to help you separate fact from fiction, crucial warnings for safe, effective use.  It is authoritative, in-depth, and 

comprehensive, plus has the latest findings on nutrition cancer, aging, immunity, fitness, and more.  $59.95   

 

Perfect Eyesight:  by Robert Lewanski. The art of improving vision naturally.  Details how to go from legal blindness 

without glasses to 20-20 vision.  The most important vision improvement discovery of the 21
st
 Century took over 40 years 

of research, practice and testing.  Discover the real secrets of how you can attain Perfect Eyesight without glasses or 

surgery.              $25.00 

 

Ph: Optimal Health Through Alkaline Foods:   by Beth Ley.  Find out what may be making you acidic…. and it’s not 

just the foods you eat.              $5.95 

 

Planet Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order (1763-1939) Volume 1: 318 pages by M.S.  

King. This volume chronicles events from the beginning of the banking dynasty that rules our world through the events 

leading up to World War II.  King does a marvelous job of providing proof to his thesis that the Rothschilds and their 

lackeys are working to create a New World Order run mostly by the moneymen.     $18.00 

 

Planet Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order (WW2 - 2015) Volume 2: 318 pages by M. S. 

King. In this the Second Book of Planet Rothschild the author brings history full circle, extending the global conspiracy 

right up-to-date through the Clinton-Bush-Obama presidencies. Just like the first volume, the proof and worthiness of this 

true history is told through reprints of the actual international newspaper stories and news-programming events whose 

headlines, stories and individuals, the authenticity of which cannot be denied.     $18.00  
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Purslane, The Weed That Heals:  32 pages by Clarence Eady. Discover how to recognize and utilize the weed that 

heals.                $3.50 

 

The Quiet Title War Manual: 512 pages by Dave Krieger. Detailed Strategies for IN REM & QUASI REM Warfare. 

Clouded Titles author Dave Krieger has teamed up with Al West, one of America's top Quiet Title action strategists and 

litigators, to bring you the most formidable, in-depth set of case development strategies for filing quiet title actions ... a 

must for every attorney, paralegal, tax sale investor and American homeowner who is contemplating "fighting the good 

fight" to save their property from theft by MERS, the banks, their loan servicers and their fraudulent document mills. 

              $59.95 

 

Radical Homemakers: Reclaiming Domesticity from a Consumer Culture: 352 pages by Shannon Hayes. Radical 

Homemakers nationwide speak about empowerment, transformation, happiness, and casting aside the pressures of a 

consumer culture to live in a world where money loses its power to relationships, independent thought, and creativity. If 

you ever considered quitting a job to plant tomatoes, read to a child, pursue creative work, can green beans and heal the 

planet, this is your book.           $23.95 

 

Raw Milk Revolution: by David E. Gumpert and foreword By Joel Salatin. Behind America’s emerging battle over food 

rights.                $19.95 

 

Rare Earths-Forbidden Cures:  by Dr. Joel Wallach & Ma Lan. Secrets of health and longevity and the definitive home 

reference on minerals, mineral deficiencies and their relationship to: degenerative diseases, learning disabilities, criminal 

behavior, hyperactivity, birth defects, addiction, food binges, depression, infertility and more!   $19.95 

 

Respiratory Solution, The: 208 pages by Dr. Cass Ingram.  The Respiratory Solution will provide its readers with basic 

knowledge of powerful, natural cures for reversing dozens of respiratory ailments such as sinus headaches, flu, sore 

throat, mold, yeast infections, asthma, and much more!         $19.95 

 

Rigged: by Dr. Cass Ingram. Learn about how presidential elections in the United States are being stolen.  $24.95  

 

Salt Your Way to Health:  by David Brownstein. Learn the myths of salt and why adding the correct form of salt to your 

diet can markedly improve your health.          $18.00  

 

Sauna Therapy for Detoxification and Healing: 167 pages by Dr. Lawrence Wilson. Sixteen chapters describe the use 

of saunas for detoxification of heavy metals and toxic chemicals, and for alleviation of infections and other disorders. 

Topics include protocols for sauna use, adjunctive therapies, and cautions and contraindications. 

Other chapters include sauna design, a case history and plans for an excellent, low cost electric light sauna. $19.95 

 

Saying No To Vaccines:  by Sherry Tenpenny. A resource guide for all ages. Also includes: a short history of mandatory 

vaccination, vaccine exemptions for schools, healthcare, military and other special circumstances, vaccine ingredients and 

schedules plus 350+ medical references documenting vaccine problems and more.        $39.00 

 

Secret Assassins in Food: by A. True Ott. Americans are under a covert chemical attack daily. These chemicals are 

affecting our brains and may well destroy society! Shocking? Of course, but what you don’t know can indeed kill you, big 

business buries the truth and silences the majority. Forewarned is forearmed.     $16.95 

 

Seeds of Deception:  by Jeffrey M. Smith. This book reveals how industry manipulation and political collusion allow 

dangerous genetically engineered food into your daily diet.  Also contained in this book are actual internal memos by 

FDA scientists warning of toxins, allergies, and new diseases, ignored by superiors.    $17.95 

 

Seeds of Destruction:  by F. William Engdahl.  The hidden agenda of genetic manipulation.    $24.95 
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Singing Revolution:  by Priit Vesilind with James and Maureen Tusty.  Most people don’t think about singing when they 

think about revolutions.  But in Estonia song was the weapon of choice when Estonians sought to free themselves from 

decades of Soviet occupation.  Hundreds of thousands of people faced down their oppressors armed only with hope, truth, 

and song altered the course of recent history.  This is an uplifting story about the power of the human spirit. $34.95 

 

Sinus Cure, The: by Debrah Fulgum Bruce and Dr. Murray Grossan. In this comprehensive well organized new guide, 

the authors recommend a comprehensive healing program designed around 7 steps: making a correct diagnosis, using 

nasal irrigation, considering complementary treatments, cleaning the air, eating right, reducing stress and choosing 

effective medical treatment.            $16.00  

 

Soy Deception, The: by David Brownstein. The Soy Deception will provide you with the inside story about the problems 

soy causes in the body. Is soy a health food? The soy industry promotes soy ingestion as a health food. However, The Soy 

Deception will show you the true information about soy. This book will help you identify which foods contain soy and 

how you can avoid soy in your daily diet.          $18.00 

 

Statin Damage Crisis, The: by Duane Graveline. The purpose in the choice of the title The Statin Damage Crisis is to 

draw attention to the thousands of statin damaged people who have written to Dr. Graveline about their disabling 

neuropathies, myopathies and a variety of neurodegenerative conditions such as ALS and Parkinsonism associated with 

statin use. Although much of the book's content will be familiar to readers of Statin Drugs Side Effects the Statin Damage 

Crisis adds much new material that Dr. Graveline has learned of in the past two years.     $20.00 

 

Statin Disaster, The: by David Brownstein. Statins are the most profitable drugs in the history of Big Pharma. Statins fail 

to prevent or treat heart disease for almost everyone who takes them and they are causing more harm than any other class 

of medications. In fact, statins are effective for approximately 1% who take them.  This book will show you why statins 

should be pulled from the marketplace.          $18.00 

 

Statin Drugs: by Duane Graveline.  This new book brings to the reader an “up to the minute” account of the frequently 

disruptive impact of statin drugs on the delicate “machinery of life” within each of our bodies cells.   $20.00 

 

Stop Alzheimer’s NOW:  by Dr. Bruce Fife. More than 35 million people have dementia today.  Each year 4.6 million 

new cases occur world-wide – one new case every 72 seconds.  Alzheimer’s disease is the most common form of 

dementia.  Parkinson’s disease affects about 4 million people worldwide. Millions more suffer with other 

neurodegenerative disorders.  These are not a part of the normal aging process.  Dementia and other neurodegenerative 

disorders are disease processes that can be prevented and successfully treated.  You can stop Alzheimer’s and other 

neurodegenerative diseases before they take over your life.  The best time to start is now.     $19.95 

 

Stop Autism NOW!:  by Dr. Bruce Fife.  The mystery of autism solved!  A parent’s guide to preventing and reversing 

autism spectrum disorders.             $17.95   

 

Stop Vision Loss Now! : Prevent and Heal Cataracts, Glaucoma, Macular Degeneration and Other Common Eye 

Disorders: 256 pages by Bruce Fife. The coconut based dietary program described in this book has the potential to help 

prevent and treat many common visual problems including the following: cataracts, glaucoma, macular degeneration, 

diabetic retinopathy, dry eye syndrome, Sjogren s syndrome, optic neuritis, irritated eyes, conjunctivitis (pink eye), and 

eye disorders related to neurodegenerative disease (Alzheimer s, Parkinson s, stroke, MS).   $16.95 

 

Storey’s Basic Country Skills: 564 pages by John and Martha Storey.  A practical guide to self-reliance.  Rediscover the 

basic skills of country life.  Virtually everything a would-be country dweller needs to know is in this one volume, written 

by 150 authors, all experts in the areas they cover.         $24.95 
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Super Power Breathing For Energy:  175 pages by Dr. Paul & Patricia Bragg.  Breathing deeply, fully and completely 

energizes the body, calms the nerves and fills you with peace and helps keep you youthful.  Super charge, empower and 

relax yourself through breathing techniques.         $11.95 

 

Surviving America's Depression Epidemic: How to Find Morale, Energy, and Community in a World Gone Crazy: 
240 pages by Bruce E. Levine Ph.D.  Delves into the roots of depression and links our increasingly consumer-based 

culture and standard practice psychiatric treatments to worsening depression, instead of solving it. Dr. Levine prescribes 

antidotes to depression including the keys to building morale and self-healing.     $16.95 

 

Surviving a Dirty Bomb Attack:  by David Smith. Everything you need to know about saving your life and the lives of 

those you love in case of a dirty bomb attack using calcium bentonite clay.         $10.00 

 

Surviving Marshall Law:  by Harold Williams.  You need to understand what’s happening and what you need to do 

when the deadly crisis hits our country. Martial Law is as certain as gravity. You must be ready. This material is the real 

deal. No fluff. No rants. Rarely found clarity for the tough times ahead…the why and how our country is collapsing. 

Please take the time to prepare for the coming changes and Martial Law in your world. Learn what to do and what you 

need to survive the “transition” under which you’re going to live.       $10.00 

 

Sweet Deception:  by Joseph Mercola.  In this book you will learn how and why they think artificial sweeteners may 

contribute to our skyrocketing rates of cancer, obesity, diabetes, and more.      $24.99 

 

Thieves In The Temple:  253 pages by Andre Eggelletion.  There is absolutely no “Federal” about Federal Reserve, what 

the average person doesn’t know about the directors of our monetary system.       $14.95 

 

Tired or Toxic:  437 pages by Sherry Rogers, MD; Education for the public on the effects of the environment on the 

individual and to enable you to better team with your physician to diagnose and treat your condition.    $18.95 

 

Transcendental Physics:  by Edward R. Close, PhD.  In this ground-breaking work, Dr. Close points science in a new 

direction.  Instead of asking “How can we explain consciousness in terms of matter?”  He asks “Can matter be explained 

in terms of consciousness?”  The results are astounding.        $19.95 

 

Transdermal Magnesium Therapy: by Mark Sircus.  In this book the author introduces you to the most important 

overlooked mineral on the planet. His passion insights and research into the working of this mineral will help you 

determine whether you are among the more that billions of people around the world who are magnesium deficient.  $23.95 

 

Triumph of Consciousness:  by Christopher James Clark.  Overcoming false environmentalism, lapdog media and global 

government.               $10.00 

 

Truth is a Lonely Warrior:  by James Perloff.  Unmasking the forces behind global destruction.  If you sense that 

something just isn’t right with explanations we are given for wars, our dying economy, and other world events, this book 

may be just right for you.  Truth is a Lonely Warrior is a ticket to de-brainwashing.     $19.95 

 

Tyranny Busters: The Sham and Shame of the Federal Income Tax: by Michael Benoit.  This book will set you on the 

path of unwinding the mysteries of the Internal Revenue Code and its Income Tax. This book is dedicated to Thomas 

Jefferson and Otto Skinner. Thomas Jefferson for his eternal against tyranny upon the mind and Otto Skinner for giving 

me the tools to defeat some of this tyranny.         $12.95 

 

Unwanted Dead or Alive: by Robert Pelton. An explosive expose of a series of shameful betrayals; the betrayal of 

American prisoners of war as World War II wound down to its conclusion; the betrayal of American prisoners of war after 

the Korean debacle; and the betrayal of American prisoners of war following the spectacularly brazen Washington 

engineered Vietnam sellout.             $17.50 
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Upholding The Law and Other Observations:  by Peter Eric Hendrickson.  Does the United States Constitution 

authorize federal control over the private possession of firearms?  Who is actually commanded to silence by the McCain-

Feingold ‘Bipartisan Campaign Finance Reform Act’?  Are “reasonable” searches permitted without a warrant under the 

terms of the Fourth Amendment?  What is the authority of a jury to judge the law as well as the facts, with or without the 

cooperation of the court?           $24.95 

 

Urban Homestead: by Kelly Coyne and Erik Knutzen. Written by city dwellers for city dwellers, this illustrated, smartly 

designed, two – color instruction book proposes a paradigm shift that will enrich our lives, strengthen our communities, 

and helps save our planet. Projects include: how to start seeds, how to compost with worms, how to grow food on a patio 

or balcony, how to preserve food, how to divert your grey water to your garden, how to clean your house without toxins. 

              $17.95 

 

Vaccination Is Not Immunization (formerly titled The Sanctity Of Human Blood): by Tim O’Shea. This book is just 

a summary of a summary of the best, most reliable sources, which call into serious question today’s vaccine policies.  As 

such, it cannot be attacked on a factual level, but only rhetorically, using techniques of propaganda, which expertly 

sidestep the real issues.             $25.00 

 

Vaccine Safety Manual: by Neil Z. Miller. This book is the world’s most complete guide to immunization risks and 

protection. It includes pertinent information on every major vaccine: polio, tetanus, MMR, hepatitis A, B, HPV, hib, flu, 

chickenpox and more. All of the information, including detailed vaccine safety and efficacy data is written in an easy to 

understand format. This encyclopedic health manual is an important addition to every family’s home library and will be 

referred to again and again.            $21.95 

 

Vaccines, Autism and Childhood Disorders: Crucial Data That Could Save Your Child's Life 128 pages by Neil Z. 

Miller. Is Measles dangerous? Mumps? Rubella? Do vaccines still contain toxic mercury? Find out in this extremely well-

researched and well-documented exposé. This comprehensive book includes 28 charts and graphs plus more than 500 

references.              $12.95 

 

Vaccines, Are They Really Safe & Effective?:  by Neil A. Miller. New updated and revised edition.  This book brings to 

the public attention the seriousness of this controversial issue.  Includes information on ALL recommended childhood 

shots plus HPV (“cervical cancer”), shingles, smallpox and flu.        $12.95 

 

Vinpocetine:  54 pages by Beth M. Ley. Boost your brainpower with periwinkle extract.     $ 4.95 

 

Vitamin D Solution: A 3-Step Strategy to Cure Our Most Common Health Problems, The: by Michael Holick. 

Vitamin D deficiency is the most common medical condition in the world. In America alone, over 200 million people lace 

sufficient levels of vitamin D and may consequently suffer from chronic health conditions, ranging from daily annoyances 

like fatigue and pain to life threatening illnesses such as diabetes, heart disease, and cancer. But few people know why 

vitamin D is so important and what they can do to avoid the myriad ailments associated with deficiency.  $25.95 

 

Vitamin D: The Sunshine Vitamin:  by Zoltan Rona. Most experts estimate that between 70 and 90 percent of North 

Americans don’t get enough Vitamin D. This deficiency is one of the root causes of a number of dangerous chronic 

conditions.  This book explains the role of vitamin D plays in disease prevention and the restoration of health; why the sun 

is still the best source of this vitamin; misconceptions about the right time of day for sun exposure; what supplements 

afford the best protections; the pros and cons of sunscreen; and why the recommended dosage of vitamin D is increasing. 

              $ 9.95 

 

Vitamins Can Kill Cancer:  by Reagan Houston. With regular cancer therapies, one third of patients die within five 

years. Vitamins, added to regular therapies, have helped patients live much longer and help fight over 30 types of cancer. 

              $14.95 
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Was Grandpa Really A Moron?:  by Peter Eric Hendrickson.  Critical inquiries for a new American Century.  'Was 

Grandpa Really a Moron?' Picks up where 'Cracking the Code- The Fascinating Truth About The Income Tax' leaves off. 

The truth about paper "money; government schools; the Second Amendment. ...and much, much more!  $24.95 

 

Water & Salt: The Essence of Life: by Dr. Barbara Hendel, MD and biophysicist Peter Ferreira. Profound content but 

easy to read, this book represents the definitive statement on the subjects of water and salt. The book transports readers 

into the fantastic world of the two essential elements of water and salt and initiates them into the secret powers of nature. 

It also gives practical tips for increasing ones well being, finding ones physical and emotional balance, raising ones 

consciousness, and achieving unlimited energy. The aspects about energies and the information that the original 

Himalayan crystal salt supplies to our body is especially fascinating. The book also conveys esoteric knowledge about 

how the basic elements of water and salt can be integrated into ones life. The book paves the way to a healthy and holistic 

lifestyle.              $17.50 

 

Water the Shocking Truth: by Paul and Patricia Bragg. Your existence on earth depends on WATER! Please do not take 

it for granted! This book gives you an education on the type, amount and value of the perfect water to drink that will work 

to keep you in good health.            $11.95 

 

Wellness Against All Odds:  384 pages by Sherry Rogers, MD. This book discusses where and how medicine is 

advancing, and how that applies to individuals taking charge of their own health and moving forward toward health 

enhancements that work best for them           $17.95 

 

Wellness Secrets for Life:  by A. True Ott.  This book explains the often overlooked necessity of minerals and pure water 

it the body requires for the proper function of muscles, nerves, blood vessels, and organs. Many other wellness secrets will 

be exposed as you read the book designed as an owner’s manual for the human body.     $16.95 

 

With Heart: How Compassion Links Intuition with the Universe: 260 pages by Linda Eastburn.  Linda Eastburn has 

written an engaging memoir describing her evolution into a gifted psychic and intuitive healer.  Interspersed with 

thoughtful and personal reflections, this is a fascinating record of her journey that will entertain and enlighten those on a 

similar path.             $21.95 

 

When Disaster Strikes:  by Matthew Stein.  A comprehensive guide for emergency planning and crisis survival.  

Disasters often strike without warning and leave a trail of destruction in their wake.  Yet, armed with the right tools and 

information, survivors can fend for themselves and get through even the toughest circumstances.  With this 

comprehensive guide in hand, you can be sure to respond quickly, correctly, and confidently when a crisis threatens.  

Every one should have this book on their shelf.         $24.95 

 

When Technology Fails:  by Matthew Stein.   A manual for self-reliance, sustainability, and surviving the long 

emergency. This book covers peak oil, emergency survival, supplies and preparations, energy heat and power, low-tech 

medicine and healing, metalworking, utensils, food first aid and much more.       $35.00 

 

Where The Right Went Wrong On National Security:  190 pages by Andre Michael Eggelletion. This book traces the 

rise of our current national security state from the passage of the National Security Act of 1947, to the decision made to 

utilize Nazi war criminal scientists after WWII, to funding being illegally diverted to the Contras, to Bush’s decision to 

invade Iraq.  It takes you on a journey into the shadowy realm of the U.S. Presidential policies on strategic petroleum 

reserves, and reveals how America’s petroleum dependence has cost more than we bargained for.   $14.95 

 

Whole-Body Dentistry:  by Mark A. Breiner, DDS.  A complete guide to understanding the impact of dentistry on total 

health.  Understanding the concepts in this comprehensive guide and reference will help patients make better and more 

informed dental-treatment choices in order to achieve a higher level of health.     $21.95 
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Who Needs Headaches?  158 pages by Dr. Cass Ingram. Would you like to get rid of your headaches, altogether?  This 

book gives innovative methods for treating and curing chronic headaches.     $13.95 

 

Wicca:  Satan’s Little White Lie: by William Schnoebelen. Thinking Wicca was harmless nature-worship, Mr. 

Schnoebelen found out just what the truth is.  Read Mr. Schnoebelen personal testimony about Wicca and his personal 

rescue from Satan’s grip.  Wicca is definitely NOT what it seems.       $10.95 

 

Wild Berry Cure, The:  by Cass Ingram. Get well quickly through the power of wild raw berries. These are the most 

powerful foods known. Learn about powerful wild raw berry extracts and how they can enhance your health. This is real 

power, proven by modern science.          $19.95  

 

Work With Your Doctor:  by Dr. Michael D. Farley, NMD & Ty M. Bollinger.  To diagnose and cure 27 ailments with 

natural and safe methods.  With the help of your Doctor and the information in this book, you and your loved ones can 

easily treat and prevent many common ailments.         $15.00 

 

You Are What You Ate (revised): 308 pages by Sherry Rogers, MD. This book shows you how to alleviate what is 

wrong with you or what is going to go wrong with you through environmental awareness and perhaps through dietary 

changes. It should help with communications between you and medical professionals about your illness.  $12.95 

 

 

 

 

Diet and Cookbooks 
 

Apple Cookbook:  by Olwen Woodier.  Mouthwatering recipes for everyone’s favorite fruit.  More than 140 recipes for 

beverages, breakfasts, appetizers, soups, salads, side dishes, entrees, breads & muffins, desserts.     $10.95 

 

Art of Fermentation:  by Sandor Ellix Katz.  An in-depth exploration of essential concepts and processes from around 

the world.  With practical information on fermenting vegetables, fruits, grains, milk, beans, meats, and more.   $39.95 

 

Blatant Raw Foodist Propaganda: 166 pages by Joe Alexander.  The greatest value of the raw food diet is its ability to 

transform you into a new and better person, with new goals and desires, with better health and more energy. You become 

more of your essence, your true and natural self.           $12.95 

 

Body Shape Diet, The: by Dr. Cass Ingram. Your body shape reveals your hormonal weakness. It’s the key to knowing 

what you should eat, what you shouldn’t eat and what supplements to take. Your face, hands, and body shape tell all about 

your body functions, all based on the hormone endocrine system. Finally, through Dr. Ingram’s Body Shape Diet you can 

find out your ideal diet to improve your overall health and your shape       $29.95 

 

Chia-Using the Ancient Superfood:  by Beverly Lynn Bennett. More than 25 recipes ranging from desserts, snacks, and 

beverages to casseroles, soups, salads, and breakfast dishes show how easy—and delicious!—it can be to add these 

minuscule marvels to your daily diet.            $11.95 

 

Cider:  by Annie Proulx & Lew Nichols.  Making, using & Enjoying Sweet & Hard Cider. This handbook shows you 

how simple it is to turn fruit into nature’s most refreshing drink.         $14.95 

 

Coconut Ketogenic Diet:  by Dr. Bruce Fife.  Supercharge your metabolism, revitalize thyroid function, and lose excess 

weight.  Eat delicious- full-flavored foods and lose weight permanently with this new, all natural, no-hunger, weight-loss 

program.               $16.95 
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Coconut Miracle Cookbook: by Bruce Fife, ND. You have decided you love coconut products and the possibilities of 

better health, but what do you do with them?  This book has hundreds of great recipes to help you use coconut products. 

              $17.00 

 

Cooking With Coconut Flour:  160 pages by Bruce Fife, ND.  A delicious low-carb, gluten-free alternative to wheat 

flour.                $14.95 

 

Cure is In the Kitchen, The:  275 pages by Sherry Rogers, MD. A guide to healthy eating and the strict healing phase for 

the macrobiotic diet.  Macrobiotic is not a diet to cure cancer.  It is a diet that along with other important lifestyle changes 

enables some, but not all people to reach a state of wellness.  Includes practical guidelines and suggestions designed to 

help reader’s embark on a new way of eating and living.          $14.95 

 

Eat-A-Bug Cookbook:  by David George Gordon.  “Waiter, there’s a fly in my soup!”  Or wait….maybe it’s a katydid, a 

silkworm, or a tasty young bee.  Anything’s possible at the Eat-A-Bug Café, otherwise know as the kitchen of naturalist 

David George Gordon, entomological epicure extraordinaire.  Anecdotes, insights and culinary tips (such as the right wine 

to serve with scorpions) make this truly a book like no other.  Follow the detailed instructions, and your guests will ask for 

second, just like folks at David’s notorious cooking demos.         $16.99 
  

Eat Fat Look Thin: by Bruce Fife, ND. Did you know you could eat good, rich, full fat foods, and still lose weight?  This 

book will give you information you need to eat better, healthier foods, full of fat, and still lose weight and become 

healthier.              $16.95 

 

Eat Fat Lose Fat:  295 pages by Sally Fallon. Lose weight, boost energy, banish fatigue, reset your metabolism, 

eliminate cravings, fight disease and feel great with these science-based diets.      $24.95 

 

Eat Vegan on $4 a Day: A Game Plan for the Budget-Conscious Cook:  by Ellen Jaffe Jones. Tips on financial 

planning for food shopping, a basic review of plant-based nutrition and cooking and a look at the hidden food-industry 

politics behind grocery store pricing and product placement gives readers the tools they need for planning wholesome, 

inexpensive daily and weekly menus.            $14.95 

             

Eating Out of Heaven’s Garden:  by Teri Secrest.  “What if you could experience vibrant energy every day, a good 

night’s sleep, a pain free body, clears mental focus and positive emotions daily?  You can! Heaven’s Garden is waiting for 

you…what are you waiting for?”  ~ Teri Secrest         $24.95 

 

Flax the Super Food!: Over 80 Delicious Recipes Using Flax Oil and Ground Flaxseed.: 
128 pages by Barb Bloomfield, Judy Brown and Siegfried Gursche.  Enjoy over 80 delicious recipes for using ground 

flaxseeds and flax oil and reap the health benefits of this superfood. One of the few vegetarian sources for omega-3s and 

omega-6s, essential fats your body depends on for the proper functioning of many organs, flax is also rich in lignans 

which have antibacterial, anti-viral, and anti-fungal properties and may play a role in the prevention of breast, prostate, 

uterine, and colon cancers           $9.95 

 

Garden of Eating:  582 pages by Rachel Albert-Matesz and Don Matesz.  Learn the benefits of fruits, vegetables, and 

wild or grass-fed animal products.  Recipes for delicious meals and snacks.  Expand your repertoire with 2350 family-

friendly recipes.              $34.95 

 

Green Foods Bible:  by David Sandoval. Everything you need to know about barley grass, wheatgrass, kamut, chlorella, 

spirulina and more.              $14.00 
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Green Smoothie Diet, The: by Robyn Openshaw. Everyone knows that a daily diet rich in fruits and vegetables can 

prevent obesity, diabetes, heart-disease and even some types of cancer. The step-by-step plan in Green Smoothies RX 

shows how to transform one's health and avoid an array of preventable diseases by tapping the super nutrition found in 

leafy greens. The author presents nutrition facts and scientific evidence so readers can understand how each element of the 

plan and each ingredient in the smoothies offer tremendous benefits. There are fifty recipes that take the guesswork out of 

making satisfying green smoothies every day.         $14.95 

 

The Guide to a Gluten-Free Diet by David Brownstein. See why ingesting gluten from wheat, barley, rye, and other 

grains may be detrimental to your health.  This book will help you improve your health by eliminating gluten from your 

diet.              $18.00 

 

Guide to Healthy Eating, The:  by David Brownstein. This guide will show you which foods are healthy and which food 

you should avoid. Furthermore, this book will help you make the best food choices for you and your family. $18.00 

 

Herb Mixtures & Spicy Blends:  by Maggie Oster.  From herbal teas to popcorn seasoning, from no salt blends to spicy 

ethnic mixes, this book offers easy recipes for delicious, healthful eating.        $14.95 

 

Herbal Vinegar:  by Maggie Oster. Vinegar is versatile!  And this book covers it all.     $14.95 

 

How to Eat Right and Live Longer:  366 pages by Dr. Cass Ingram. A wonderful compilation of knowledge on how to 

live longer and feel better every day. You can learn how to lose weight by eating right, reverse heart disease, stop fatigue, 

anxiety, joint pain, heartburn, and headaches naturally.         $24.95 

 

Macro Mellow: 364 pages by Sherry Rogers, MD; Recipes for macrobiotic cooking and transition of your diet to better 

health, menu planning, home remedies, gardening, and of medical interest.     $12.95 

 

More Smoothies for Life: by Daniella Chace. Nutritionist Daniella Chace, coauthor of Smoothies for Life is back with 

150 smoothies recipes designed to cure common ailments, increase longevity, and satisfy cravings with fat burning 

snacks. Learn how to save money and time by making Starbucks and Jamba Juice worthy drinks right in your own kitchen 

using the healthiest ingredients on the planet.         $14.95 

 

Never Be Fat Again: by Raymond Francis.  M.I.T. trained scientist, Raymond Francis, explains the one secret you need 

to know to lose weight and keep it off. His simple, scientifically supported plan will have you looking and feeling better 

than you have in years in just six weeks. You’ll discover which low fat and no fat products actually make you fatter, how 

one missing nutrient can signal your body to store fat, the “big 4’ worst food with delicious alternatives and much more. 

              $14.95 

 

Nourishing Traditions:  674 pages by Sally Fallon.  This cookbook challenges politically correct nutrition and the diet 

doctorates.                 $27.00 

 

Paleo Vegan:  by Ellen Jaffe Jones.  Plant-based primal recipes.        $16.95 

 

Perfect Pumpkin, Growing, Cooking, Carving:  by Gail Damerow.  Gail Damerow offers detailed instructions on how 

to grow and harvest more than 95 varieties of pumpkin. The big orange pumpkin has a multitude of purposes. It can be 

cooked, eaten, used as a container, fed to livestock, raised for profit, and cultivated for record-breaking competitions. The 

book includes:  Growing and Harvesting Techniques; Step-by-step projects, from carving to making soaps, creams, and 

decorations; Mouthwatering recipe; and Tips on storage, freezing, canning, and drying.      $14.95 
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Pickles & Relishes:  by Andrea Chesman.  From apples to zucchini, 150 recipes for preserving the harvest.  These 150 

quick-and-easy recipes turn bumper crops into mouthwatering pickles and relishes, using little or no salt. All techniques 

meet current USDA guidelines.            $10.95 

 

Quinoa—High Protein, Gluten Free:  by Beth Geisler. Learn about the food the United Nations call the “ancestral gift 

from the Andes to the world.”  With recipes by Jo Stepaniak.       $11.99 

 

Rawsome Recipes:  by Robyn Boyd. Whether you are a pure raw vegan or lacto vegetarian, or merely a curious explorer 

seeking to transition to a healthier way of eating, you are sure to find exciting, palate-pleasing recipes in this book.  

Rawsome Recipes is the simple, whole, healthy cookbook for people who do not want to make food their religion, just 

their wisdom.  It’s packed with information, inspiration and, most of all, mouth-watering recipes.   $24.95 

 

Recipes For Life Cookbook:  197 pages by Beth M. Ley. 200 delicious and simple recipes to maintain healthy blood 

sugar levels, lose weight, and ward off disease.         $19.95 

 

Rhonda’s Culinary Creations, From Simple to Gourmet:  by Rhonda J. Malkmus.  A comprehensive collection of 

more than 400 recipes created by Rhonda Malkmus for her culinary classes at Hallelujah Acres.     29.95 

 

Salad Dressings For Life:  96 pages by Rhonda J. Malkmus & Friends.  This Book has a collection of 117 recipes for 

salad dressings from God’s Garden.          $13.95 

 

Sproutman’s Kitchen Garden Cookbook, The: by Steve Meyerowitz. The information: Dairy – the pros & cons. 

Making sprout bread. How to dehydrate foods. Charts on nutrition, sprouting and food drying. Comparisons of 

conventional and whole foods. Low fat/low salt diet. How to be a guide. Lowe temperature cooking. The Recipes: all 

dairy less all flourless, all vegetarian. Zucchini chips cashew yoghurt, almond milk, ice cream and so much more. $14.95 

 

Sproutman’s Sprouting Chart:  One Week from Seed to Salad...A field guide to growing and eating sprouts. Just turn 

the wheel and dial up your favorite sprout. Includes growing information, taste, usage, harvest times, recipes, plus 37 

photos. Hangs on a hook.           $5.95 

 

Stevia: Naturally Sweet Recipes: by Rita DePuydt. If you are concerned about too much sugar in your diet and are 

reluctant to use artificial sweeteners, try these delicious low sugar recipes, sweetened with an extract of the herb Stevia 

rebaudiana. The intense flavor of stevia extract is about 200 to 300 times sweeter than sugar, with no calories and a 

glycemic index of 0.            $15.95 

 

Superfoods, Nature’s Top Ten:  by Myrna Chandler Goldstein, MA & Mark Allan Goldstein, MD.  Of all the foods 

considered “superfoods,” the ten recommended here have the greatest amount of scientific backing for preventing—and 

even treating—cancer and other diseases.  They are all plant-based, low in fat, and rich in antioxidants, vitamins, and 

minerals.             $11.95 

 

Vegetarian Health Recipes by Patricia Bragg. Over 700 recipes. Today’s scientific research has established that a 

healthy vegetarian diet can play a major role in preventing disease and achieving optimal health and longevity. There are 

great health benefits for those who choose to follow a vegetarian lifestyle.      $13.95 

 

Weight Loss Solution:  by Beth M. Ley, PhD.  REAL food, a balanced diet, pH balancing and exercise. Suggested meal 

plan and recipes included. Dr. Beth's Weight Loss Solution is not a new diet, but it is a new way to eat with a proven track 

record resulting in weight loss and overall improvement in health.      $9.95 
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Wheatbelly Book:  304 pages by William Davis. After witnessing over 2,000 patients regain health after giving up wheat, 

Davis reached the disturbing conclusion that wheat is the single largest contributor to the nationwide obesity epidemic.  

Elimination of wheat is key to dramatic weight loss and optimal health. In national bestseller, Dr. Davis exposes the 

harmful effects of what is actually a product of genetic tinkering and agribusiness being sold to the American public as 

"wheat”.  He provides readers with a step-by-step plan to navigate a new wheat-free lifestyle.   $16.99 

 

Wheatbelly Journal: by William Davis. Track you path back to health with this journal.    $14.99 

 

Wild Fermentation 2
nd

 Edition: 188 pages by Sandor Katz.  The processing of fermenting foods-to preserves them and 

to make them more digestible and more nutritious is as old as humanity.  Fermented foods are a powerful aid to digestion 

and a protection against disease.            $29.95 

 

 

 

Pet Care Books 
 

Encyclopedia of Natural Pet Care, The:  by C.J. Puotinen. Here, in one book, is everything you need to know to ensure 

the good health, long life, glossy coat, bright eyes, strong bones, alert intelligence, and calm disposition of your furred and 

feathered companions, from choosing and training your pet to enhancing its life with diet and natural therapies.  $21.95 

 

Food Pets Die For: Shocking Facts About Pet Food:  by Ann N. Martin. Ann Martin was the first to expose the 

shocking practices within the pet food manufacturing industry. Since the book's publication in 1997, she has been calling 

attention to the dubious ingredients and methods employed by many firms. And in this updated guide, Martin continues to 

put pressure on the big companies to find alternatives. She suggests that food can be made at home using safe and human-

quality ingredients, and she provides recipes and suggestions for supplements.      $14.95 

 

Healthy Pet Manual, The: 288 pages by Deborah Straw. This revised and expanded edition of Why Is Cancer Killing 

Our Pets? includes the most up-to-date information on the factors that may cause cancer in pets, and preventive measures 

that can be taken. The full spectrum of conventional and alternative treatments is presented in this essential resource for 

the care and protection of our beloved pets.         $14.95 

 

Herbal Cat Care:  by Dr. Randy Kidd, D.V.M., Ph.D.  In this comprehensive guide, holistic veterinarian Randy Kidd 

offers thorough, up-to-date information on gentle, chemical-free treatments for preventive care as well as immediate 

health problems.  He also explains how to choose, make, and administer the best herbal preparations on more than 40 

versatile herbs that will help you keep your favorite feline healthy and happy through every stage of life.  $14.95 

 

Herbal Dog Care:  203 pages by Dr. Randy Kidd, D.V.M., Ph.D.  In this comprehensive guide, holistic veterinarian 

Randy Kidd offers thorough, up-to-date information on gentle, chemical-free treatments for preventive care as well as 

immediate health problems.  He also explains how to choose, make, and administer the best herbal preparations on more 

than 40 versatile herbs that will help you keep your pooch healthy and happy through every stage of life.    $14.95 

 

Low Cost Natural Cures for Your Dog and Cat:   by Dr. John Heinerman.   Save money, time and worry!  This 

invaluable, everyday resource offers safe, effective, all-natural remedies for sixty-three common problems ranging from 

allergies, arthritis and constipation to worms and wounds.  Author and world-renowned expert on natural healing, Dr. 

John Heinerman, also provides useful information on diet and nutrition and suggests natural solutions to such behavioral 

problems as disobedience, barking and scratching; Organized alphabetically by topic.      $15.95 

 

Pets at Risk:  177 pages by Alfred J. Plechner, DVM with Martin Zucker. This book is for anyone looking for answers to 

healing chronic illness of their precious cats and dogs.  This book tells of remedies including allergies to cancer.  

              $13.95 
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Protect Your Pet:  199 pages by Ann Martin. An authority on the commercial pet food industry, Ms Martin continues her 

investigation of commercial pet foods as well as other pet-related issues, including over vaccination and the increased 

cancer rate of pets.            $14.95 

 

Real Food for Cats:  by Patti Delmonte.  50 vet-approved recipes to please the feline gastronome.   $10.95 

 

Real Food for Dogs:  by Patti Delmonte.  50 vet-approved recipes for a healthier dog.     $10.95 

 

Shock to the System:  by Arden Moore. The facts about animal vaccination, pet food and how to keep your pets healthy. 

Covers the information on the vaccine issue and puts the other pieces of the puzzle into the picture.   $21.95 

 

Vaccine Guide For Dogs and Cats:  127 pages by Catherine J. M. Diodati, MA. This book gives information on all pet 

vaccines as well as documented studies of veterinary vaccine safety and efficacy problems. Inform yourself to make better 

decisions about the health and welfare of your pets.         $13.95 

 

 

 

Gardening Books 
 

 

A Year On The Garden Path:  by Carolyn Herriot. A 52-week organic gardening guide.  This practical, easy-to-follow, 

weekly gardening guide explains what’s happening in the garden, and your role in creating beautiful, healthy landscapes 

and food gardens—organically!            $19.95 

 

Backyard Homestead, The: edited by Carleen Madigan. With just a quarter acre of land, you can feed a family of four 

with fresh, organic food year-round. This comprehensive guide to self-sufficiency gives you all the information you need 

to grow and preserve a variety of vegetables, fruits, herbs, nuts, and grains; raise chickens for eggs and meat; raise cows, 

sheep, and goats for meat or milk; raise pigs and rabbits; and keep honey bees. Simple instructions make it easy to enjoy 

canned, frozen, dried, and pickled produce all winter; use your own grains to make bread, pasta, and beer; turn fresh milk 

into delicious homemade yogurt, butter, and cheese; make your own wine, cordials, and herbal teas; and much, much 

more. It truly is possible to eat entirely from your backyard.         $18.95 

 

Don’t Throw It, Grow It:  by Deborah Peterson & Millicent Selsam.   How to plant 68 windowsill plants from kitchen 

scraps.               $10.95 

 

Easy to Build Greenhouse, An:  By Ron Klinefelter, This bound book gives you simple instructions as to how to build 

your own green house and other projects.         $15.00 

 

Flowers of the Bible:  by Allan Swenson.  Have you been looking for a book to help you choose, plan, prepare, and grow 

flowers from the Bible?  This book is for you!  Included are plenty of facts, growing tips, and general useful information.  

There is also great information on creating biblical gardens, and sources for finding these precious plants.  $12.95 

 

Four Season Harvest:  by Elliot Coleman. If you love fresh garden vegetables, this book will teach you how to raise 

fresh vegetables all year. With helpful information for four-seasons gardening for all areas.   $24.95 

 

Fresh Food From Small Places: by R.J. Ruppenthal.  This book is a practical, comprehensive and downright fun guide 

to growing food in small spaces without relying on complicated and energy intensive systems like indoor lighting and 

hydroponics.             $24.95 
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Gardening When It Counts: by Steve Soloman. This book helps readers to rediscover traditional low input North 

American gardening methods for growing highly productive and inexpensive food gardens. Suitable for readers with no 

experience it focuses on minimizing inputs and producing healthy food.        $21.95 

 

Grow Your Own Pharmacy:  by Linda Gray. You do not need vitamin and mineral supplements for good nutrition! By 

following the advice in this book the reader will learn how to grow the fruit and vegetables necessary to provide the 

vitamins and minerals needed for a healthy body, mind and spirit, Recommended daily vitamin requirements are listed, 

with charts showing, at a glance, which foods are required to supply the readers daily requirements.  $16.95 

 
Growing Roots: The New Generation of Sustainable Farmers, Cooks, and Food Activists:  320 pages by Katherine 

Leiner. This book is about a new revolution in food that involves young people who are living sustainable lives that 

revolve around healthy, natural food. The book introduces us to farmers and beekeepers, fishermen and chefs, food 

activists and cheese mongers, and many, many more.        $35.00 

 

Homegrown Herbs (formerly Growing 101 Herbs That Heal:  250 pages by Tammi Hartung, Medical Herbalist.  

Gardening techniques, recipes, and remedies.  Grow your own medicine.  Add diversity and healing power to your garden 

with medicinal plants.  Learn to grow, harvest, and make inexpensive, potent home remedies for your whole family.  

Discover how easy and economical it is to create your own teas, tinctures, compresses, and more.   $19.95 

 

Homegrown Sprouts: A Fresh, Healthy, and Delicious Step-by-Step Guide to Sprouting Year Round:  

160 pages by Rita Galchus. This is the complete guide to growing your own sprouts. Choose the right sprouter for you, be 

it a jar, a bag, or a tray, and learn the techniques to use it. Grow a wide variety of sprouts, including wheatgrass, leafy 

greens, mung beans, and alfalfa. Enjoy them on their own, or discover a variety of serving suggestions from salads to 

soups to juices. There’s even a chapter on sprouting for your pets.      $24.99 

 

How to Store Garden Produce:  by Piers Warren. In this book the author teaches how to store and preserve your garden 

produce, enabling you to eat home grown goodness all year round. The easy to use reference section enables you to 

quickly look up applicable storage and preservation techniques for the majority of plant produce grown commonly in 

gardens and allotments. The techniques include freezing, clamping, hanging, drying, bottling, pickling and fermenting 

              $12.95 

 

Medicinal Herbs, A Beginner’s Guide:  by Rosemary Gladstar. 33 Healing Herbs to Know, Grow, and Use. 

With Rosemary Gladstar's expert advice, anyone can make their own herbal remedies for common ailments, such as aloe 

lotion for poison ivy, dandelion-burdock tincture for sluggish digestion, and lavender-lemon balm tea for stress relief. 

Gladstar profiles 33 of the most common and versatile healing plants and then shows you exactly how to grow, harvest, 

prepare, and use them. Stock your home medicine chest with safe, all-natural, low-cost herbal preparations, and enjoy 

better health!             $14.95 

 

New Organic Grower, The:  by Eliot Coleman. A master’s manual of tools and techniques for the home and market 

gardener. With more than 45,000 sold since 1988, The New Organic Gower has become a modern classic. In this newly 

revised and expanded edition, master grower Eliot Coleman continues to present the simplest and most sustainable ways 

of growing top-quality organic vegetables. Coleman updates practical information on marketing the harvest, on small 

scales equipment, and on farming and gardening for the long term health of the soil. The new book is thoroughly updated. 

              $24.95 

 

Organic Pest Control for Home and Garden:  by Tom Roberts.  Most Gardeners encounter an insect problem during 

the growing season.  The question most gardeners ask is “What do I do about the bugs?”  There is no absolute answer, but 

this book outlines some alternatives to the use of persistent or broad range poisons.     $12.95 
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Preserving Food Without Freezing or Canning: by Deborah Madison;. Originally published as Keeping Food Fresh, 

this book offers more than 250 easy and enjoyable recipes featuring locally grown and minimally refined ingredients. It 

shows you how to use traditional techniques using salt, oil, sugar, alcohol, vinegar, drying, cold store, and lactic 

fermentation.              $25.00 

 

Secrets of Plant Propagation:  by Lewis Hill.  Starting your own flowers, vegetables, fruits, berries, shrubs, trees, and 

houseplants.  This book was voted one of America’s 75 Best garden books by the American Horticultural Society.  $18.95 

 

Seed Garden, The: The Art and Practice of Seed Saving: 350 pages by John Torgrimson. Provides straightforward 

instruction on collecting seed that is true-to-type and ready for sowing in next year’s garden. In this comprehensive book, 

Seed Savers Exchange, one of the foremost American authorities on the subject, and the Organic Seed Alliance bring 

together decades of knowledge to demystify the time-honored tradition of saving the seed of more than seventy-five 

coveted vegetable and herb crops.          $29.95 

 

Seed to Seed:  by Suzanne Ashworth. For beginners to experienced gardeners, this book will instruct you on how to start 

vegetables from and save seeds. Also included in this book is detailed information about each vegetable, including 

pollination and proper methods to grow, harvest, dry, clean, and store your seeds.      $24.95 

 

Straw Bale Gardens:  by Joel Karsten.  The breakthrough method for growing vegetables anywhere, earlier and with no 

weeding.  Straw bales, nature’s perfect planting container.       $19.99 

 

Successful Small-Scale Farming, An Organic Approach:  by Karl Schwenke.  This book offers a unique and invaluable 

perspective on the future of agriculture.          $16.95 

 

Uses of Wild Plants, The: by Frank Tozer. This insightful guide provide interesting and valuable uses for more than 1200 

species in 500 genera of wild plants found throughout North America and beyond. It provides a survey of how plants have 

been used for food, drink, medicine, fuel, clothing, intoxicants, and more throughout history. Each listing includes a 

detailed description and drawing to aid in identifying these valuable plants in your garden and in the wild. Green thumbs 

will learn cultivation techniques for the most significant of these plants, and their uses in the garden.  $24.95 

 

Vegetable Gardener’s Book of Building Projects, The: 39 Essentials to Increase the Bounty and Beauty of Your 

Garden:  by The Editors of Storey Make your food garden more productive and more enjoyable! These 39 simple-to-

make projects — including cold frames, compost bins, planters, raised beds, potting benches, gates, trellises, storage 

containers, outdoor furniture, and more — will increase your harvest, make your garden chores easier, and turn your 

garden and yard into an appealing outdoor space for relaxing and enjoying the fruits of your labors. Each project includes 

step-by-step instructions, detailed illustrations, complete materials and lumber lists, no-nonsense tips, and a full-color 

photograph of the finished product. Many of the projects are ideal for beginners.     $18.95 

 

War On Bugs:  by Will Allen. The secret history of pesticides revealed:  How farmers and consumers have been conned 

by government, industry, and war-mongering jargon into choosing toxic food.       $35.00 

Winter Harvest Handbook, The: by Elliot Coleman. Choosing locally grown organic food is a sustainable living trend 

that’s taken hold throughout North America. Celebrated farming expert Eliot Coleman helped start this movement with 

The New Organic Grower published 20 years ago. He continues to lead the way, pushing the limits of the harvest season 

while working his world-renowned organic farm in Harborside, Maine.      $29.95  

Year-Round Indoor Salad Gardening: How to Grow Nutrient-Dense, Soil-Sprouted Greens in Less Than 10 days: 
by Peter Burke;  This book offers good news: with nothing more than a cupboard and a windowsill, you can grow all the 

fresh salad greens you need for the winter months (or throughout the entire year) with no lights, no pumps, and no 

greenhouse.             $29.99 
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 Prices subject to change without notice. 

Please remember, when totaling your order, to add the shipping and handling charges.  Products are shipped as 

soon as possible.  All back ordered merchandise will be sent as soon as it arrives. 

Do not hesitate to call if you have any questions! 

 
 

To Order Call: 1 877 817-9829 or 1-573-378-6049 
 

 

 

MIRACLE II 
 

 

MIRACLE 2 SOAP:  This is the clear green soap that is used for all types of light, medium and heavy cleaning, 

including fruits and vegetables.  Dilute it to the strength you prefer.  We personally use just a few drops per bucket of 

water or dishwater.  Many people use this soap for their bathing and showering as well. 22oz. $17.00 1 gal. $72.00 

 

MIRACLE 2-MOISTURIZING SOAP:  This is the greenish creamy color soap, which is for bathing and especially for 

those with dry skin.  For extremely dry skin, an ounce of olive oil can be added.  This is great for cleaning dogs, cats, kids 

and husband.  It can be used for cleaning; however, this will streak windows and tile. 22oz. $17.00 1 gal. $72.00 

 

MIRACLE 2 NEUTRALIZER:  This is a clear liquid that can be used to clean vegetables.  The soap and the Neutralizer 

are the most requested items.  Please note the agricultural applications for gardens and farms.    

22oz. $17.00 1 gal. $72.00  

 

MIRACLE 2 MOISTURIZER:  Excellent for moisturizing the skin.  The Moisturizer is made with cold pressed oils.  

8 oz. $17.00 22 oz.  $34.00 gal. $190.00      

 

CONCENTRATES:  Now you can buy your gallons of soap and neutralizer in concentrated forms!!  Both 2:1 and 3:1 

concentrates are available, which means you get 2 or 3 gallons concentrated into one gallon sized container!  Simply pour 

half of the 2:1 (or 1/3 of the 3:1) into a separate gallon container and you have 2 (or 3) gallons!     

2:1 is $135.00  3:1 is $195.00 

    

DEHYDRATED NEUTRALIZER: An entire gallon of neutralizer shipped to you in a package that fits in an envelope!  

Just add one gallon of distilled water!  Save on the price of the Neutralizer and the cost of shipping!  $55.00 

 

LAUNDRY BALL $57.00   DRYER BALL  $42.00 

 

Spirit of '76 Special:  22oz. soap, 22 oz. moisturizing soap, 22 oz. neutralizer, 8 oz. Willard Water Gel, 8 oz. skin 

moisturizer.             $76.00 

 

Spirit of 2003:  1 bottle neutralizer 22oz, 1 bottle M II soap 22oz, 1 Silver Botanicals deodorant roll-on or spray and  

1 M II laundry ball.            $79.96 
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CAROLYN’S NATURAL SOAPS 
 

 

Made with the finest wholesome ingredients found only in nature to leave skin with its natural defenses. NO harsh 

detergents, harmful chemicals or synthetic colors are ever added. These cold pressed, saponified bars are each hand cut to 

approximately 6 oz. (4 oz for the Utterly Creamy Facial Soap) so each bar is unique in its dimensions.  $6.00 

 

Lemonade: clean, fresh smell of lemon and the oriental touch of lemongrass, with alfalfa, lemon peel and blossoms.   

 

Orchard Breeze: fresh as a walk in a fruit orchard, with alfalfa, lemongrass and orange blossoms.  

 

Second Hand Rose: nothing smells better than a rose, with rosehips, rose petals, chamomile and orange peels and 

blossoms.  

 

Everything Nice: cinnamon offers a sense of peacefulness and centeredness with its full bodied warmth, with sweet 

orange blossoms and cinnamon/clove pieces.  

 

Mint Tea Lady: awakens the senses with refreshing, soothing spearmint, with lavender flower, peppermint leaves 

comfrey and green tea.  

 

Romantic Rosemary: bracing and invigorating, with ground rosemary, wintergreen, and green tea.  

 

Lady Lavender: a wonderful light lavender scent, with lavender flowers.  

 

Sweet Almond: smells good enough to eat, with Oregon grapes, orange blossoms and/ or peels, lavender flowers, ginger 

and nutmeg.  

 

Sweet Joe:  made with coffee and sugar, olive, coconut and palm oils, fresh cow milk and cream, organic oatmeal and 

vanilla, nutmeg and cinnamon essential oils. 

 

Papa’s Peppermint: made with olive, avocado, coconut and palm oils, fresh cow milk and cream, honey, organic 

oatmeal and peppermint leaves and peppermint, spearmint, tangerine and lime essential oils. 

 

Prairie Sage: an earthy herbal scent with sage leaves and Chlorophyll.  

 

Adelaide’s Herbal Garden Soap: organic olive, coconut, sunflower, caster, and palm oils, Jersey cow milk, raw honey, 

organic oatmeal, tea of oregano leafs, ground rosemary, oregano, thyme, pure essential oils (thyme, rosemary, oregano, 

and lavender) 

 

Simply Soap: made with organic and natural olive, tallow, coconut and palm oils with distilled water, borax and 

grapefruit and lemon essential oils. (an everyday and laundry soap) 

 

Utterly Creamy Facial Soap: 4 oz bars come in either Vanilla or Lavender/Lime    $6.00 
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NORTH AMERICAN HERB & SPICE 

                     

 

BerriMax:  BerriMax is a rich and powerful source of wild berry flavonoids. The berries used in BerriMax contain 

powerful antioxidants ranking among the highest in ORAC scores. These wild and organic berries are exceedingly rare 

and are handpicked in the wilderness. Because it is raw, the enzymes, vitamins, minerals, and flavonoids are intact 

completely unaltered.            90 caps  $44.99    

  

BetaPalm: Raw 100% West African red palm oil has the highest concentration of beta carotene of any food. It is a top 

source of tocotrienols, which are heart healthy and an excellent source of lycopene and healthy fuel fats.     8 oz      $12.99 

 

Black Seed Plus:  Black Seed plus is a natural source for trace minerals including iron, zinc, calcium, magnesium, and 

chromium. Black seed is one of the most aromatic of all wild spices. Our Black Seed plus is non-irradiated and free of all 

chemicals and additives. It is so tasty you can open the capsule and add it to your food.                          90 caps     $24.99 

 

BoneActiv: BoneActiv Capsules are the ultimate bone/joint support formula, Raw BoneActiv is far more potent than 

calcium or vitamin D alone. This is raw calcium from microcrystalline hydroxyapatite (MCHC), derived from grass-fed 

New Zealand cattle. It’s combined with powerful, wild, mountain-grown, calcium-concentrating spices: sage, oregano, 

and rosemary.                   120 caps    $39.99 

 

Bug X:  Herbal Bug-X repels all biting insects more effectively than any other natural repellent. It is completely safe for 

all ages and also pets. Safe for babies’ skin, and also safe to breathe, and swallow. Herbal Bug-X is also a natural 

insecticide. Great for repelling ants. One application works for up to three hours. May be used frequently.   4 oz   $29.99 

 

Car-O-Power:   Car-O-Power is the only 100% natural and mountain-grown wild Mediterranean-source carob pod 

concentrate available. All other sources derive from commercial carob pods. This is the original carob pod concentrate, 

made by old fashioned methods used for centuries. Notice the exceptional taste and aroma of this Car-O-Power. Carob is 

rich in flavonoids, which naturally support the health of the body. Carob concentrate is richer by weight in antioxidants 

than even pomegranate, red grape, and green tea.                                                                                         12 oz       $19.99 

 

Chaga Chunks:  A super nutritious snack it's packed with natural fatty acids, amino acids, B vitamins, minerals, 

enzymes, SOD, flavonoids and much, much more. Non-Dairy; 2 flavors:  Plain & Creamy OR Nuts with Raisin. $19.99 

      

Chaga Skin Rejuvenation Cream:  Chaga Skin Cream’s antioxidant properties are nourishing for the skin. For centuries 

Chaga has been used for skin enhancement.  It’s 100% raw, so the enzymes and nutrients are intact.          2 oz $49.99 

 

ChagaCream Facial Treatment: Enhanced with royal jelly, raw, wild black raspberry extract and aromatic 

Mediterranean flower & leaf oil. Nothing could be more protective and rejuvenating. In an organic beeswax base, all the 

ingredients are wild and or whole, so whole it’s edible-just what your face deserves.                        2 oz    $59.99 

 

ChagaSyrup:  A combination of chaga, raw honey and muscadine grape extract              4 oz    $27.99     8 oz       $49.99  

                          

ChagaMax:  A convenient way to take Chaga, fortified with wild oregano and birch bark.         90 vcaps     $34.99                                           

 

Chag-O-Charge: Wild Chaga Mushroom Tea: The wild, raw chaga mushroom concentrate harvested from wild birch 

trees. Fortified with wild white birch bark it is a potent source of antioxidants. Chaga mushroom contains many beneficial 

active compounds such as sterols, polyphenols, betulin, and betulinic acid. Chag-O-Charge is a source for vital trace 

minerals such as copper, iron, and potassium, as well as B vitamins. It is also a top source of antioxidant enzymes, 

especially SOD (superoxide dismutase). Chaga has the highest ORAC and SOD levels of any mushroom and has been 

used for centuries.                                                                     3.2 oz     $44.99 
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ChagaBlack Tea                        3.2 oz    $49.99                  ChagaWhite Tea                     5.1 oz      $49.99               

         

CocaPalm (Wild Red Palm Oil Plus):  CocaPalm oil contains the highest concentration of vitamin E (70% tocotrienols). 

CocaPalm is nature's most abundant source of beta carotene; 15 times more than carrots and 300 times more than 

tomatoes.            8 oz $19.99 

 

Gastronex:   Gastronex contains a powerful blend of natural enzymes uniquely formulated to support digestion. 

Additionally, Gastronex contains the finest wild herbs and spices handpicked from remote mountain regions of the 

Mediterranean. Gastronex is the ideal addition to any diet.                                                                         90 caps      $59.99 

 

HealthBac:  Health-Bac contains the most extensively researched probiotic available: Ecologic 500. Health-Bac contains 

the strains Bifidobacterium infantis, lactis, longum, Enterococcus faecium, Lactobacillus acidophilus, paracasei, 

plantarum, salivarius, and Lactocuccus lactis. Health-Bac has been clinically demonstrated to readily implant in humans. 

Always use Health-Bac when taking Oreganol and/or Oregacyn P73 daily.                                 100 gr powder       $49.99 

 

Herbal Protec-X: Through the power of wild nature Herbal Protec-X protects your body from mosquitoes, fleas, and 

other biting insects that crawl on or bite the body. One application works for up to 3 hours or more.   

2 oz  $14.99     or  4 oz   $29.99 

 

Inflam-eeZ:  A unique combination of powerful enzymes plus wild herbs and spices that support an active lifestyle. 

Inflam-eez contains all-natural ingredients that are completely free of chemicals, pesticides, and genetically modified 

organisms. Inflam-eez is the ideal complement to a healthy diet and exercise regimen.            90 caps       $59.99   

 

LivaClenz: A special concentrated blend of wild herbs and spices from remote high mountain sources. LivaClenz also 

contains wild bush dandelion concentrate which is completely free of all chemicals and pesticides. LivaClenz provides a 

balance of essential nutrients and minerals for optimal nutritional support.                      60 veggie caps     $39.99     

                                 

Micro-Pulverized Raw Wild Chaga: This is a special blend of North American wild chaga. An excellent tea or smoothie 

mix. Wild chaga is a dense source of super-nutrients, including SOD, germanium, cesium, rubidium, pantothenic acid, 

beta glucan, and plant sterols. It is also the world’s top source of SOD and melanin.   6 oz $59.99 

 

Nail It: A powerful and researched product for nail beauty and health. Made of potent spice oils with proven antiseptic 

powers, this is the ideal supplement for the nails.       60 gel caps $39.99 

 

Neuroloft:   Contains only the finest quality wild mountain Mediterranean sage and rosemary, plus St. John's Wort, 

Ginkgo Biloba and high 10-HDA Royal Jelly, rich in potent antioxidants.  Non-irradiated and free of chemicals and 

pesticides.                                                                                                                                                    60 caps      $39.99                                                                          

 

Nuke Protect:  This potent form of premium grade Potassium iodide, Selenium yeast, wild Oregano and Rosemary, Rhus 

Coriaria, wild Kelp and wild Cumin make it one of the highest antioxidant formulas known, some six times more than 

blueberries. NukeProtect provides natural iodine, selenium, iron and trace minerals, important for the body's daily needs.  

Safe for children and pets.                                                                                                                       90 caps       $39.99  

 

Nutri-Sense:   The ultimate non-GMO, natural vitamin/mineral power food.  It is an excellent 100% natural food source 

of amino acids, niacin, thiamine, calcium, magnesium, iron, and phosphorus. It also contains pure essential fatty acids and 

easy-to-digest nourishing carbohydrates and proteins in the ideal ratio. When added to a shake or smoothie, it makes an 

ideal meal replacement.                                                                                                28.2 oz powder      $59.99 

 

Oil of Black Seed Plus:   This is the true 100% cold-pressed Mediterranean black seed oil along with wild rosemary oil, 

wild oregano P73 oil, and organic garlic oil.  A top source of EFA’s and other vital nutrients, Oil of Black Seed is a 

natural source of vitamin E, sterols, sterolins, and vital omega-3s, -6s, and -9s.          90 caps   $24.99          12 oz    $39.99 
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OregaSpray:  The only completely natural, edible, multipurpose spray made with completely natural emulsified oil of 

wild oregano P73, oil of wild lavender, oil of wild bay leaf and oil of clove.  The ideal:  vegetable wash, air cleanser, hand 

cleaner, toothbrush spray, food cleaner, environmental spray, odor neutralizer, kitchen and bathroom cleaner, pet 

deodorizer, insect repellant, body or foot deodorant, skin toner, nursery spray, public disinfectant and breath freshener.                                                                                                                  

2 oz  $17.99                    4 oz  $29.99 

 

OregaBiotic:   Maximum strength multiple spice blend conveniently placed in a natural gradual-release L-V (veggie) 

capsule. The gradual release is achieved via a natural beeswax coating as opposed to the petroleum based enteric coating 

most use. This natural delivery system ensures that the vital minerals, nutrients, and phenolic compounds contained in the 

wild spice oil blend are delivered to the colon and lower bowels. Oregabiotic contains wild spice oils of oregano, cumin, 

sage, and bay leaf that are harvested by hand from remote high-mountain regions in the Mediterranean.  60 caps $59.99 

 

OregaFresh Toothpaste:  OregaFRESH is the only natural fluoride-free toothpaste infused with the power of P73 

oregano.              3.4 oz $19.95 

 

OregaMax: The original wild oregano formula, supports natural mineral intake and more. This wild oregano grows 

directly on rock in the Mediterranean mountains, making it rich in natural trace minerals. Unlike commercial oregano, 

OregaMax is undiluted. This is the crude herb of wild high mountain Oregano in combination with Rhus Coriaria, organic 

garlic powder, and organic onion powder. It is the most potent wild oregano whole herb available.           90 Caps   $29.99                  

 

Oreganol P73 Cream:  A powerful rejuvenating formula containing propolis, wild essential oils and wild honey. Ideal 

for all skin types.  Made with the highest-ranked antioxidants in the world. The only completely natural moisturizer made 

from wild high-mountain grown spices oils ideal for skin health.                                                   2 oz        $34.99 

 

Oreganol P73 Gel Caps:  This is the true wild oregano P73 in an easy to take gel cap. P73 is a blend of edible species of 

wild oregano grown on natural mineral rich soils. This growing condition along with our dedication to a chemical and 

alcohol free extraction is the reason P73 Oreganol oil has a unique chemical profile, which is ideal for human 

consumption. The same oregano species can be grown elsewhere and would not have the same effect of the P73, it is truly 

one of a kind.                                   60 gel caps     $29.99 

 

Oreganol P73 Super Strength Gel Caps: This is the triple strength oregano in an easy to take gel cap. 60 caps   $39.99 

 

OregaResp:   The only multiple spice extract made with handpicked spices from remote mountain regions. Contains P73 

wild oregano, high mountain sage and cumin, with concentrated CO2-extracted cinnamon and ginger. These powerful oils 

are then naturally converted to a concentrated powder before being encapsulated. This revolutionary process creates a 

highly concentrated herbal blend in a small capsule. Each capsule of OregaRESP is equivalent to 50 drops of the oil!                                                                                

                                                                               30 v caps $29.99      90 v caps $69.99      60 gel caps     $29.99   

 

Oregulin:  Combines the unique potency of CO2 extracted cinnamon and fenugreek with wild mountain-grown spices of 

cumin, myrtle, and oregano. Oregulin is ideal balanced support when taken in combination with a healthy diet.  

(Consult your physician if you are taking diabetic medication.)                    90 gel caps  $29.99 

     

PolarPower:  Whole, non-distilled, cold-filtered oil from wild Alaskan sockeye salmon. Its unique source, production 

methods, and nutritional attributes make it a rare and powerful whole food supplement. Our wild sockeye salmon oil is an 

excellent source of Vitamin A (4,000IU/teaspoon) and Vitamin D (600 IU/teaspoon). It contains more than 330 MG of 

EPA and 300 MG of DHA, essential fatty acids. Wild Sockeye Salmon oil is one of the purest fish oils available. It 

consistently tests free for hazardous levels of contaminants.                            8 oz liquid  $39.99          90 caps  $34.99 

 

Purely-B:  The only truly whole food B complex supplement available.  Made exclusively from actual foods – without 

synthetics – it powerfully gives the body the B vitamins it needs, all directly from nature.    400 g powder  $59.99 
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Purely-C:   The only 100% raw food-source vitamin C, plus flavonoid, formula available. Low dose natural vitamin C is 

the natural non-chemical way to consume vitamin C.  Each capsule contains approximately 75 mg or 125% of your daily 

value of vitamin C from Camu Camu berries, Acerola cherries, Rose hips and Rhus Coriaria powder. 

                                                                                     90 capsules $34.99          120 g powder   $59.99 

 

Purely-E caps:  North American Herb and Spice brings you the purest vitamin E that is 100% soy- free and non-GMO. 

The proprietary blend includes the highest quality sunflower seed oil, red palm oil, pumpkinseed oil, and wild rosemary 

oil. Purely-E is a complete source of all the tocopherols and tocotrienols without any synthetic components, in an easy-to-

take capsule.                                                                                                                                               60 caps $29.99 

 

Purely-Min Powder:  Fresh water fulvic acid minerals and wild baobab with wild oregano and red bentonite clay. 

                                                                                                                                                                       5 oz        $39.99 

 

Purely Pak:  PurelyPak is the only truly natural, whole food nutritional enhancement system available.   

                                                                                                                                           30 day supply of capsules  $99.99 

 

RaspaMax powder: maximum strength, freeze-dried black raspberry powder, fortified with ellagic acid-rich red 

raspberry.           3 oz powder $39.99  

 

Resvera-FLO:   Nutrition from muscadine grape skins, along with extract of raw, wild grape.      4 fl oz      $39.99 

 

Resvital:   Crude, red sour grape powder devoid of chemical processing, the freshest grape extract available.  Sun dried 

formula full of photonic energy is full of Resveratrol, malic acid, tantaric acid, vitamin C and the minerals chromium and 

potassium. The whole grape - skin, seed, and sour pulp - is used.   90 caps $ 33.99       120 grams powder  $47.99 

 

Royal Oil:  Made entirely from stabilized Royal Jelly with wild essential oils.  Gain all of the immense benefits of fresh 

royal jelly in a convenient form.  For an energy boost take it under the tongue or in shakes, smoothies, juice, or in hot 

cereals.                                                                                                                                                            2 oz.  $34.99 

 

Royal Power:   An original superior source of undiluted freeze dried royal jelly from remote villages where the bees are 

never fed sugar.  Royal Jelly (6% 10-HDA) provides a host of nutrients including; amino acids, hydroxy acids, collagen, 

albumin, Riboflavin (B2), Pyridoxine (B6), and Pantothenic acid (B5) and naturally occurring steroids. In addition Camu 

Camu is added to provide a source of whole food vitamin C. Finally we add the concentrated powdered oils of wild sage 

and wild rosemary.                                                                                                                        90 caps       $39.99 

 

Sesam-E Oil:   The seeds used in this Sesam-E are grown on dense soil in the Mediterranean mountain flats. What’s 

more, this oil is cold pressed from extra virgin Anatolian Sesame seed oil, Wild Coriander oil, Wild Fenugreek oil, and 

Wild Oregano oil which accounts for its nutritional value. Readily digested form of vitamin E, Selenium, B-vitamins, 

Omega 3, trace minerals and antioxidants makes this a whole food.                                                         12 fl oz     $47.99 

 

SinuOrega:   Health practitioners agree a saline based nasal wash is the best approach for cleansing the nasal passages. 

SinuOrega combines a unique blend of the powerful essential oils of sage, bay leaf, clove and oregano in a saline base.  

The only completely natural nasal spray with the power of Oreganol P73. Safe for everyday use!    2 oz      $19.99 

 

Sooth-EEZ Throat Spray: This is the most potent throat spray available.  Cherry or Cranberry . 2 oz  $29.99 

 

Super Strength Oreganol P-73:   Triple strength oregano oil P73 (a blend of edible species of wild oregano grown on 

natural mineral rich soils).                                                             60 gel caps     $39.99 

 

Thyroset:  A combination of crude Northern Pacific kelp, rich in natural iodine, sea minerals, and chlorides, plus,  

tyrosine, a key amino acid for nutritional balance. Organic sourced.                                             90 caps        $29.99 
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ToxiPurge:   A potent way to support healthy detoxification mechanisms, including the cleansing and purging of 

radiation toxins, heavy metals and more.                                       120 caps   $39.99         2 oz    $29.99 

 

Total Body Purge:  Unique combination of extracts and oils ideal for the whole body. (Apple cider vinegar, black seed 

oil, cranberry, dandelion, burdock, nettles, fireweed, sage oil, rosemary oil, fennel oil, and cilantro oil).  12 oz $59.99 

 

Turmerol:  The most potent, versatile turmeric extract known. This is a wild turmeric extract.    120 gel caps $39.99  

 

 

 

North American Herb & Spice Clenz Products 
 

 

Fung-E Clenz:   A unique blend of high mountain wild oregano, sage, cumin, and myrtle.  Can be used both internally 

and topically for rapid absorption.                                                                                            1 oz $39.99  

 

Germ-a-Clenz:  100% Natural Germicide. Fresh, spicy scent. Anti-microbial spray.     2 oz  $13.99     4 oz $24.99 

 

IntestiClenz:  A combination of aromatic spices from remote Mediterranean regions. These powerful spice extracts 

contain nutrients that are the ideal addition to any healthy diet. Proprietary blend of wild spice oils including juniper oil, 

cumin oil, fennel oil, bay leaf oil, and Oreganol P73, in a base of extra virgin olive oil and Austrian pumpkinseed oil.                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                       1 oz    $39.99 

 

LivaClenz:  A special concentrated blend of wild herbs and spices from remote high mountain sources.  Contains wild 

bush dandelion concentrate, which is completely free of all chemicals and pesticides. Provides a balance of essential 

nutrients and minerals for optimal nutritional support.             1 oz or 60 veggie caps       $39.99 

 

ProstaClenz:  A unique combination of pumpkinseed oil powder with edible, wild, antioxidant herbs and natural 

flavonoids.  Grown high in the Alpine foothills these pumpkins are the most nutritious in the world. The oil, cold pressed 

from the seeds is rich in essential fatty acids, vitamin E and carotenoids.  Fortified with wild rosemary powder, wild St. 

John’s wort, and wild high mountain oregano for a one of a kind supplement.                                       60 caps    $39.99 

 

Skin Clenz:  Helps maintain the cleanliness and health of the skin and can be applied topically on a daily basis for 

maximum efficacy.  Contains the highest quality wild, organic grape seed oil, oregano oil, bay leaf oil, lavender oil, and 

organic borage oil from handpicked sources. It is the ideal natural topical rub.                                           1 oz     $29.99              

                                                                                       

           

                                                                          

North American Herb & Spice Juices , Essences  
 

Essence of Lavender: A relaxing agent with calming action upon the nerves and heart.  Also helps insomnia, tension, 

nervousness, and headaches.  Other uses include digestive aid, colic, nausea, heartburn, and bad breath.     12 oz  $16.99 

 

Essence of Neroli Orange:  Used for centuries as a tonic and health aid to help control appetite, curb cravings for sweets, 

improve digestion, help stop diarrhea and soothe respiratory tract.  Exhibits antibacterial action, and may help anxiety, 

insomnia, and depression.                                                                                                                               12 oz  $16.99 

 

Juice of Oregano: Aromatic essence of wild oregano.   Rich in oxygenated compounds and used as a health aid for 

thousands of years.  Free of chemicals, solvents, and additives.                                                                   12 oz.  $16.99 
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Essence of Rose Petals: Rose essence, oils and petals have been used for thousands of years in medicines and medicinal 

cures to help soothe irritated eyes, heat stress, poor circulation, spider veins, easy bruising, and cold extremities.  May  

also aid digestive, menstrual, and skin disorders, as well as ease stubborn coughs, congestion, and respiratory disorders.   

                                                                                                                                                                           12 oz  $16.99 

 

Juice of Rosemary: Fragrant essence of wild rosemary, rich in oxygenated compounds, has been used as a health aid for 

thousands of years                                                                                                                                            12 oz.   $16.99 

 

Essence of Sage: An antioxidant herb to protect the cells around the liver or of the skin.                             12 oz     $16.99 

 

Neuroloft Essence:  A combination of water and fat-soluble substances made from the condensed steam of the essential 

oils of rosemary, sage, rose petal, orange blossom, and oregano, plus pomegranate extract.  Supports the health of the 

aging brain and directly supports brain and nerve cell activity.                                                                  12 oz   $19.99 

 

Extract of Nettles: supports the health of the lungs, liver, intestines, kidneys, and blood. Naturally rich in protein, 

vitamins, and minerals that only wild true greens provide. From the pristine wilderness, handpicked and cold-pressed, 

preserving the delicate enzymes and providing the full complement of vitamins unaltered. Since it is raw it helps cleanse 

toxins.                                                                                                                                                               12 oz.  $59.99 

 

Oreganol Juice: Oreganol P73 Juice is a highly aromatic essence made from wild oregano growing in the high elevations 

of Mediterranean mountains, up to 12,000 feet above sea level. This plant concentrates oxygen from the mountain air in 

its leaves. The unique steam distillation process used to make this formula creates an oxygen rich water soluble tonic very 

different from the oil. Oreganol juice can be taken alone or with juice or water.      12 oz  $16.99 

 

Pumpkinol:  Cold-pressed and extra virgin, nutritionally rich, powerful, and full of natural essential fatty acids and 

antioxidants.  Promotes prostate, as well as female gland health.  Contains essential oils of fennel and rosemary, which are 

known to be highly beneficial for immune function support; as well as maintaining healthy digestion, circulation and 

hormonal balance.                                                                                                                                              12 oz  $39.99 

 

 

 

North American Herb & Spice Oils 
   
NAHS guarantees that their line of oils is extracted from wild sources.  The healing power of oils has been documented 

throughout the ages even back into the days of the Holy Bible.  Our oils are all refined naturally starting with the 

extraction process, which does not include damaging heat or chemical and combined with pure extra virgin olive oil. 

 

BerriMax:  BerriMax is a rich and powerful source of wild berry flavonoids. The berries used in BerriMax contain 

powerful antioxidants ranking among the highest in ORAC scores. These wild and organic berries are exceedingly rare 

and are handpicked in the wilderness. Because it is raw, the enzymes, vitamins, minerals, and flavonoids are intact 

completely unaltered.             2 oz     $29.99 

 

BoneActiv Topical Rub: The greatest advance yet for supporting bone and joint health. BoneActiv is based on the power 

of wild oils of sage, rosemary, and oregano, three of the most potent mountain herbal oils known.                1 oz      $34.99 

 

Chag-o-Power: Wild Chaga Mushroom Emulsion Sublingual Drops:   Chag-o-Power is the power of raw, wild 

emulsified chaga mushroom. The chaga mushroom is a rich source of betulin and betulinic acid, which are natural sterols 

of high electrical charge and are needed by cell membranes. The sterols in chaga are heart-healthy. Chag-o-Power is also a 

top source of SOD (superoxide dismutase).                                                                                           2 oz     $34.99 
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Cherinol:  Hand-picked wild raw chokecherry extract. 7000 ORAC per bottle.      2 oz $29.99 

 

Cilantrol (Formerly Oil of Cilantro Plus): May be useful for digestive support as well as helping the liver enzymes 

responsible for removing poisons from your body.                                                                                          1 oz  $39.99 

 

Cinnamol: (formerly Oil of Cinnamon) Use as a dietary supplement or as flavoring in foods. Helps with immune system 

and blood sugar.                                                                                                                                               1 oz $39.99  

 

Clovanol: A unique, pure clove oil made from the flowering buds.  Can be rubbed on gums or used as a mouthwash for 

fresh breath. Clovanol is also a very potent antioxidant.                                                                                  1 oz $39.99 

 

CranFlush:  CranFlush is a truly wild and raw cranberry extract. It is uncooked to maintain vital nutrients—that’s what 

makes it so powerful. This is the high bush cranberry, which is rare.     1 oz   $39.99 

 

Cuminol: (formerly Oil of Cumin) An antioxidant herb with anti-aging properties.                                      1 oz     $39.99 

 

Fenatrol (formerly Oil of Fennel):  The herb Grecian marathon runners traditionally consumed to give them physical 

strength and endurance.  It has a history as a medicine as ancient as human society itself.                              1 oz    $39.99  

 

Garlex:  Garlex is the ultimate cold-pressed garlic oil available. Because it is cold-pressed, the garlic is raw, retaining 

more of its natural properties. In addition to the garlic, the potent spice extracts of coriander, basil, and oregano P73 are 

added.                                                                                                                                                      1 oz     $29.99 

 

Gingerol:  A good place to start when dealing with an upset stomach.                                                             1 oz   $39.99 

 

GreensFlush:  GreensFlush is a unique blend of wild greens that are only harvested from the most remote areas to ensure 

quality and purity. The raw, wild dandelion, nettles, and burdock help retain nutrient and mineral levels.     2 oz     $39.99 

 

H2Orega: H2Orega is mycelized wild oil of oregano the water soluble type. This means that it completely dissolves in all 

liquids.                  1 oz    $59.99 

 

Inflam-eeZ:  A unique combination of powerful enzymes plus wild herbs and spices that support an active lifestyle. 

Inflam-eez contains all-natural ingredients that are completely free of chemicals, pesticides, and genetically modified 

organisms. Inflam-eez is the ideal complement to a healthy diet and exercise regimen.                  2 oz rubbing oil    $49.99            

 

KID-e-KARE Rubbing Oil: Supports the immune and lymphatic systems as well as the skin.  It is a topical cold and flu 

formula made with the highest quality wild oregano, lavender, and sage oils.  Can be used on the spine, chest, arms, legs, 

bottoms of the feet, and behind the ears for effective absorption.  Simultaneously offers support to the skin itself and can 

be taken internally.                                                                                                                          1 oz   $29.99 

 

Lavenol: (Formerly Oil of Lavender): Rub on scalp, skin, or anywhere on body for an invigorating effect.  1 oz     $39.99  

 

Nail It:  Toenail fungus topical application; a powerful topical agent for nail beauty and health.                    1 oz $39.99 

 

Oil of Myrtle: A tremendous antioxidant for the hair and skin.                                                                         1 oz $39.99  

 

OregaClean: OregaClean is the most powerful natural germ killing cleaner available. It utilizes the power of water 

soluble oils from wild, crude oregano P73 and wild bay leaf. This combination of concentrated crude oils is easily diluted 

in water to create the ideal natural cleaning agent.         1 oz $44.99 
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OregaDENT:  Specially formulated for use with gums and teeth. We have formulated this product with the highest 

quality clove, cinnamon, and wild oregano P73 oil. In addition we have added Wild Pain Root, a rare oil exclusively 

found in this OregaDENT.  Apply a few drops to teeth and gums. Saturate a thin roll of cotton with OregaDENT and put 

against gums. Use with, or instead of, toothpaste.                                                                                     1 oz       $39.99 

 

Oreganol P73:   This is the true wild oregano oil P73, a blend of edible species of wild oregano grown on natural mineral 

rich soils. This growing condition along with our dedication to a chemical and alcohol free extraction is the reason P73 

Oreganol oil has a unique chemical profile, which is ideal for human consumption. This same oregano species can be 

grown elsewhere and not have the same effect of the P73, it is truly one of a kind. Oreganol P73 can be used either 

internally or topically. Safe for everyday use.                                                    .45 oz.    $29.99                   1oz    $59.99 

 

Oreganol Super Strength P73:   Triple strength oregano oil P73 (a blend of edible species of wild oregano grown on 

natural mineral rich soils).                                                                                                   .45 oz   $39.99       1oz     $69.99 

 

OregaResp: The only multiple spice extract made with handpicked spices from remote mountain regions. Contains P73 

wild oregano, high mountain sage, and cumin, with concentrated CO2-extracted cinnamon.                          1 oz $59.99 

 

Oregulin:  Combines the unique potency of CO2 extracted cinnamon and fenugreek with wild mountain-grown spices of 

cumin, myrtle, and oregano. Oregulin is ideal balanced support when taken in combination with a healthy diet.  

(Consult your physician if you are taking diabetic medication.)                             1oz    $39.99 

 

Propaheal (Formerly Oil of Propolis):  An emulsified natural bee propolis, a richest source of antioxidant flavonoids, 

supports the healing process of all tissues.   Can be used topically or internally.                                              1 oz     $29.99 

 

Purely-C:   The only 100% raw food-source vitamin C, plus flavonoid, formula available. Low dose natural vitamin C is 

the natural non-chemical way to consume vitamin C.  Each capsule contains approximately 75 mg or 125% of your daily 

value of vitamin C from Camu Camu berries, Acerola cherries, Rose hips and Rhus Coriaria powder.      2 oz   $39.99                  

 

Purely-E:  North American Herb and Spice brings you the purest vitamin E that is 100% soy-free and non-GMO. The 

proprietary blend includes the highest quality sunflower seed oil, red palm oil, pumpkinseed oil, and wild rosemary oil. 

Purely- E is a complete source of all the tocopherols and tocotrienols without any synthetic components. This unique 

vitamin E comes in oil form for topical as well as internal use.                                                                          1 oz    $24.99 

 

Rosemanol (Formerly Oil of Rosemary): Ancient Greeks used rosemary for improving memory and intellect.  Apply to 

skin and scalp or take internally as a potent antioxidant.                                                                                     1 oz  $39.99 

 

Sagenol (Oil of Sage):   An antioxidant herb to protect the cells around the liver or of the skin.                     1 oz    $39.99  

 

Turmerol:  Turmerol is the most potent and versatile wild turmeric extract known.   2 fl oz $37.99 

 

Zolvex:    A powerful natural formulation of super critically extracted oregano along with wild black seed and bay leaf 

oils complete with potent dark green flavonoids such as quercitin.  The ideal formulation for topical use, but is still safe 

enough for internal use. Can be used on all types of skin for a variety of applications.                                  1 oz       $49.99 
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North American Herb and Spice Hempanol Products 
 
Hempanol is the highest grade whole food, organic hemp extract available. This is the CO2 extract of hemp, which means 

it is 100% raw. The CO2 extract captures all the key ingredients, including the full spectrum of cannabinoids and the all-

important, super-potent terpene, beta caryophyllene.  100% raw CO2-extracted organic hemp oil with raw, wild CO2-

extracted P73 oregano oil. Top source of CB2 receptor activator beta caryophyllene. CB2 Receptor Activator and P73 

Fortified.   

 

Hempanol          1 oz $49.99  or 50 gel caps $43.99 

 

Hempanol Super Strength (triple strength)   1 oz $59.99  or  50 gel caps $63.99 

 

Hempanol PM        1 oz $49.99    or  50 gel caps $49.99  

 

Hempanol CF             1 oz $59.99 

 

Hempanol Cream           2 oz $49.99 

 

Hempanol Omega Spice Oil           12 oz $39.99 

 

 

HEALTH HUNTER (CASS INGRAM) PRODUCTS 
 

 

Health Hunter Omega ADK:  Health Hunter’s RAW Omega-ADK is the truly raw fish liver oil available. It is the only 

freshwater fish liver oil derived exclusively from wild burbot, also known as fresh water cod.    4 oz $39.99 

 

Wild Blackberry Leaf Extract:  Health Hunter Wild Blackberry Leaf Extract is made from wild fresh growth blackberry 

leaves and roots carefully extracted in raw honey. It’s the wild, wholefood way to add powerful nourishment to oatmeal or 

any cereal, in smoothies or right off the spoon.        4 oz $37.99 

 

Wild Chaga Brew:  Health Hunter Wild Chaga Brew is a wild forest tea made from raw chaga, birch bark, tamarack 

bark, and purple maca, plus roasted wild dandelion root. The dandelion root is an excellent addition, because this gives 

Wild Chaga Brew a potent cleansing effect plus the taste of black coffee. Chaga and birch bark are potent sources of 

antioxidants and nutrients.          3.2 oz  $39.99 

 

Wild Forest Betu-Syrup: It’s the wild, wholefood way to add powerful nourishment to oatmeal or any cereal, in 

smoothies or right off the spoon.          4 oz $39.99 

 

Raspa Syrup:  Health Hunter Raspa Syrup is made from wild fresh growth raspberry leaves carefully extracted in raw 

honey. It’s the wild, whole food way to add powerful nourishment to oatmeal or any cereal, in smoothies or right off the 

spoon.             4 oz $39.99 

 

Super Wild Raw Cat’s Claw:  Health Hunter Super Wild Raw Cat’s Claw is the only 12:1 raw cat’s claw supplement 

available. Use it to support the health of the body as a daily supplement. It’s a gift from God like all other wild herbs. 

             2 oz $43.99 
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GLOBAL HEALING PRODUCTS 
 
 
Aloe Fuzion: Aloe Fuzion is a 200x concentrate formula that contains the most bio-available, certified-organic aloe with 

the highest amount of acemannan made today.       60 caps  $24.99 

 

Detox Foot Pads:  Detox Foot Pads use the power of reflexology to tap into 60 acupuncture points on the soles of your 

feet to promote natural detoxification of chemicals, toxins, and toxic metals from your body. 10 pads  $29.95 

 

Detoxadine Nascent Iodine: Detoxadine is a premium-quality, deep-earth sourced nascent iodine supplement that helps 

support thyroid health, the immune system, and more.      1 oz.  $29.95 

 

IntraCal: IntraCal is a combination of calcium orotate and magnesium orotate, two vital nutrients that support healthy 

teeth and bones, the nervous system, and cardiovascular health.     90 caps  $29.95 

 

Latero-Flora: Latero-Flora is a probiotic supplement that populates the digestive tract with beneficial bacteria to support 

digestion, promote a healthy colon, and boost the immune system.    60 caps  $24.95 

 

Livatrex: Livatrex is an enhanced blend of powerful herbs that support detoxification and normal function of the liver 

and gallbladder.           2 oz.  $29.95 

 

Oxy-Powder: Oxy-Powder is a safe and effective colon cleanse product that uses the power of oxygen to gently cleanse 

and detoxify your entire digestive tract and relieve bloating, gas and occasional constipation.  120 caps $46.95 

 

Paratrex: Paratrex is a full spectrum blend of all-natural ingredients formulated to help eliminate harmful organisms by 

creating an environment in your body that is hostile and unwelcoming to invading organisms. 120 caps $34.95 

 

Prostrex: Prostrex is a premium blend of herbs that promote prostate health and encourage normal urine flow. 

            2 oz.  $39.95 

 

Renaltrex:  Renaltrex is an enhanced blend of powerful herbs that help cleanse the kidneys and encourages normal 

kidney function.          2 oz.  $29.95  

 

Selenium: Our selenium supplement is extracted from 100% certified organic mustard seed. Highly bioavailable and 

vegan-friendly, this essential trace mineral functions as a powerful antioxidant and supports a healthy thyroid and immune 

system.            60 caps  $19.95 

 

Turmeric Liquid Extract:  This premium turmeric extract is made from organic Curcuma longa root and contains potent 

antioxidants known as curcuminoids that nutritionally support the cardiovascular system, colon, liver, prostate, and more. 

            2 oz  $29.95 

 

Zeotrex: Zeotrex is a blend of powerful herbs that help rejuvenate vitality, energy, mental clarity, and overall health by 

encouraging detoxification of harmful chemicals and toxic metals.    1 oz  $39.95 
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Global Healing: Dr. Edward Group’s Cleanse Kits 
***Special Pricing on Entire Cleanse Kits*** 

 

 

Chemical & Toxic Metal Cleanse Kit:  (6) Detox Food Pads Packages and (2) Zeotrex. The Chemical and Toxic Metal 

Cleanse Kit is designed to flush and detoxify your body of harmful chemicals and toxic metals   $179.95 

 

Colon Cleanse Kit: (1) Oxy Powder, (1) Latero-Flora. The Colon Cleanse Kit will help cleanse your small intestine, large 

intestine, and colon of toxins and impacted fecal matter — in just 6 days! The power of oxygen will flush and neutralize 

toxins in your digestive tract and make way to restore your gut’s colonies of beneficial probiotics to support healthy 

digestion, boost your well-being, and strengthen your body’s natural defenses!    $64.70 

 

Harmful Organism Cleanse Kit: (2) Paratrex, (1) Latero-Flora. The Harmful Organism Cleanse Kit™ is designed to 

flush and cleanse your body of harmful organisms. Harmful organisms steal nutrition, affect your vital organs, pollute 

your body with waste, and weaken your immune system. If you’ve been exposed to raw vegetables, undercooked meat, or 

even have a pet, there’s a chance you’ve been invaded by harmful organisms. Don't let harmful organisms affect your 

health, cleanse your body today!           $75.88 

 

Kidney Cleanse Kit: (1) Renaltrex, (1) Oxy Powder, (1) Latero-Flora. This complete kidney cleansing kit is a 

comprehensive approach to cleansing your kidneys and rejuvenating your system. Give your kidneys a boost with 

Renaltrex and facilitate toxin removal with Oxy-Powder and Latero-Flora. This kit is effective and powerful. Start your 

kidney cleanse today!            $81.48 

 

Liver Cleanse Kit:  (1) Livatrex, (1) Oxy Powder, (1) Latero-Flora. The Liver Cleanse Kit is an all-natural approach to 

cleansing and rejuvenating your liver and gallbladder. This multi-tiered approach uses the power of Livatrex to kick start 

your liver’s natural cleansing abilities and Oxy-Powder to facilitate toxin removal. Many people say a liver cleanse is an 

integral step in body cleansing. Get started today and feel better with liver and gallbladder detoxification!  $81.48 

 

 

 

GOOD HEALTH NATURALLY  PRODUCTS (Robert Redfern) 
 

 

10 Steps To Natural Eye Health Book, Workbook, and CD: Doctors in the USA use this information to successfully 

reverse eye disease.  The comprehensive guide to eyesight problems and their solution by natural means.    $19.95 

 

AstaXanthin:  Possibly the most potent natural antioxidant that has been discovered with tremendous promise for health 

and well-being.  Research suggests that it is 500 times more powerful than vitamin E and 10 times more powerful than 

beta-carotene.  Clinical trials have shown that it helps eye health, neuro-degenerative diseases, cardiovascular diseases, 

carpal tunnel syndrome, fertility and many more.                                                                    90 caps       $34.95 

 

B4Health Spray (formerly Homocysteine):  B4Health Spray is a blend of key B vitamins, combined with other 

nutritional factors for enhanced synergism, designed to supply your body's required daily intake in one complete 

supplement.              30 ml   $27.95 

 

Blockbuster All Clear: Formulated to provide a synergist “all purpose” formula to enable almost any condition to be 

clear of symptoms within 4-8 weeks.  Each ingredient has been chosen as the best in its field to address a range of tasks to 

achieve this fast and predictable relief.                                                                                                  120 caps         $49.95 
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Curcumin X4000:   has been used for thousands of years for its antibacterial, anti-viral, anti-inflammatory & anti-fungal 

properties.  B4Health Spray is a blend of key B vitamins, combined with other nutritional factors for enhanced synergism, 

designed to supply your body's required daily intake in one complete supplement.          180 caps     $38.95 

 

Essential Digestive Plus:  Our Newly Formulated Professional Strength Enzyme Complex, Combining Eight Digestive 

Enzymes With Fruta-Fit® Inulin.                  60 caps           $24.95 

 

Goodnight Magnesium Lotion: Ancient Minerals Magnesium Lotion Goodnight is a smooth, quickly absorbed emulsion 

of magnesium, MSM and melatonin in a skin-nourishing base of certified organic oils.  2.5 oz pump $25.00 

 

HealthPoint Machine:  Stimulates the acupuncture points with a special waveform, providing rapid, effective and long-

lasting pain relief and, in many cases, an apparent acceleration of tissue repair by stimulating the body’s own healing 

system.  Effective in treating macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, cataracts, conjunctivitis, glaucoma, squint, MS 

eye problems, floaters, dry eyes, and more. Now comes with the Probe for Eyes: The cotton bud probe provides a 

comfortable means of treating the eye and the Ear Clip: The special ear clips enable you to treat insomnia, stress, anxiety, 

and drug & alcohol withdrawal.  Instructional DVD and a fully illustrated book with applications for dozens of conditions 

included.                                                                                                                                            $375.00 

 

Horse Acupressure Book:  Describes in detail the acupressure points that can be used to give your horse the benefits of 

acupressure, using the EquiHealth micro-current stimulator.                                                                              $39.95 

 

Human Acupressure Book:  Simply a Safer Way—an effective guide to electro-acupuncture techniques.  A more 

effective approach using the Chinese meridian theory.  Fully illustrated-simple to use.                                   $49.95 

 

HysorbQ10 (Formerly Q-Gel Capsules):  Triple strength co-enzyme Q10.  Helps protect heart muscle cells from disease, 

treats chronic fatigue syndrome, and psoriasis.                                                                                     60 caps             $29.95 

 

MaxiFocus:   A sprayable vitamin and mineral formula that’s very nutrient dense and goes to work right away when you 

spray it in your mouth. Designed  to support eye health. May support the entire nervous system, cardiovascular health, 

digestive health and much more.                                                                                                          2 oz        $33.50   

 

MSM Eye & Ear Drops:  MSM+Silver Drops Lubricant.      1 oz  $12.85 

 

New Focus: Lutein and zeaxanthin sublingual spray has 800% more benefit than tablets or capsules, as it is immediately 

absorbed into the blood stream under the tongue.  Eye doctors in the USA have used this formula to help patients’ 

improve vision and prevent loss due to macular degeneration.  May reduce glare and visual fatigue; improve night vision 

and contrast, brighter colors, and a clearer view.                                                                      30 ml (180 sprays)   $28.50 

 

Probiotic 14: (formerly ProDophilus)  9 strains of probiotic friendly flora aid in digesting undigested protein and other 

foods.  Helps with chronic constipation, diarrhea, ease food allergies, prevent herpes, colds, flu, viral infections, parasites, 

food poisoning, and much more.  Ensures a healthy digestive tract by killing the unfriendly bacteria, keeping candida in 

check.                                                                                                                                                       120 caps        $24.95 

 

RelaxWell:  Relaxwell combines L-Tryptophan, L-Theanine, Vitamin B6, and Vitamin B3, formulated for a more rested 

YOU!                       90 caps      $29.95 

 

SerraEnzyme:  Serra Enzyme contains Serrapeptase, which is a naturally occurring proteolytic enzyme, isolated from the 

silkworm. It is used as part of a healthy daily diet and lifestyle, where it breaks down certain proteins by hydrolysis. May 

help to better support normal body processes. 80,000 IU            90 caps        $29.99 
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Serranol: This unique formulation combines two anti-inflammatory ingredients: Serrapeptase and Curcumin with the 

strong calming effects of Ecklonia Cava and the immune boosting power of Vitamin D3.  Professional strength support 

for healthy joints, cells, heart, circulation, and promotes healthy cholesterol.                                             90 caps      $49.95 

 

SerraPet:  SerraPet™ health support for dogs, cats, and horses and contains the original serrapeptase. This fabulous 

effective formula provides perfect strength 80,000 IU and better absorption.          90 tablets $29.99 

 

SerraPlus+ W/ MSM & Trace Minerals:  High dose nutritional serrapeptase enzyme, with MSM and a trace mineral 

matrix. May help to promote anti-inflammation, and support your lungs, joints, cartilage, and connective tissue.  80,000 

IU                 60 tablets $31.45 

 

Sleep Well Spray:  A synergistic blend of nature’s own sleep formula…with 5-HTP and melatonin…and recommended  

for use to reset your body’s biological clock. Formulated for those experiencing insomnia resulting from anxiety, jet lag, 

time zone change, melatonin deficiency, and other sleep disorders.                                                         1 oz       $24.95   

 

Taurine Spray:   800% better absorption than capsules.  Reduces the oxidative damage caused by sunlight to the eyes.  

Helps stimulate the body’s ability to clean up waste by-products that accumulate in the retina, benefits eye health, brain 

function, heart arrhythmia, and helps protect the liver.  Taurine is a sulfur-containing amino acid found naturally in egg 

whites, meat, fish and milk.                                                                                            30 ml (oral-60 sprays)       $24.95 

 

 

 

MIRACLE SKIN PRODUCTS 
 

 

Healon PF: works on sores that are slow to heal, such as sores on the feet of diabetics.  15 ml $40.00 

 

Miracle Skin Sugar Foot: is the best foot cream you will ever find.    2 oz $47.50 

 

Miracle Skin Anti-Wrinkle Cream        2 oz $47.50 

 

Miracle Skin Lip Balm          ¼ oz $16.00 

 

Miracle Skin Nail Prep         ¼ oz $16.00 

 

Miracle Skin Island Sunburn Lotion        2 oz $34.95 

 

Miracle Skin L.A.M.:  for temporary relief from arthritis pain and tendonitis;  

temporary relief from psoriasis and eczema.        $49.50 
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WILDERNESS FAMILY NATURALS PRODUCTS 
 

 

The health benefits of Coconut oil are tremendous! Coconut oil supports the immune system and healthy metabolic 

functions. Coconut oil also improves digestion and nutrient absorption, plus much, much more.   

 

Coconut Oil:   1 quart  $24.45  1/2 gallon $44.95     1 gallon $74.95  

     

   

Dehydrated Coconut Flakes 1 lb.  $  6.95 

 

Coconut Flour 2 lb                          $11.95 

 

Coconut Milk Powder 1 lb   $ 8.95                  

 

Cat’s Claw Bark Tea    $17.95 

 

Almonds:     raw and organic  1 lb $21.95 

 

Agave Nectar:   raw and organic. 100% pure natural sweetener.   Quart  $16.50  Gallon  $44.00 

 

Canadian Jumbo Wild Rice: incredibly delicious and highly nutritious, it is the largest,  

plumpest and ripest of all the wild rice harvested in Canada.      16 oz    $10.55 

 

Goji Berries:   Raw, sun dried, certified organic.  Goji berries, sometimes called ‘wolfberries’, 

are perhaps the most nutritionally rich fruit on the planet. I t is a deep-red dried fruit about the size  

of a raisin and tastes somewhat like a cross between a cranberry and a cherry.    16 oz $16.95 

 

Kefir Culture Starter:  A natural probiotic containing live active cultures of normal flora that 

will actually repopulate your digestive tract and aid in digestion. Superior to yogurt because it  

contains more organisms than yogurt to repopulate the digestive tract with good organisms and  

yogurt is made with transient, less potent bacteria.              (6 pack)    $19.95                                                                                                                                                                    

 

Palm Oil:            17.2oz $ 9.95 

 

Pumpkin seeds:     certified organic          16 oz $11.95 

 

Raw Chocolate Syrup:  Made from raw agave nectar and raw cacao powder. Loaded with 

 natural antioxidants.                                                                                                                             16 oz    $11.95 

 

Sunflower seeds- certified organic                                                                                                      16 oz $10.95 
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OXYGEN PRODUCTS (ED MCCABE) 
 

OxyEarth:  Complete minerals & MSM with Ester C.  All natural, super concentrate dietary supplement, derived from 

organic sources.          120 Veggie caps $29.95 

 

Super OxyFlush:  For oxygen & colon health.  Gentle, natural, colon sanitizing oxy-capsules. Super concentrated. ' 

120 Veggie Caps $54.95 

 

OxyLift:  Add energy to your life while naturally flushing body wastes and aiding your body in rebuilding and repairing 

itself.               1oz $27.99  

 

OxySil ~ Super Concentrate: Oxylift + Silica - daily oxygen, mineral & silica supplement; 90 Servings 4 oz   $24.99 

                                 

OxySulfer: Processed as natural as humanly possible. The highest potency real 100% pine tree lignin sourced organic 

sulfur food available on our planet!         1 lb $49.99 

 

 

 

CARLSON LABS PRODUCTS 
 

Acetyl-L-Carnitine:  Amino Acid Powder.       100 grams $49.90 

 

Chelated Cal-Mag:          60 tabs  $15.90 

 

Chelated Magnesium:  200 mg magnesium is provided from 1111 mg magnesium glycinate chelate.  90 tabs $19.90 

 

Cod Liver Oil:  8.4 oz  (250 ml) unflavored or Lightly Lemon $32.90 

Soft gels 150 ct $22.20  300 ct $39.90 

 

E Gems Elite: is an exclusive blend of 8 forms of natural source tocopherols and tocotrienols providing the antioxidant 

benefits of the entire family of Vitamin E. Research supports that all natural forms of Vitamin E as found in foods have 

beneficial properties playing roles in protecting body cells from free radical damage.   400 IU 60 soft gels  $42.20 

 

Folic Acid:   Folic Acid is essential for the synthesis of genetic material and the metabolism of amino acids.                                                                                                                        

800 mcg 300 tabs $19.90 

 

Glycine:  Amino Acid Powder.         100 grams $8.90 

 

L- Arginine: L-Arginine is an amino acid, which are the building blocks of protein.  675 mg 90 caps  $15.90 

 

Phosphatydil Serine:      30 soft gels $22.90  90 soft gels $65.50 

 

Vitamin D3: promotes strong bones by assisting calcium metabolism.  1000 IU 100 soft gels $7.90 

Vitamin K2: promotes healthy bones and normal cardiovascular system function. 5 mg of vitamin K2 (as MK-4) per 

capsule; Soy-free.        MK-4    60 soft gels   $24.90 

Kids Chewable Multi Vitamin & Mineral: Supports healthy growth and development; Provides 13 natural vitamins and 

nine minerals; Natural blue-raspberry-flavored chewables.     60 count $19.90 
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SILVER BOTANICALS PRODUCTS 
 

 

The power of colloidal silver and pure essential oils delivers real performance - yet is safe and gentle on your body.  

Discover the benefits of ancient health wisdom combined with modern nano-science in Silver Botanicals' brand products.  

Start eliminating toxic chemicals in conventional personal-care products from your life today with our high quality line of 

all-natural offerings.  You can feel great and naturally fresh with Silver Botanicals. 

 

Deodorant, Roll-On 2 oz   $8.99 

 

Deodorant, Spray-On 2 oz   $7.50 

 

Deodorant Refill 4 oz     $10.50 

 

Gifts of the Magi 4 oz    $11.99 

  

Silver Foot Shield 8 oz    $13.50 

 

Silver Mist Humidifier 12 oz   $24.99 

 

Silver Shield Sanitizer 12 oz   $13.50 

 

Silver Dog & Bedding Spray 12 oz  $14.99 

 

Silver Tongue Oral Disinfectant 16 oz  $13.75 

 

Silver Botanicals Gift Set (Tongue Oral Disinfectant, Shield Sanitizer, Gifts From The Magi) Special Price:  $25.50 
 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH/SUPER SILVER PRODUCTS 
 

 

Super Silver Gel: for insect bites, minor skin irritations and much more.  24 PPM         4 oz tube $34.95 

 

Super Silver Solution 40 ppm: (parts per million) 4 times more concentrated than the original Super Silver.  Can be used 

full strength or diluted.           16 oz $54.95 

 

Super Silver Solution 200 ppm:  (parts per million) Results RNA ACS 200ppm. Extra Strength 4oz. Advanced Cellular 

Silver. For immune system health. Dosage Guidelines Maintenance Dose: Take 5 sprays by mouth 2--3 times daily. 

Higher Dose: take 10 sprays by mouth 3 times daily. Do not eat or drink for 2 minutes following. Warning- Keep out of 

direct light. Do not contaminate or touch fluid in bottle.         4 oz $32.95 

 

Silver Lozenges:  Reach for our Super Silver lozenges with honey and mint when you feel the initial signs of a sore 

throat.  The Super silver solution in our lozenges is safe, stable and highly efficient 30 PPM mixture that works faster, 

longer and more efficiently than colloidal silvers to neutralize foreign elements in your system-and has 18 patents backing 

its safety and efficacy.                       21 lozenges        $ 8.95 

 

Super Silver Accessory Kit:  includes a 2 oz spray bottle, an eyedropper and a nasal spray bottle.  $  8.95 
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TRANSDERMA MINERALS MAGNESIUM PRODUCTS 
 

 

Laminar Powder:  restore your cellular water, and put a healthy glow upon your skin. Laminar powder is a magnificent 

treatment for many skin conditions that don’t respond to other treatments. A marvelous restorative for virtually any 

condition. Has the capacity to energize water, and can be used on any area of the body.  100 grams  $16.50 

 

Magnesium Bath Crystals:  crucial for optimum health and vitality. Add to your bath and soak for a feeling of well 

being.         ¾ pound $15.00    5 pound  $53.00 

 

Magnesium Gel: is derived from natural, condensed seawater and contains a multitude of healthful, dissolved minerals 

and trace elements.         4 oz $12.00     12 oz     $19.00            Gallon  $90.00 

 

Magnesium Oil: to help support relief from daily muscle stress and assist in promoting a feeling of wellness. It is great 

for the skin, so use it as massage oil too. 

1 oz dropper  $10.00    4 oz $10.00  12 oz $18.00  Gallon $89.95 

 

Magnesium Powder: pull toxins from deep within your body through skin cells, not to be reabsorbed. Unless and until 

you clean out your insides, diseases can only be in remission, prepared to resurface. Your path to healing must include 

cleansing endeavors to remove the cause of disease. Works well on oily and infected skin. 75 grams $22.00 

 

Precious Prills: lasting many years, these beads create water that is wonderfully moisturizing and is absorbed 

immediately so that every cell (be it human, animal or plant) is properly hydrated. This is the key to natural healing, and 

the maintenance of health.   3 oz bag $20.00 ea 3+ $18.00 ea 6+ $17.00 

2 lb  $60.00  7 lb $150.00  50 lb $500.00  plus S/H (drop-shipped) 

 
 
 

TRANSDERMA MINERALS MAGNESIUM SETS 
 

 

Sample Set includes:  ¾ lb Magnesium Crystals, 4 oz Magnesium Gel, 4 oz Magnesium Oil and 3 oz Prills $47.00 

 

Regular Set includes:  ¾ lb Magnesium Crystals, 12 oz Magnesium Gel, 12 oz Magnesium Oil and 3 oz Prills $62.00 

                                                                                                                                            

Ultimate Set includes:  ¾  lb Magnesium Crystals, 12 oz Magnesium Gel, 12 oz Magnesium Oil, 75 g Magnesium 

Powder and 100 g Laminar Powder          $80.00 

 

NEUTRACEUTICAL CORP. 

 

This 100% pure, pharmaceutical grade calcium bentonite clay is unsurpassed by any other known clay.   TLC's all natural 

Calcium Bentonite Clay products are environmentally friendly to people, animals and our earth.  

 

16 oz Dry Clay   $20.39    ½ Gallon Dry Clay (4 lbs) $65.59 

Gallon  Dry Clay (8 lbs) $110.09    1 lb Cleansing Clay Mask $35.29 

32 oz Liquid Clay  $20.39 
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LIVING STREAMS PROBIOTICS 
 

 

Living Streams Multi-blend:  Contains the beneficial flora, along with a high concentration of various by-products of 

these friendly bacteria, such as B vitamins, enzymes, natural antibiotics and other yeast and fungal inhibitors and other 

substances necessary for homeostasis. It has been beneficial when used on the following: bad breath, digestion/poor 

elimination, infections, fungus/ yeast/ molds, and poison ivy/ poison oak/ poison sumac.  

2 oz  $30.00  4 oz $ 55.00   8 oz $80.00 

 

Living Minerals Probiotics: Magnesium and 100 essential trace elements in a probiotic solution.  4oz $50.00 

 

Flora PM: Flora PM™ is a breakthrough product formulated with proprietary blend of probiotics, humic minerals, and 

trace minerals to help balance the digestive system.       8 oz    $60.00 

 

 

 

STETZER PRODUCTS 
 

 

 Stetzerizer micro surge meters and filters remove or reduce high-frequency pollutants from the electrical wiring in your 

home or business.  The meters measure the level of harmful electromagnetic “energy” present, and their primary use is to 

guide effective filter installation.                  *NOTE: These items are drop-shipped from the manufacturer.* 

 

Stetzer Meter     $125.00  Stetzer Filter     $  35.00  

Whole Home Pkg (1 meter & 20 filters) $650.00  Small Home Pkg (1 meter & 10 filters) $475.00 

RV Pkg (1 meter & 5 Filters)   $300.00  Shielding Fabric    $ 75.00 

 

 

 

TOPRICIN 
 

 

Topricin is an anti-inflammatory pain relief and healing cream that is proven effective and is doctor recommended.  It 

represents the latest innovation in homeopathic biomedicine technology.  Topricin stimulates healing, effectively relieves 

pain and inflammation without side effects.  It is a multipurpose reliable adjunct to primary care for all soft tissue ailments 

or injuries.  It significantly reduces the period of recovery including after surgery and the duration of pain and suffering 

for improved outcomes.  It rapidly improves circulation, relaxes muscle tension/spasm, trauma relief for sports/work 

related injuries arthritis, CPT and many other ailments.  Safe for children, elderly, and pregnant women and all skin types.  

Fast absorbing and moisturizing. 

2 oz tube   $16.95  4 oz jar   $24.95   16 oz bottle with pump   $69.95           32 oz bottle with pump    $99.95 

 

Topricin Junior  1.5 oz formulated for kids $12.99  

Topricin Foot Therapy Cream  8 oz  $39.95  

Topricin Fibro Cream    6 oz $19.99  

Topricin Sports Cream  3 oz $15.99    or 6 oz $25.99 
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BRAGG HEALTH SCIENCE PRODUCTS 
 

 

Bragg Apple Cider Vinegar:  Made from delicious, healthy, organically grown apples.  USDA approved.  Rich in 

enzymes & potassium, supports a healthy immune system, helps control weight, helps remove body sludge toxins, 

Maintains healthy skin, and many other benefits.     Quart $6.39    Gallon  $20.79  

 

Bragg Premium Nutritional Yeast Seasoning: Provides great taste and nutrition when added to a wide variety of foods 

and recipes.            4.5oz $  6.69 

 

Bragg Aminos:  A certified NON_GMO liquid protein concentrate, derived from soybeans, which contains essential and 

non-essential amino acids in naturally occurring amounts.    6 oz  $3.79 16 oz  $4.99   Quart   $8.19      

 

Bragg Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil:  Made from 100% organically grown olives. It adds the finest flavor to salads, 

vegetables, pastas, sauces and most foods.    16 oz $13.39   32 oz  $21.59    Gallon $69.99 

 

Bragg Ginger Sesame Dressing:  Based on the delicious flavor of Bragg Liquid Aminos, ginger and Sesame seeds are 

blended into our smooth, zesty dressing, then combined with Bragg Organic Apple Cider Vinegar, Bragg Organic Extra 

Virgin Olive Oil, Bragg Liquid Aminos, organic honey, organic lemon juice, organic garlic, organic ginger, organic 

sesame seeds, and natural xanthan gum.  GLUTEN FREE • NON-GMO     12 oz $6.49 

Bragg Vinaigrette Dressing:  A zesty blend of our Bragg Organic Apple Cider Vinegar, Bragg Organic Extra Virgin 

Olive Oil, purified water, organic honey, organic garlic, Bragg Liquid Aminos, organic onion, and organic black pepper. 

Gluten Free; USDAS Certified Organic; NON-GMO       12 oz $6.49 

 

Bragg Herb Sprinkles:  Bragg Certified Organic Sprinkle Seasoning is a 50 year favorite formulation by Paul C. Bragg. 

A blend of all-natural herbs and spices which adds flavor to most recipes, meals and snacks. Gluten-Free.  

1.7 oz  $4.99 

 

Bragg Sea Kelp Delight Sprinkles:  Bragg Certified Organic Sea Kelp comes from pristine Atlantic Ocean waters near 

Iceland. It is rich in minerals, combined with 24 herbs and spices for tasty, healthy sprinkling delights over foods. A 

healthy seasoning for most every meal, specially suited for low sodium diets. Gluten-Free.  2.7 oz $4.99 

 

 

 

 

JUST LIKE SUGAR PRODUCTS 
 

 

A wonderful natural alternative for health conscious people who choose a calorie restricted diet. A great pure sweet flavor 

that tastes “Just Like Sugar” without the harmful effects from some artificial sweeteners. Made from natural dietary fiber 

from chicory root and vitamin C.  

 

Table Sugar Shaker Jar 5.82 oz $6.99                      Table Sugar 1 lb     $19.95 

 

Baking Sugar 1 lb             $15.00   Brown Sugar 1 lb   $21.00 

 

Hot Cocoa Shaker Jar 7.6 oz  $7.89    
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CERTIFIED ORGANIC SPICES – ONE POUND BAGS 
 

Allspice              $22.00 

Baking Soda (not certified organic)              $ 4.25 

Basil Leaf, cut & sifted            $14.75 

Bay Leaf, Whole            $25.00 

Beet Root Powder            $26.00 

Black Cumin Seed            $14.75 

Black Pepper, whole            $18.00 

Black Pepper, fine ground           $28.00 

Cajun Spice (black pepper, cayenne, sea salt, garlic, onion, paprika)     $23.08 

Cat’s Claw Tea (Wilderness Family Natural) cut        $17.95 

Cayenne Pepper            $16.67 

Celery Seed, Whole            $14.25 

Chamomile Flower, Whole           $32.42 

Cheese Powder, White Cheddar – (organic cheddar cheese, [cultured organic milk, salt, microbial enzymes] 

organic nonfat milk, organic whey, salt, disodium phosphate)  Non-irradiated    $35.00   

Chicken Flavor Broth (Kosher, NOT Organic)        $18.00 

Chili Flakes              $15.75 

Chili Pepper Powder dark roast           $19.67 

Chinese Five Spice Powder  (cinnamon, fennel, cloves, star anise, white pepper)    $23.50 

Cilantro Leaf              $19.67 

Cinnamon, powdered             $10.83 

Cinnamon, sticks            $11.42 

Cinnamon, Ceylon, powder           $22.00 

Cloves, Whole             $49.00 

Comfrey leaf, cut & sifted           $19.75 

Cumin Seed Powder            $19.67 

Curry Powder (coriander, turmeric, cumin, sea salt, fenugreek, cayenne, ginger, cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg)  $14.75 

Dandelion Root, Roasted, Cut & Sifted         $29.42 

Dandelion Root, Raw Powder          $28.25 

Dill Weed             $20.83 

Elderberries             $19.67 

Essiac Tea (burdock root, sheep sorrel, rhubarb root, slippery elm bark powder)    $29.42 

Fajita Seasoning (black pepper, onion, garlic, pepper, cumin, coriander, lemon peel, oregano, parsley, cayenne) $22.08 

Fenugreek Seed            $ 8.83 

Ginger Root, Ground            $19.67 

Hawthorne Berry            $19.75 

Flax Seed Whole            $  9.33 

Herbs De Provence (basil, rosemary, thyme, parsley, marjoram, lavender, tarragon)   $20.50 

Italian Seasoning (oregano, basil. Garlic, marjoram, rosemary, sage, savory)    $18.58 
Jamaican Jerk (brown mustard seed, ginger toot, chili flakes, fennel seed, garlic, paprika, allspice, thyme leaf, onion, 

black pepper, cayenne, cinnamon, clove)         $20.83 

Lavender Flower            $24.08 

Lemon Pepper (black pepper, onion, garlic, lemon peel, rosehips, celery seed, orange peel, citric acid, turmeric, savory, 

parsley, lemon oil)            $23.83 
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Maca Root Powder            $39.25 

Marjoram Leaf, cut & sifted           $11.17 

Mediterranean Seafood Rub (sea salt, garlic, onion, sugar, paprika, yellow mustard, lemon peel, coriander, oregano, 

parsley, cayenne, nu flow)           $16.67 

Mullein Leaf, cut & sifted           $18.42 

Mulling Spices            $26.58 

Mustard Seed, Whole Yellow           $  9.83 

Nutmeg Powder            $39.25 

Onion chopped            $12.33 

Onion Granules              $19.90 

Onion Powder             $15.60 

Onion Soup & Dip Mix  (organic onion, organic maltodextrin, sea salt, organic garlic, and organic black 

pepper)   Non-irradiated           $15.00 

Oregano Leaf, cut & sifted           $18.67 

Paprika             $19.50 

Parsley Leaf Flakes            $19.67 

Pickling Spice – (yellow mustard, cinnamon chips, allspice, dill seed, celery seed, bay leaf, chili peppers, 

cloves, caraway, ginger root)           $19.50 

Poultry Seasoning (thyme, sage, rosemary, marjoram)       $18.17 

Psyllium Husks, whole            $17.17 

Rosemary Leaf powder           $16.67 

Sage Leaf, White, whole (not certified organic)        $43.75 

Sesame Seed, Natural            $  9.83 

Spearmint, cut & sifted           $24.08 

Star Anise             $27.00 

Taco Seasoning (cumin, chili powder, garlic, tomato, onion, oregano, cilantro, mustard, paprika, cayenne)  $22.42 

Thai Seasoning Organic garlic, organic onion, organic cayenne, organic tomato powder (organic tomato, guar 

gum), organic lemon peel, organic coriander, organic paprika, citric acid, organic basil, organic black pepper, 

silicon dioxide, organic cilantro, organic white pepper.       $24.00 

Thyme Leaf, cut & sifted                                                                                                                          $16.25 

Turmeric Root Powder           $13.08 

Vegetable Soup Blend – (certified organic ingredients: potatoes, carrots, onions, tomatoes, parsley, spinach and 

bell peppers)  Non-irradiated           $28.00 

 

 

 

Organic Seasoning Bottles 
All-Purpose Seasoning  2.5 oz          $5.59 

Curry Powder Seasoning  1.9 oz glass shaker bottle        $6.25 

Garlic & Herb Seasoning  3.1 oz glass shaker bottle        $7.99 

Lemon Pepper Seasoning  2.5 oz          $5.59 

Onion & Herb Seasoning  2.4 oz          $5.59 

Harissa Seasoning  1.9 oz glass shaker bottle         $5.15 

Sage Leaf, Rubbed  0.63 oz glass shaker bottle        $4.99 

Turmeric Root Powder 2.38 oz glass shaker bottle        $4.49 
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Organic Sprouting Seeds—1 pound bags 
 

 

3 Part Salad Mix—Alfalfa, Radish, Broccoli         $15.00 

5 Part Salad Mix—Radish, Broccoli, Green Lentils, Mung Beans, Alfalfa     $15.00 

Alfalfa              $15.00 

Broccoli             $28.00 

Black Turtle Beans            $10.00 

Buckwheat Groats, Hulled—(do not sprout well) 100% Certified Organic whole buckwheat groats (hulled 

buckwheat). Excellent as a snack. Raw Buckwheat groats have a mild flavor, but can be toasted and roasted for 

more intense flavor. They can be steamed like rice, or used toasted to add crunch in salads, cooked as a 

breakfast cereal and lots of other uses         $10.00 

Crunchy Lentil Feast—Green, Ren & French Blue Lentils       $10.00 

Garbanzo Beans            $8.99 

Spelt Grains                              1 lb   $7.19        2.5 lbs   $12.09          5 lbs   $18.99               35 lbs   $78.99 

Wheat, Hard Red            $6.49 

Quinoa              $9.00 
 

 

 

HIMALAYAN CRYSTAL SALT 
 
Himalayan Salt is pre-pollution and without environmental impact.  It is absolutely pristine, totally natural, and unrefined.  

Without a doubt, it is the purest, cleanest and most complete salt available.  It contains up to 84 minerals and trace 

elements and is identical in minerals to the ancient primal ocean with all the minerals and trace elements our body needs, 

because it is from the same origin our bodies have evolved.  Salt is the most common ingredient in our food, yet most 

people don’t think about picking the best and healthiest salt for them.   

 

Genuine Fine & Coarse Grind Gourmet Crystal Salt:        2.2 lb  $19.95  5 lb (2.27 kg) $34.95 

      

   

Coarse Salt and Grinder Set: The grinder has a ceramic blade to insure quality and freshness. It is recommended using 

coarse salt with the grinder.           $19.95 

 

Ceramic Neti Pot:   Rinsing with saline solution is a time-honored practice in the Orient.  It has been used for decades as 

a means of treating sinus problems, colds, allergies, and chronic post-nasal drip and to counteract the effect of 

environmental pollution.             $17.95 

 

Ceramic Salt Inhaler:  The Salt-Air Inhaler (Salt Pipe™) is a convenient, drug-free and non-invasive device for enjoying 

the benefits of salt-air therapy. The use of salt for therapeutic treatment of asthma and other respiratory ailments is 

nothing new. Halotherapy (Halo=Salt in Greek), and Speleotherapy (Speleos=Cave), are well known in Europe. Both 

treatments fall under the category of physical therapy, or drug-free treatment of disease. Salt inhalation was recommended 

by Hippocrates, the father of modern medicine, who applied the age-old method of inhaling the steam from boiling 

saltwater.  Refillable- The salt inside the inhaler is effective for a period of two (2) years.    $44.50 
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WISDOM NATURAL STEVIA & TEA PRODUCTS 
 

 

Stevia, nature’s sweetest nutritional supplement, is a natural option to chemical sweeteners and high-calorie sugar. Stevia 

contains no calories and has a glycemic index of zero.  Stevia does not turn to fat, nor does this herb contribute to insulin 

resistance.   It offers several important health benefits, including improved oral hygiene.  Stevia nourishes the pancreas, 

helps restore normal pancreatic function, and brings blood sugar levels toward a more correct balance.  It has even been 

used as an effective facial mask to reduce wrinkles and to soften the skin.  More than 100 nutritional compounds have 

been discovered in Stevia leaves.     

Stevia: Clear Liquids  2 oz $15.44  4 oz $25.74  Liquid Concentrate 2 oz $16.49 

 

Flavored Clear liquid:          2 oz dropper $15.44 

Chocolate/Raspberry, Chocolate, Cinnamon, English Toffee, Hazelnut, Peppermint, Vanilla Crème, Coconut, Peppermint 

Mocha 

Stevia Plus Shaker: 4 oz $13.99  Individual packets: 35 ct pkts $4.99 70 ct pkts $8.99 

 
 
 

WISDOM OF THE ANCIENTS TEAS 
 

 

All Wisdom Herbs products reflect the highest standards of quality, efficacy, purity and flavor.  The ancient healing herbs 

are cultivated and processed with respect for the Paraguayan Rain Forest and native traditions. 

 

LOOSE TEAS: 
 

Yerba Mate Plain: A refreshing all natural way to loose weight, boost energy, and stimulate alertness. 7 oz $  8.99 

    

Yerba Mate Royale: A refreshing loose tea with a touch of sweet stevia. An all-natural way to lose weight, boost energy 

and stimulate alertness, with the sweet taste of stevia added.      6 oz $  8.99  

 

TEA BAGS: 
 

Yerba Mate Plain: 25 bags    $6.99    Yerba mate Royale with Stevia: 25 bags  $6.99  

                             

Stevia:  An all-natural, zero calorie, sweet way to enhance any tea. Also supports pancreatic health, and soothes upset 

stomach.           25 bags      $  7.99 

 

 

Instant: Yerba Mate Royale (Stevia) or Plain 2.82 oz       $10.99 

 

Stainless Bombillas: This unique strainer straw is so simple to use. Just prepare herbal tea, place the bombilla into the 

herbs collected at the bottom of the mug and sip. Do not stir herbs.      $  8.95 

 

Numi Golden Tonic Turmeric Tea:  Zesty lemon verbena & lime;   USDA Organic; Decaf; Non-GMO biodegradable 

tea bags.           12 bags  $7.99 

 

Numi Ginger Lemon Tea: Decaf green tea, ginger and lemongrass; USDA Organic; Decaf; Non-GMO biodegradable tea 

bags.             16 bags  $7.49 
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GANO CAFÉ PRODUCTS 
 

 

All the beverages—coffee, tea, and hot chocolate—contain the “miraculous king of herbs”—Ganoderma, which have 

turned our favorite drinks into life and health giving beverages.  Your body will respond with an energized “buzz” or 

natural high with no caffeine crash.  They have been carefully pre-brewed by a unique method that allows the fresh 

brewed (not instant) flavor to be retained.  The healthy, rejuvenating qualities of the water-soluble Ganoderma are kept 

intact and effectively neutralize the acidity in the coffee and sugar. 

 

Gano Café 3-In-1:  A nutritious healthy beverage made from Ganoderma extract, premium Brazilian coffee, non-dairy 

creamer and sugar.          20 pkts  $27.00 

 

Gano Café Classic:  A rich blend of nutrition and pleasant aroma come together with a taste you will fall in love with.  It 

is a genuine black coffee made from grade A Brazilian coffee and Ganoderma extract.  30 pkts  $27.00 

 

Gano Cafe Mocha:  A luscious combination of premium coffee beans, cocoa beans and Ganoderma extract. Specially 

blended to give you an authentic cup of smooth and creamy coffee. It is distinctively local, yet international in flavor. 

            15 Pkg  $31.00 

   

Gano Schokolade (hot chocolate):  This nutritious energizing health drink is enriched with Ganoderma extract, high 

quality cocoa, non-dairy creamer and skim milk.  This product contains Excellium, “The Brain Tonic”, and is an excellent 

drink for all ages.          30 pkts  $33.00 

 

 

SUN AIRE PURIFIER 
 

 
Sun Aire Purifier: The manufacturer states that this machine destroys airborne bacteria, viruses, mold, mildew, fungi, 

etc.  It relieves allergy/asthma symptoms for easier breathing, and neutralizes odors such as smoke, pet, ammonia, paint, 

cooking, carpet, etc., and is portable!       $649.00 plus $24.00 S&H  

Replacement Purifier Bulb: $48.00 plus $10 S&H 

 

 

 

NATURAL PLANTATIONS PRODUCTS 
 

 

Purslane has been used for thousands of years throughout the world for everything from salads to medicines It is rich in 

easily absorbed vitamin C and E, which is known to increase immunity to disease.  Dried Purslane has about five times 

more vitamin E than spinach.  It is a good source of coenzyme Q10.It has been documented to be effective on abscesses 

aches/pains, arthritis, colds, hemorrhoids, high blood pressure, and many others. 

 

Purslane Tincture 10 ml  $16.10  Purslane Tincture  25 ml  $32.50   

Purslane Cream  2 oz  $28.00  Cloves 600 mg (30 caps)  $17.95 

Purlane Capsules 60 caps  $48.50  Purslane Powder 50 gr  $63.95 

Purslane Scented Spray 120 ml $17.95              Purslane Super Spray 120 ml  $49.95 

Purslane Shampoo 8 oz  $19.95               Purslane Conditioner 8 oz  $19.95  
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VITA-MYR PRODUCTS 
 

 

VITA-MYR Natural Zinc-Plus Herbal Mouthwash and Toothpaste:  The natural way to keep your breath fresh, gums 

healthy, and your teeth clean and bright!  Vita-Myr ingredients contain natural constituents that reduce inflammation to 

ease the pain and sensitivity of the gum tissue and teeth as well as to encourage healing. 

 

Mouthwash 16 oz $14.50  2 oz $1.95  Toothpaste 4 oz $6.95  1oz $1.95 

Toothpaste with Co-Q10  5 oz $7.95  Children’s orange toothpaste  5 oz $7.95 

VITA-MYR Hair Care Products:  These shampoos and conditioners are mild formulas that gently and effectively clean 

and condition hair using 100% natural and organic cleansing ingredients that all come from renewable and sustainable 

vegan sources. Suitable for all hair types, sensitive scalps & damaged hair. Safe for color treated hair. They are soothing 

to the scalp and provide deep cleaning to each strand of your hair, right down to the follicles.  These all-natural formulas 

are all Sulfate-free, Paraben free, Phenoxyethanol free, Gluten free, artificial color free and are naturally low foaming and 

readily biodegradable. They are never tested on animals and there are no animal derived ingredients.  They are completely 

safe for children and are allergy tested, non-drying and leave the scalp soft and nourished and the hair shiny and 

manageable. 

Tea Tree Shampoo                               14 oz     $13.90  Tea Tree Conditioner                           14 oz     $13.90 

 

 

 

STRAUSS NATURALS 
 

 
Strauss Heartdrops: May act as a detergent to clear congested arteries, and may be helpful in clearing varicose veins, 

strengthening  the circulatory system, maintaining normal fat and cholesterol levels in the blood, flushing unwanted toxins 

and metals from the blood and can be useful for most heart problems.  3.4 oz $85.99  8.5 oz $169.99 

 

 

 

NATURAL FACTORS PRODUCTS 
 

                                                                                                                                               

5-HTP: 50 mg 5-Hydroxytryptophan ~ Natural support for emotional well-being.   60 caps  $21.95 

 

B-12 Methylcobalamin: 5000 mcg Support for nerve function, energy production & red blood cells. 

60 chewable tabs $21.95 

 

Melatonin: 3 mg Sublingual tablet. Helps to provide a more restful and natural sleep without any drowsy side effects that 

sometimes result from taking chemically produced pharmaceutical sleep aids.   90 tabs  $  7.49 
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SUNFOOD NUTRITION  PRODUCTS 
 

 

Cacao Nibs (raw chocolate): Peeled, raw, organic cacao beans.  The raw cacao bean is one of nature’s most fantastic 

super foods due to its wide array of unique properties.       8 oz $10.95 

 

Cashews: whole, raw, certified organic.         16 oz $20.95 

 

Raw Chocolate Powder:  All chocolate comes from cacao, or cocoa as it is more commonly known.  This is the world’s 

premier raw, organic, antioxidant-rich cocoa powder.       16 oz $18.95 

 

Hydrogen Peroxide, Food Grade (3% solution): some of the uses are for cuts and abrasions, mouthwash and 

toothpaste, vegetable soak, humidifiers and steamers, much more.       8 oz $  5.95 

 

Jungle Peanuts- Organic, wild and Amazonian.        8 oz $  8.95 

 

 

 

GROWN BY NATURE VITAMINS & MINERALS 
 

 

 Grown by nature is dedicated to providing you with the finest ingredients in food complex form. We only use whole food 

nutrients. We use Re-Natured nutrients, which have been shown in multiple studies that they mat have better absorption, 

retention and utilization than isolated USP nutrients.  

 

Anti-Oxidant & Mineral w/ Co-Enzyme Q10 Re-Natured:  Each tablet contains vitamin C complexed in citrus pulp, 

vitamin E combined in vegetable oil, beta carotene complexed in carrot concentrate, nutrient rich saccharomyces cerevisia 

complex providing zinc and selenium, vegetable source stearic acid, vegetable source magnesium stearate, silicon dioxide, 

vegetable protein (zein).            60 tabs  $39.99 

 

Beta-Glucans:  Beta 1-3, 1-6 Glucan—May help maintain immune system.   60 tabs  $33.99 

 

Bromelain Complex Enzyme 100 mg:  Bromelain is extracted from the juice and stem of the pineapple plant and is a 

protein-digesting (proteolytic) enzyme complex. It is called a proteolytic enzyme as it helps to accelerate the breakdown 

of protein to amino acids, making them more available to us.      60 tabs  $29.99 

 

Calcium (30 mg) and Amino Acid Complex:  Each tablet contains mineral enhanced yeast providing calcium, dicalcium 

phosphate, vegetable source stearic acid, vegetable source magnesium stearate, silicon, and vegetable protein coating 

(zein).       60 tabs  $26.99  120 tabs  $44.99 

 

Capryllic Acid Complex: A formula containing eleven beneficial active substances known to help reduce and inhibit the 

growth of detrimental bacteria and other detrimental micro-organisms within the digestive system, helping to improve its 

function, and reduce infections.         60 caps  $50.99 

  

EFA-Essential Fatty Acids:  Essential fatty acids' (EFAs) refers to omega-6 and omega-3, which are polyunsaturated 

fatty acids. Each tablet contains alpha linolenic acid, oleic acid, linoleic acid, palmitic acid, steric acid and mixed 

tocopherols.           90 tabs  $39.99 
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GTF Chromium (60 mcg):  Each tablet contains sodium caroxymethlcellulose, vegetable stearic acid, mineral enhanced 

yeast providing chromium, vegetable magnesium stearate, silicon dioxide, and vegetable protein (zein) 60 tabs $24.99 

 

Iron & Molybdenum:  Each tablet contains dicalcium phosphate, mineral enhanced yeast providing iron & molybdenum, 

vegetable source stearic acid, vegetable source magnesium stearate, silicon, vegetable protein coating (zein).   

60 tabs  $23.99 

 

Magnesium (30mg):  Each tablet contains mineral enhanced yeast providing magnesium, vegetable source stearic acid, 

vegetable source magnesium stearate, silicon, and vegetable protein coating (zein).   90 tabs  $36.99 

 

Multi Vitamins & Minerals: Each tablet contains mineral enriched yeast providing calcium, magnesium, zinc, 

potassium, phosphorous, iron, selenium, copper, GTF chromium, manganese, molybdenum, iodine enriched yeast, 

vitamin C in enriched citrus pulp, beta carotene in enriched carrot pulp, niacin in enriched vegetable oil, riboflavin 

(vitamin B2) in enriched yeast, folic acid and vitamin K in enriched alfalfa, inositol in enriched cornmeal, thiamine 

(vitamin B1), vitamins B12 and vitamin D in enriched yeast, vegetable source stearic acid and magnesium stearate, and 

vegetable protein coating (zein).         60 tabs  $31.99 

 

Potassium (30 mg): Potassium may help to support fluid balance, control activity of the heart muscle and nervous 

system.            90 tabs  $39.99 

 

Probiotic Magnesium & Amino Acid Complex:  Effectively an organic matrix form of magnesium, complete with 

natural amino acid carriers to ensure transport to sites of need within the body. Probiotic Magnesium offers 100 mg per 

tablet potency and is combined in a probiotic culture which is a non-dairy yogurt (lactobacillus bulgaricus).  

            90 tabs   54.99 

 

Selenium (200mcg):  Each tablet contains mineral enhanced yeast providing selenium, dicalcium phosphate, vegetable 

source stearic acid, vegetable source magnesium stearate, silicon, vegetable protein coating (zein).60 tabs  $32.99 

 

Vitamin B Complex Plus Vitamin C:  Each tablet contains mineral enhanced yeast providing magnesium, vitamin C 

complexed in citrus pulp, yeast concentrate providing para-amino benzoic acid, niacin, pantothenic acid, riboflavin, 

vitamin B6, thiamin, vitamin B12, choline, biotin and inositol incorporated in corn meal concentrate, vegetable stearic 

acid, folic acid incorporated in alfalfa concentrate, magnesium stearate, and vegetable protein (zein). 90 tabs $39.99 

 

Vitamin C + Bioflavonoids:  Each tablet contains vitamin C complexed in citrus fruit media, bioflavonoid complex in 

citrus fruit media, vegetable source stearic acid, vegetable magnesium stearate, silicon, vegetable protein coating (zein).           

90 tabs  $36.99 

 

Vitamin D (2,000 IU):  Each tablet contains vitamin d derived from lactobacillus bulgaricus (non-dairy yogurt).  

Ingredients include: dicalcium  phosphate, microcrystalline cellulose, vegetable source steric acid and silicon dioxide.   

            60 tabs  $29.99 

 

Vitamin E (50 mg):  Each tablet contains vitamin E combined in vegetable oil, sodium carboxymethylcellulose, 

vegetable stearic acid, silicon dioxide, vegetable magnesium stearate, and vegetable protein (zein).90 tabs  $39.99 

 

Zinc & Copper:  Each tablet contains mineral enriched yeast providing zinc & copper, dicalcium phosphate, vegetable 

source stearic acid, vegetable source magnesium stearate, silicon, vegetable protein coating (zein).60 tabs  $26.99 
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KAITO ELECTRONIC SHORTWAVE RADIOS   
 

 

Antenna for Shortwave Radios:  This antenna will improve the reception on the shortwave bands for any portable 

shortwave radio. The antenna works with radios that have an external mini jack. (But also comes with an adaptor to snap 

the clip onto a telescopic antenna.) This works really well for the pocket shortwave radios and it increases the reception 

stability very much. This antenna is extremely compact and weighs very little so it’s great for travel especially in a hotel 

room. Just plug it into the radio, extend the 23 foot wire from the reel and clip it to a high curtain or similar near a window 

for much better reception that than the standard telescopic whip antenna.      $14.95 

 

Voyager KA500 w/ AC adaptor:  Voyager:  Dynamo & Solar Powered Radio with all the Dream Features $75.00 

  

A perfect radio for emergencies and disasters, it comes with all the features that you need in any emergency situation. It 

comes with a High quality AC type brushless generator. The solar panel powers the radio by itself and charges the built-in 

batteries as well. On the bottom side of the solar panel is a 5 LED reading lamp that you can use in poorly lit conditions. 

The radio is built with a multi-function LED flashlight. The super bright LED on the side can be used as a flashlight or 

can be a red flashing emergency signal.  The 7 Band Weather radio precisely gives you weather bands. The weather alert 

feature enables you to receive the alert signal when a disaster arrives. 

  

6 Ways of Power: 

1. Dynamo Cranking Power: 120 turns per minute of cranking will power the built in Ni-MH battery pack with strong 

current and voltage. 

2. Solar Panel Power: Under the direct sunlight, the solar panel will power the radio without a problem. 

3. AA Batteries: You can use 3 normal AA batteries to run the radio for maximum     reception. 

4. A built-in Rechargeable battery pack.  

5. AC adaptor charge from the 3.5 mm jack. (Optional) 

6. Charge from a computer via USB port. 

  

Lighting: 

1. 5 LED reading lamp for camping and emergency use. 

2. White LED flashlight  

3.  Red LED blinking for emergency alert. 

  

Radio Reception 

1. AM: 520-1710 KHz 

2. FM: 87.00- 108.00 MHz 

3. SW1: 3.20-9.00MHz 

4. SW2: 9.00- 22.00MHz 

Weather Band: 7 standard bands for all stations, PLL 

crystal control circuit for stable reception 

5. Weather Alert: To be activated by weather alert 

signals

 

KA1103: This high quality world receiver is made in the best radio factory in Asia and receives all the stations in the 

shortwave spectrum, plus side bands and SSB. The specially designed circuit is a high sensitivity one, with no noise.  

FM STEREO/FML/MW/LW/SW1/SW2/Single Side Band (SSB) Radio actual size: 165 X 105 X 28.50 mm 

This unique digital radio starts at FM from 76.0MHZ, most of your Campus radio stations can be tuned in within this 

range. The KA1103 can decode SSB Single Side Band broadcasts though it's SSB circuitry and is capable for 1 kHz 

tuning step and clarifier. It is much better than other radios that cost a lot more and in a smaller size. 190 memories so you 

can store your favorite stations... 

Thanks to the dual conversion technology, this radio has super sensitivity in shortwave bands. This radio comes with 4 Ni-

MH AA rechargeable batteries. The AC adaptor not only works as DC power source, it charges the batteries 

automatically. The built-in charging system gives you full protection on the batteries and Radio itself. 

 This is the first radio in the world that uses an LCD display to simulate as an analog dial on the radio.  $109.99 
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ETON RADIO   
 

 

FR150 Microlink:  The Etón FR150 MicroLink offers AM/FM reception and access to all seven NOAA All-Hazard Alert 

channels. Added features include a flashlight and cell phone charging capabilities. Best of all, the rugged, water-resistant 

FR150 MicroLink can be powered via the hand crank, or by a solar cell, allowing you to use this device virtually 

anywhere. It can also be charged with a USB computer connection.       $24.00 

 

 

 

LIBERTY MOUNTAIN SURVIVAL PRODUCTS 
 

 

Emergency Blankets:  Tough, aluminized polyester reflects body heat for warmth. Lightweight material is windproof 

and waterproof. Size: 51" x 79.5".          $2.50 

 

Emergency Poncho:  Hooded polyethylene poncho. 50" x 80". One size fits all. Lightweight, reusable.   $2.00 

 

Waterproof Matchbox:  Safe, waterproof container for matches.  Striker on bottom.    $1.70 

 

Firesteel ARMY BLACK:  Durable fire starter that lasts for 12,000 strikes.  Works equally well when wet. Produces a 

3000 degree C spark.  Lights campfires, stoves & gas BBQ's.  Bright spark can be used as an emergency signal.  

Approved by the International Survival Instructors Association.       $22.99 

 

Coleman Expedition First Aid Kit: Water resistant. Expanded inventory for longer trips and larger groups. Includes cold 

pack, scissors & light stick. EZ Find system organizes components. 205 piece kit. Wt.: 1.36 lbs.   $24.99 

 

FUEL Headlamp:  Made in the USA: is small, reliable, robust and super user friendly. This lightweight lamp weighs 

2.75 oz and offers 15 lumens of bright light. Designed with 4 output modes: low, medium, high and flash. Features 3 ultra 

bright LEDs, 160 hours of maximum burn time, a large easy to find push button switch, an asymmetrical single arm 

bracket for directing light, and an easy access battery door for 3 AAA alkaline batteries (included).    $29.99 

 

Potable Aqua- Water Purification Technology:  Emergency drinking water germicidal tablets. Ready in 30 minutes. An 

iodine based tablet that works on all bacteriological impure water. One bottle contains 50 tablets and will purify up to 25 

quarts of water, depending on the source of water.        $  9.99 

 

UCO Candelier Lantern:  The brightest idea in 3 candle lantern. Stylish enough for indoor use, yet rugged enough for 

all outdoor use. Can even warm water on top of lantern!        $40.45 

 

UCO Candle Lantern:  This American-made telescoping candle lantern can be used either as a table or hanging light to 

provide 360 degree illumination. Spring loaded candle cartridge. Entire glass globe is protected by lantern body when 

closed. Now has EZ Slide feature that allows globe to slide down for easy lighting of candle.   $24.10 

 

Refill Candles for Lanterns:  Just the right size to fit UCO candle lanterns. These candles are also a great and 

economical emergency light source - or very large birthday candles. Wide flat base so they stand up easily. Burn time: 5-7 

hrs.                  $1.29 each      3 pack $3.49 

 

Vortex Hand-Cranked Blender: Powerful, two speed gear system crushes ice or works as a food processor. Durable 1.5 

L pitcher and shot cap made of BPA-Free resin. Exclusive "pour through" locking lid design. Wide base and C-clamp 

secure the blender to any table to help prevent accidents.  Reg $129.95; shipping starts at $16   Special Price    $119.9 
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BERKEY WATER FILTRATION 
(Berkey filters NOT available in Iowa and California!!) 

 

TO PLACE ORDERS FOR BERKEY’S CALL 

1-877-817-9829 for PRICES AND AVAILABILITY 
 

 

 

THE FOLLOWING BERKEY ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE POWER HOUR 
 

Sport Bottle:  The Sport Berkey Portable water purifier is the ideal personal protection-traveling companion—featuring 

the IONIC ADSORPTION MICRO FILTRATION SYSTEM.  The bottle’s filter is designed to remove and/or 

dramatically reduce a vast array of health-threatening contaminants from questionable sources of water, including remote 

lakes and streams, stagnant ponds and water supplies in foreign countries where regulations may be sub standard.  Refill 

capacity; water from any source—160 refills or municipal water—640 refills.     $ 26.00 

 

The Go Berkey Kit: Constructed of highly polished AISI 304 stainless steel the Go Berkey Kit comes complete with one 

Black Berkey Purification Element, one generic Sport Berkey portable water purifier bottle and a vinyl carry case. This 

system has a storage capacity of about 1 quart and when in use it stands 14” in height with a diameter of 4”. The upper 

chamber rests within the lower chamber for transport and stands only 10” in height. Weighing a mere 2.4 pounds the Go 

Berkey Kit is lightweight, easily transportable and perfect for active people on the go.    $150.00  

 
KDF Shower Filter:  reduces up to 95% of chlorine, reduces chemical absorption and vapor inhalation, reduces 98% of 

water soluble heavy metals, contains bacteriostatic media (KDF-55), reduces damage to skin and hair, eliminates foul 

taste and smell. Reduces lime, scale, mold and fungi in showers.       $ 49.00 

 
 

AQUA SUN OZONE PRODUCTS 
 

 

Nature Kleen Machine: is a low cost, safe, portable, energy efficient water purification system.  According to the 

manufacturer, this system produces oxygen, which neutralizes toxic chemicals and disease-causing bacteria and viruses by 

producing Tri-Atomic oxygen when combined with water.  Dimensions:  3”x5”x9”     $225.00 

 

Personal Ionic Air Purifier: When you are in an enclosed environment with little air circulation, this around-the-neck 

unit is the perfect solution to creating fresh, purified air.        $35.00  

 

Travel Kleen:   will purify and help produce natural clean water on your travels.  It will come in handy whether you need 

clean water to brush your teeth or you need to wash your fruits and vegetables.      $90.00 
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AQUANETICS H2O PRODUCTS 
**These items are drop shipped directly from the manufacturer 

 

 

Hydro Backpack Water Purification System:   compact, self-contained, and can be backpacked anywhere in the world. 

It never needs an electrical grid, because it can easily recharged via our compact, 12V dc folding solar array.     $1,397.00 

 

Hydro Wash: show attachment for the Hydro Water Purification System.  Used for showering, cleaning wounds & 

equipment, first aid, etc.            $49.95 

 

Hydration Pack: Carry 1.7 liters of fresh water on your back.       $40.00 

 

 

 

VEGANBURGERS 
 

 

VeganBurger is a revolutionary non-GMO product from Kester Foods. It's a dry vegan gluten-free burger mix made out of 

real ingredients: no weird chemical additives or preservatives, no allergens, no soy, no gluten, and no animal products 

which need to be frozen. The perfect option for when you want to fry up a delicious, hearty dinner.  And our long-term 

storage bags have a 15-year shelf life 

 

BB & Ohh!:  Oats, Black Beans, Brown Rice, Olives, Leeks, Bell Peppers, Onion, Tomatoes, Mushrooms, Garlic, 

Seasoning and Salt.      9 Servings $8.99 18 Servings in Mylar Bag for long-term storage $20.00 

 

Vege Caliente, Spicy Mexican: Oats, Pinto Beans, Black Beans, Brown Rice, Onion, Bell Peppers, Jalapeno Peppers, 

Tomatoes, Corn, Chipotle Peppers, Red Pepper, Garlic, Canola Oil (Non-GMO), Spices and Salt.   

9 Servings $8.99  18 Servings in Mylar Bag for long-term storage $20.00 

 

Veggie Six Mix:  Oats, Pinto Beans, Black Beans, Brown Rice, Leeks, Bell Peppers, Tomatoes, Celery, Potatoes, Carrots, 

Onions and Salt.     9 Servings $8.99  18 Servings in Mylar Bag for long-term storage $20.00 

 

Viva Italiano:  Oats, Pinto Beans, Green Peas, Brown Rice, Onions, Bell Peppers, Olives, Tomatoes, Mushrooms, 

Spinach, Seasonings and Salt.    9 Servings $8.99  18 Servings in Mylar Bag for long-term storage $20.00 

 

 

Green Pea Soup Flakes, Seasoned:  Green Peas, Onion, Salt, Spices and Garlic.   6 servings $7.99 

 

 

 

HAPPY BODIES PRODUCTS 
 

 

Daily Detox Drink: 90 servings $174.00  Lemon flavor 30 pre-measured pkts  $75.00 

 

Phosphatidyl Choline Powder:  Non-GMO 40%    300 gm      $48.00 
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KIDSWELLNESS PRODUCTS 
 

 

KidsWellness
TM

 herbal formulas are unique preparations developed through 34 years of working with children's special 

needs in a pediatric doctor's medical practice. Eric N. Rydland, M.D., D.A.B.P., has formulated these herbal combinations 

specifically to meet the needs of children after years of listening to the parents of children he has treated. The herbs are 

combined in exactly the proper ratios to have the greatest effect on the condition for which it is recommended. All herbs 

are completely natural, either organic or wild crafted and can be used by both children and adults. 

Does Not Contain: 
Sugar, preservatives, artificial sweeteners, corn, soy, wheat, dairy, citrus or common allergens, gluten, casein, GMO 

(genetically modified organisms). 

 

Candida Yeast Formula:  Herbs used for their ability to control and decrease yeast populations and other yeasts within the 

intestine and other areas of the body.  Supports the body in restoring balance of the intestinal flora and, therefore, the 

symptoms related to any imbalance, including many digestive and skin disorders such as eczema.   2 oz $24.95 

 
Constipation Formula:  This herbal formula has been helpful for use in occasional constipation.  2 oz $24.95 

Detox/Skin Formula:  Liver cleansing formula used to support the liver and other organs that normally detoxify harmful 

chemicals either produced by or allowed into the body.  It is useful for toxic conditions including most skin conditions.  

This combination of herbs can be used along with almost every medication taken by mouth and will not interfere with any 

cream or ointment used on the skin.            2 oz $24.95 

Ear Drop Formula:  These herbs, mixed in olive oil, have been used very successfully at Dr. Rydland's Wellness Center 

for thousands of earaches and ear infections.  These drops should never be used in ears if a child has a ruptured 

(perforated) ear drum (with or without ear drainage) or if he or she has surgically placed ear tubes.  2 oz $24.95 

 

Eye Wash Formula:  The herbs help to soothe the eye tissues, support the body in fighting the infection and calm down 

the irritation without the sting children typically feel from using antibiotic drops. Dr. Rydland has used this combination 

between doses of antibiotic drops, when prescriptions are necessary, to enhance their efficacy.  2 oz $24.95 

 

Family Daily Defense:  Now there’s a great tasting way to fortify your body’s defenses that can be taken “Daily”, by the 

WHOLE FAMILY-adults and children! This unique formula can be take both as a daily tonic and as a formula during 

illness.              2 oz $22.95 

 

Fever/Pain Formula:  This combination of herbs has been helpful to gentle fever for many children and adults. It is also 

useful for mild pain. When fever or pain is more severe we recommend using this preparation between doses of 

conventional medicines such as acetaminophen or ibuprofen because the combination of medicines and herbs is more 

effective than either treatment itself.          2 oz $24.95 

 

Immune Formula:  Herbal combination designed to enhance the body‘s immune system. Useful for most infections, to 

prevent illness when exposed, when travelling and to help prepare a child‘s body for a vaccine. Always consult your 

physician on vaccine timing, preparation and possible side effects.       2 oz $24.95 

 
Parasite Formula: We have found this combination useful for many intestinal parasites including pinworms. A qualified 

physician must follow all parasite treatments.  This combination can be used alone or in addition to most prescription 

medicines to increase the efficacy of parasite treatment.         2 oz   $24.95 
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Respiratory Cough Formula:  Helpful for lung congestion and coughs including asthma, bronchiolitis, bronchitis, etc.  It 

may be taken with nearly every cough and cold medicine to increase the efficacy of the medicine and support the lung 

tissues.              2 oz $24.95 

 

Stomach Pain/Colic Formula:  This combination calms inflamed intestinal and nervous tissues, and also supports and 

aids the digestive tissues, which will also relieve gas, a common cause of these symptoms. Used to help relieve colic in 

babies and non-serious stomach pains in older children and adults     2 oz $24.95 

 

  

 

DR. DAN JUNKER PRODUCTS 
 

 

Adrenal Tabs:  160 mg Raw Adrenal Concentrate, of Bovine Source, not an extract.    $15.00                                                                                                                                      

 

Blonde Healing Balm:  Ingredients:  Flaxseed Oil, Coconut Oil, Beeswax, Pure LDM Extract, Pure Essential Oil, and 

Portugal Pine Rosin.  Use liberally topically.  (All ingredients are Therapeutic Grade.)    $15.00 

 

Flax Lignan:  An easy to use powder that mixes well into smoothies.  Comes with a measured scoop. 

1 month $45.00    3 month $85.00   5 month $150.00 

 

Flax Oil:             16 oz  $16.00 

 

Grape Seed Extract Capsules  Serving Size 1 capsule, 50 mg Grape Seed Extract, 200 mg Bioflavonoids, Other 

ingredients:  Pre-gel, (a vegetable starch), as a filler, magnesium stearate as a lubricant.  60 ct  $20.00 

 

Heart Tabs:  150 mg raw heart concentrate.        100 ct  $15.00 

 

Lung Tabs:  200 mg raw lung concentrate (bovine source)       100 ct  $15.00 

 

L-Arginine AG:  500 mg         360 caps $40.00 

 

LDM Extract:  Anti-viral, anti-fungal, antibiotic.  Leptoaenia Dissecta.  Extracted in sweet corn alcohol base. (Note: 

About 1 in 200 people may develop a harmless rash.  If so, discontinue use.)   2 oz  $25.00 

 

Potassium Iodate:  85 mg      NOTE: Take only in the presence of radioactive iodine (nuclear fallout).   

NOT for any other use.  NOT intended as a nutritional supplement.     60 tabs  $  8.00 

 

R-Tran:  Relaxant-Tranquility~Valerian Root, Blue Vervain and Love    2 fl oz  $23.00 

 

Sinol Nasal Spray:  All-natural nasal spray.  Clinically proven effectiveness.  Fast relief from allergy & sinus.  Non-habit 

forming.  Contains capsicum 4X (capsaicin), eucalyptus oil, purified water, aloe vera extract, rosemary extract, sea salt, 

vitamin C, and benzalkonium chloride.        15 ml  $12.00 

 

Raw Thyroid tablets:  Serving suggestion:  1 tablet daily. Raw Thyroid Concentrate 130 mg, Pre-Gel vegetable starch 

and dicalcium phosphate as a filler and magnesium stearate as a lubricant. Contains no sugar, salt, yeast, wheat, corn, or 

soy derivatives.            90 tabs  $24.00 

 

Venus Fly Trap Extract:  May help boost immune function.  Non-toxic.    2 fl oz  $42.00 
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WHEATGRASS HYDROPONIC GROWING KIT & HURRICANE JUICER 
 

 

Grow wheatgrass hydroponically with the Certified Organic Hydroponic Wheatgrass Growing Kit. Less mess than soil…a 

complete and easy way to grow wheatgrass. Features the Micro-Mat hydroponic wheatgrass grow pads.  
 

Finally a solution to grow wheat grass effectively using tested hydroponics. These brand new Micro-mats replace the soil 

in the traditional Wheat Grass Kit, making a great soil-less kit. We have tested this mat and found it to be very 

comparable to growing wheatgrass in soil. Our new kits comes with customized instructions to get you started growing 

wheatgrass using hydroponics in less than 10 days! To insure the highest possible mineral content and grass yield, we 

have included Azomite, a natural organic trace mineral. You can add this to the top of your Micro-Mats hydroponic pads 

to increase mineral absorption. Shipping Weight only 10 lbs! 

Each Wheat Grass Kit Includes: 

 6 20''x10'' Growing Trays -  3 Trays with holes, 3 Trays with No holes These durable black growing trays can 

be reused over and over again. Drain holes and easy portable size make these trays perfect for growing wheatgrass 

even in your own kitchen. Each tray of wheatgrass will yield 14 to 18 ounces of juice. 

 5 bags (5 lbs) ORGANIC Wheatgrass Seed - We have chosen this seed because it grows thick, full bladed 

wheatgrass with an amazing germination rate.  Not all wheat is made equal! 

 5 Micro-Mat Growing Mats - Some people who live in apartments don't want to be bothered about bringing soil 

into their houses and using it as a growing medium. We have added Micro-Mats as an alternative to those who 

wish to grow using the hydroponics method. They are completely natural and bio-degradable -- made of 

sustainably harvested wood fibers. The grass is grown exactly the same way, using the Micro-mat instead of soil. 

Micro-mats are very light weight and inexpensive to ship. 

 Supply of Azomite - Azomite trace mineral fertilizer has 67 major and trace elements, so its name means "A to Z 

of Minerals Including Trace Elements." Typical analysis shows every element that's beneficial to plants and 

animals, and other elements (micro-nutrients) scientists believe essential.  A must for hydroponic growing. 

 "Wheatgrass, Sprouts, Microgreens and the Living Food Diet" by Living Whole Foods, Inc. - The complete 

guide to using grass juices, sprouts & microgreens to revitalize your health. Everything you need to know to grow 

and juice wheatgrass and grow healthy sprouts and microgreens. 

 Growing and Juicing Instructions 

 Total Package Weight- 10 lbs 

Each Wheatgrass kit can be purchased with or without the Hurricane Wheatgrass Juicer.  The juicer is stainless steel 

construction, has few parts to wash and assemble, mounts on countertop, it will never rust, and it will last you a lifetime.  

It has a 5-year warranty and a 30-day full money back guarantee. 

 

Wheatgrass Kit w/ Juicer $178.50 + $20.00 S&H 

 

Wheatgrass Kit Only  $46.99 + $15.00 S&H 

   

Wheatgrass Juicer Only $145.19 + $15.00 S&H 

  

Culinary Herb Kit:  Indoor culinary herb garden growing kit.  Grow your own fresh cooking herbs:  Parsley, thyme, 

cilantro/coriander, basil, dill, oregano, sweet marjoram, chives, savory, garlic, chives, mustard and sage.  Free Herb 

E- book included.             $35.00 + $10.00 S&H 

https://www.wheatgrasskits.com/product/GS3
https://www.wheatgrasskits.com/sprouting/wheat_berries_sprouting_seed.htm
https://www.wheatgrasskits.com/micro-mat-hydroponic-grow-pad
https://www.wheatgrasskits.com/azomite.htm
https://www.wheatgrasskits.com/wheatgrass_book.htm
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Herbal Tea Grow Kit:  Our kit is designed to help you start herbs  (Lemon Balm, Catnip, Rosemary, Peppermint, 

German Chamomile, Fever Few, Lavender, Lemon Grass, Orange Gem Marigold, Lemon Bergamot, Angelica, Anise) in 

your own kitchen with a neat little 12" x 12" x 5" greenhouse and garden tray. This greenhouse provides the perfect 

climate for fast herb propagation and growth. The kit also includes 50 peat pellets for starting the seeds, an herb Ebook on 

CD-ROM, a tea infuser and 100 t-sacs.        $37.99 + $10.00 S&H 

 

Medicinal Herb Kit:  Indoor medicinal herb garden growing kit: Get feeling better with these amazing healing herbs:  

Echinacea, milk thistle, German chamomile, St. Johns wort, lemon balm, valerian, cayenne, astragalus, and more.  

 Includes 12 medicinal herb seeds, growing dome and grow pellets, instructions, and more. $34.95 + $10.00 S&H  

 

Ezekiel Bread Grain Mix, Organic:  Hard White Wheat, Hulled Barley, Spelt, Hulled Millet, Green Lentils, Black 

Beans, Red Beans.     16 oz $9.19 2 ½ lb $17.69 5 lb $26.29 35 lb $128.99 

Organic Spelt Grain Sprouting Seed:  High Germination Rate, Gardening, Hydroponics, Grain Sprouts, Survival Food 

Storage, Grind into Flour for Baking, Pasta & More, Grow Spelt Grass for Juicing   

16 oz $7.19 2 ½ lb $12.09 5 lb $18.99 35 lb $78.99 

 

Hard Red Wheatgrass Seeds: Organic hard red spring wheat with an incredible germination rate that grows wheatgrass 

with thick blades and very even growth.          10 lbs  $20.99 

 

*NOTE:  The above items are drop-shipped from the manufacturer* 

 

Jar Top Fermenter:  An affordable and reliable way to make your own sauerkraut and lactic acid fermented vegetables 

affordably and in small batches.                    $19.99 

 

Sprout Jar Lids: The Handy Pantry Sprout Jar lid fits most wide mouth mason jars. This sprouting lid is made of a 

durable food grade plastic with mesh holes in the lid big enough to drain well but small enough to hold in tiny seeds such 

as alfalfa! Order more than one jar lid and rotate your crops every 3-4 days to make sure that you always have a steady 

supply of your favorite sprouts.           $3.95 

 

Sproutman’s Sprouting Chart:  One Week from Seed to Salad...A field guide to growing and eating sprouts. Just turn 

the wheel and dial up your favorite sprout. Includes growing information, taste, usage, harvest times, recipes, plus 37 

photos. Hangs on a hook.           $5.95 

 

E-Z Sprouter Only: E-Z Sprout is the ideal “finger-tip garden” anywhere and anytime, without soil or sunshine. It 

features a unique quart-size, dual container system.  It’s stackable, durable and easy to clean.    $13.45 + $ 9.00 S&H 

 

Sprouting Book by Ann Wigmore:          $12.45 + $ 5.00 S&H 
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THE POWER HOUR GARDEN SEED KITS 
 

 

Power Hour Garden Seed Kit (42 varieties Heirloom seeds)      $70.00  

 

TPH Garden Kit PLUS “How to build a greenhouse” and “Seed to seed” OR “4 Seasons Harvest” book $100.00  

 

Greens Garden Kit   (12 varieties Heirloom seeds)       $21.00 

 

Basic Starter Garden   (14 varieties Heirloom seeds)       $25.50 

 

 

 

WILLARD’S WATER PRODUCTS 
 

 

Dr. John W. Willard, Ph.D, invented Catalyst Altered Water (CAW) in the late 1960s and re-named his product “Willard 

Water
®
” shortly after 60 Minutes aired a detailed story on Dr. Willard and his invention in 1980.  Willard Water

®
 is many 

things to many people, and is used in a variety of ways. What seems to be the common denominator is that Dr. Willard’s 

Water
®
 is a more efficient form of water. Technically, the molecular structure of H2O is altered by a catalyst. As a result, 

the Catalyst Altered Water (CAW) acts as a normalizer on all living things not in a healthy state. When consumed 

regularly, Dr. Willard’s Water
®
 can help assimilate nutrients more efficiently, increase enzyme activity and strengthen the 

immune system.  

 

Willard Water Topical Spray 8 oz  $  12.00 

Willard Water Topical Aloe Gel 8 oz  $  13.00 

Willard Water Topical Aloe Gel 16 oz  $  20.00 

Willard Water Clear Concentrate 16 oz $  30.00 

Willard Water XXX Concentrate 16 oz $  30.00 

Willard Water Clear Concentrate Gallon $131.00 

Willard Water XXX Concentrate Gallon $131.00 

 

Document “Catalyst Altered Water:  A Briefing by the Subcommittee on Health and Long-Term Care of the Select 

Committee on Aging” by U.S. House of Representatives, Ninety-Sixth Congress (second session)   $4.95 

Dr. John Willard’s Catalyst Altered Water:  Health Learning Handbook by Beth Ley    $5.95 

 

 

 

PURIUM HEALTH PRODUCTS 

 

 

40x Aloe Vera Concentrate:  Aloe Vera is one of the most revered of all African herbs and has been exported to every 

corner of the world.  Hippocrates called aloe “the potted physician” for its amazing healing properties. 4.2 oz    $31.95                                                                                           

 

Advanced Probiotic Blend:   A potent, all-vegetarian blend of the most vital friendly bacteria available.  Aids in healthy 

digestion and nutrient absorption, & supports healthy levels of good bacteria and the immune system.   60 ct   $24.95 

 

Apothe-Cherry:  Made from Montmorency Tart Cherries, which are nature's most nutritionally dense food.  They contain 

a wide variety of antioxidants and phyto-chemicals and each serving contains 7,000 ORAC units.  16oz $27.95 
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Bee Energetic: Contains nature’s most energizing foods - that never contain ephedra or added caffeine. 90 ct $24.95 

 

Super Xanthin: Made from nature's most powerful antioxidant, which studies show is 550 times stronger than vitamin E.  

It helps combat free radical damage to muscles and helps reduce the build up of lactic acid that causes post-workout 

soreness.            60ct $26.95 

 

C from Nature:   Purium has gone to every point of the globe to find nature’s most potent source of Vitamin C that is 

abundant in rare fruits. These fruits also naturally contain every vital co-factor necessary for our body to e nsure its rapid 

absorption. Contains Amla Berry, Acerola Cherry, Rose Hips, Camu-camu and citrus bioflavonoids. 90 ct $21.95 

 

Control Pre-Meal Caps:  The ultimate craving reducer, carb blocker and blood sugar balancer.  Eat less food, eat better 

food (because you won't be craving sugar, fats and carbs) and process food more efficiently.  180ct $35.95 

 

Core 3 Package: Maximum nutrient density and convenience. Minimum cost and environmental impact. Start your 

morning right with the energizing greens and power grains in the nutrient-dense Power Shake. Power your daily routine 

with the pure, vegan protein of the Super Amino 23. End the day with Apothe-Cherry as the perfect stress-reducing, 

antioxidant-rich night cap. Everything your body needs every day.  Includes:  Power Shake (Apple Berry or Regular 

Flavor); Super Amino 23 Complex and Apothe-Cherry.        $195.78 

 

Cracked Cell Chlorella:  Cultivated in a controlled outdoor environment in ponds filled with mineral-rich water.  Easily 

digestible and a great addition to any detoxification regimen.   600ct $30.95  8 oz $38.95 

 

Daily Fiber Blend (Caramel Apple Flavor):  Designed so that your body gets the purest and most potent protein, 

essential fatty acids, enzymes and essential fibers.  This fiber blend actually burns fat with rice bran fiber. Gluten-Free;  

30 Servings           540 grams $28.50 

 

Enzyme Advantage:  A patented, shelf-stable, aspergillus-derived formula that helps your body break down and 

assimilate nutrients in the foods you eat.  This also ensures that no food remains in your body undigested, causing 

gastrointestinal distress.             90 ct $28.95  

 

Fulvic Zeolite:  Zeolite, one of the few negatively charged minerals, is formed when volcanic lava reacts with salt water  

Synergistically combined with fulvic acid, which acts like a magnet, drawing positively charged  toxins and heavy metals 

out of the body.         1oz $79.95  3-pack $209.85 

 

Green Spectrum: Every green plant captures a different wavelength of light and energy from the sun.  Spectrum Greens 

is a beautiful collection of juices from sea plants, field grasses and garden vegetables.  This product will alkalize your 

body, build up your blood and cleanse your cells. Lemon flavor.       60 servings    $39.95   

 

Herbal Fiber Cleanse:  A unique all natural blend of herbs and fibers that help cleanse, detoxify, purify and remove 

impacted fecal matter.           180ct $33.95 

 

Immune Shield for Kids:  the all-natural, proactive, liquid support for your child’s immune system.  30 servings $34.95  

 

In Focus for Kids:  Helps to create a natural, calming focus.   30 servings  1 oz  $35.75 

 

Ionic Elements:  Ionic Elements gives you the highest possible concentration of ocean trace minerals activated with 

Fulvic acids. Ionic Elements gives you the highest possible concentration of pure, natural ocean trace minerals activated 

with Fulvic acid. This mineral-rich dietary supplement was specially formulated to help support and maintain a healthy 

immune system, increased circulation and a boost in natural energy.     4 oz $38.95 
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L.O.V. Super Meal: Live. Organic. Vegan; 37 pure, natural, certified organic, 100% vegan ingredients. It can be 

considered 7 products in 1: Protein Drink + Super-Antioxidant Supplement + Essential Fatty Acid Supplement + Immune 

Support + Weight Loss Formula + Sports Performance Product + Energy Drink! Supports a healthy immune function & a 

healthy digestive function.   30 servings  original flavor   $107.15  vanilla chai flavor  $117.15 

 

More Greens:   A blend of super-foods, probiotics, ginseng and bee pollen.  A great all-in-one supplement for  anyone 

who wants to get maximum benefits from one supplement.      240g $41.95 

 

MVP Kids: Chocolate Multi-Vitamin & Protein whole foods based, 100% Non-GMO, USDA certified organic.  Packed 

with plant-based vitamins, plus plant powered protein for optimal absorption and all-day energy.     30 servings $85.75 

 

Organic Barley Green Juice:  Grown in pristine fields and watered with mineral springs to ensure it has nature's  

maximum nutritional input.  Contains highly assimilable chloraphyll, which is important for total nutrition.  

240g $56.95 

 

Organic Flax Advantage:   Whole unground flax, rich in soluble beta glucan fibers, Omega-3 fatty acids, and dietary 

fibers.             2 lbs $16.50 

 

Organic Kamut Blend:  Grown in nutrient-rich, organic soil, watered with mineral springs and harvested at the peak of 

nutrition, Kamut is a superior, non-GMO, non-crossbred, nutrient-dense heirloom-seed Egyptian wheatgrass.  Combined 

with oat and alfalfa to give it a sweet taste and increase the mineral and trace mineral content.  

90g $29.95  270g $75.95 

 

Organic Spirulina:  Widely regarded as nature's most complete nutrient source, Spirulina is a rich, whole-food source of 

vegetarian protein, chlorophyll, essential  amino acids, anti-oxidants and vitamins. 180ct $20.95    1 lb      $43.95 

 

Organic Tropic Oil:  Pure, extra virgin coconut oil.  Our Organic Tropic Oil is hand poured into jars at a low 

temperature, making a marbled texture that shows it is still in the raw state.    16oz $17.50  

 

PLC Pack for Kids: 1 MVP Kids & 1 Power Kids        $170.00 

  

PLC DOUBLE Pack for Kids:  2 MVP Kids & 2 Power Kids       $285.00 

 

Power Kids:  Delivers whole food nutrients that support the normal functions of the brain and body.  Non-GMO, USDA 

certified organic, raspberry flavored.        10.6 oz  $85.75 

 

Power Shake:  Power Shake was created so you can easily consume several superfoods all at once, thus saving you time 

and money.  Available in regular and apple berry.    533g $54.95  1065g $99.95 

 

Quad Pack for Kids:  Power Kids, In Focus, MVP Kids, & Immune Shield     $207.25 

 

Scoop of Greens:  Has all the benefits of cereal grasses as well as whole grain products.  It has been given the Diabetes 

Resource Center's Seal of Approval because it is a valuable aid for anyone looking to maintain healthy blood glucose 

naturally.         14 svgs $28.95  60 svgs $66.95 

 

Super Amino 23 Complex:  A pre-digested 100% vegetarian protein that has been featured in the Physician’s Desk 

Reference and is comprised of non-soy legumes.     50 ct $40.64  150ct $89.64 

 

Super Life Formula (formerly Super Male Formula):   Contains a variety of herbs and plant extracts that have been 

proven to help the male body increase muscle mass, build endurance, speed muscle recovery and increase libido.   

             90ct $69.95 

http://www.puriumcorp.com/www/product/2236
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Super Lytes:  Effective rehydration with electrolytes & rooibos tea; balanced with added magnesium & potassium to 

reduce cramping and headaches due to dehydration.      30 caps  $25.65 

 

Super Xanthin:  Formerly AstaXanthin Advantage.  Made from nature’s most powerful antioxidant, which studies show 

is up to 550 times stronger than vitamin E.  It helps to combat free radical damage to muscles and helps reduce the 

buildup up lactic acid that causes post-workout soreness.      60 caps  $26.95   

 

10 Day Transformation Pack:   The program uses nutrient-dense superfoods, slow-burning carbohydrates and highly 

digestible protein and is all vegan and all natural.  Includes Power Shake Apple Berry or Original Flavor, 30 servings; 

Super Amino 23, 150 count; Apothe-Cherry 16 oz; Super CleansR 40 caps; Super Lytes 30 caps; BPA-Free Shaker Bottle; 

Tape Measure; Gym Bag    regular price  $290.00     Power Hour Special Price:  $225.00 

 

 

 

TIME CHALLENGER PRODUCTS 
 

 

Time Challenger (Original Formula):   The most powerful mitochondrial DNA supplement available today. It's 

formulated from the finest nutritional materials and researched for over 10 years.    120 caps $59.99 

 

Arthritis Formula:   The most powerful mitochondrial DNA Joint supplement available today. This should be the FIRST 

step in your fight to slow aging, reduce inflammation and its ultimately destructive effects on your body and on your 

quality of life.           120 caps  $59.99 

 

Bite Not:  Natural and organic peppermint and rosemary in a distilled water and alcohol base to deter mosquitoes.  Glass 

Bottle.            4 oz   $7.95 

 

Canine Formula:  The most powerful Canine mitochondrial DNA supplement available today formulated to slow your 

dog's aging and reduce its ultimately destructive effects on your dog's body and on his quality of life.  Powder $39.95 

 

Diabetic Response:   An Amazing Blend of herbs are teamed up with Time Challenger Original formula to give your 

body the nutrients it needs to mount a natural defense against the signs of Diabetes.    90 caps   $59.99 

 

Mineral Supplement: The most powerful mitochondrial DNA mineral supplement available today.  

90 caps  $29.95 

 

Night Recovery Cream:  Hydrate and rejuvenate the skin at the cellular level.   2 oz  $24.95 

 

Silver Colloidal Advantage: 20 PPM (parts per million) In Amber Glass Bottle    16oz  $24.95 
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MOTHER EARTH MINERALS 
 

 

Mother Earth Minerals offers truly unique and cutting edge nutritional supplements that are water soluble and 

magnetically-enhanced. 

For over 10 years, Mother Earth Minerals has been producing high quality absorbable minerals supplements that have 

brought health and wellness to thousands of individuals.  

Mother Earth Minerals are: 

Ionic -Possessing an electrical charge, drawn to the walls of the intestines.       

Water Soluble -Highly bio-available angstrom sized ions in an aqueous solution.           

Cell-Available- Available for absorption into the human cell, not only the blood stream. 

Mother Earth Minerals are all natural and contain no sugar, starch, yeast, artificial flavors, colors, preservatives, or animal 

by-products. Mother Earth Minerals are also free from many common allergens including dairy, wheat, yeast, gluten, 

dicalcium phosphate, corn, and fillers. 

 Mother Earth Minerals are not watered down. 

 Mother Earth Minerals are the highest quality liquid minerals on the market. 

 Mother Earth Minerals are uniquely formulated to maximize bio-availability. 

 Mother Earth Minerals are vegetarian friendly. They are 100% VEGAN. 

 Mother Earth Minerals are subjected to rigorous quality control measures and are manufactured under FDA 

cGMP regulations. 

 

 
Boron  8 oz   $24.00   Magnesium  8 oz  $24.00 

 

Calcium  8 oz   $24.00   Melatonin  (vanilla) 4 oz $24.95 

 

Chromium  8 oz  $24.00   Molybdenum  8 oz  $24.00 

 

Copper  8  oz   $24.00   Potassium  8 oz  $24.00 

 

Gold   8 oz   $24.00   Ultimatium  ½ oz  $49.95 

 

Healthy Balance  8 oz  $29.95   Vanadium   8 oz  $24.00 

 

Iodine  8 oz   $24.00   Zinc  8 oz   $24.00 

 

Iron  8 oz   $24.00 
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YOUNGLIVING PRODUCTS 
Essential Oil Supplements 

Call The Power Hour to order from the full line of Young Living products 

877-817-9829 
 

Thieves Products:  Thieves is a proprietary blend of 100% pure therapeutic-grade essential oils of clove, lemon, 

cinnamon bark, eucalyptus, and rosemary.  Thieves have been tested at Weber State University. 

 

Thieves Oil ½ oz   $44.41 

Thieves Cleaner 14.4 oz  $28.95  or  64 oz refill $112.17   

Thieves Spray 1 oz   $11.84     or     3 pack  $31.25   

Thieves Hard Lozenges 30 ct  $24.34 

Thieves Infused Cough Drops 30 ct $26.32 

Thieves Dentrome Toothpaste  $11.50    

Thieves Dental Floss   $4.28     or     3 pack     $11.51  

Thieves Mouthwash 7.2 oz  $14.47 

Thieves Foaming Hand Soap  8 oz $17.50      or   3 pack  $46.71    or  32 oz refill  $50.66 

Thieves Hand Purifier 1 oz    $6.58   or  3 pack  $18.09 

Thieves Wipes 30 count   $17.43 

Inner Defense 30 capsules  $35.20 

 

 

 

OTHER POWER HOUR PRODUCTS 
 

 

Activated Charcoal:  A natural healing agent, acting to purify and cleanse the body of poisons, heavy metals, and toxins.   

Helpful as an aid in indigestion and diarrhea.  Activated charcoal is 2 to 3 times more effective than regular charcoal.                                                             

2 ½ oz (40 grams) powder $10.00         18 oz powder      $24.00           125 caps  $12.95                 130 tabs  $12.95 

 

Brain Reward: nutritionally supports the ability to experience reward benefits from normal activities, especially in 

people with Reward Deficiency Syndrome who have greater difficulty achieving satisfaction from normally rewarding 

thoughts, experiences, and ingested foods and beverages.  30 day supply    180 caps $100.00 

 

Dandy Blend:  Tastes remarkably like a rich, full-bodied cup of coffee, no brewing, dissolves instantly in hot or cold 

liquid.  Organic Dandy Blend tastes the same and is still Gluten Free, Kosher and it is certified Organic.  There are 

approximately 50 servings per bag.                                                                                                        3.5 oz             $9.49 

 

Detox Cocktail:  These products are recommended by Dr. Sherry Rogers as a body “Detox cocktail.”   

       L-Glutathione, R-Lipoic Acid and Purely C capsules        $92.99 

       L-glutathione, R-Lipoic Acid and Purely C powder                 $117.99 

 

D-Lenolate:  Olive leaf extracts 500 mg. Maximize immune empowerment. Veggie Capsules, NO animal products used.                     

60 caps   $29.95  180 caps  $79.95       
 

Doctor’s Best MSM Powder:  MSM (a natural organic sulfur) supports organ and joint function by donating sulfur for 

maintenance of healthy connective tissues.  It helps keep skin, hair and nails healthy.   250 gr $12.99 
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Elderberry Juice, River Hills Harvest         11 oz $17.00 

  

Elderberry Cordial, River Hills Harvest        11 oz $17.00 

 

Eye Complex CS 23 essential vitamins and nutrients for the eyes     90 caps $49.95 

 

Fossil Shell Flour: Good for you, your pets and your garden.    2lbs $14.99  10 lb. $34.99  

 

Plastic Eye Cup: makes eyewashes easy!          $  5.00 

 

Hanging Food Pantrie:   Hanging food dehydrator - The perfect way to dehydrate foods naturally without 

electricity.  Costs a fraction of electric dehydrators, takes no electricity, is environmentally friendly and less expensive. 

Suitable for all types of fruits and vegetables. Great for jerky.  Use to sprout seeds and wheatgrass.  $69.95 

 

Iodoral: is a special combination of iodide and iodine, which help to saturate the tissues of the body with sufficient levels 

of iodine to prevent disease. Iodine is an essential element. Although its main function is in the production of thyroid 

hormones by the thyroid gland, other organs in the body have a need for iodine in order to function normally. 

12.5 mg  90 tabs  $27.00  180 tabs $50.00    OR   50 mg  30 tabs    $33.00 

 

 

L-Glutathione:  this tripeptide is created in the body from three amino acids: glycine, glutamic acid, and cysteine. It can 

grab onto hundreds of environmental chemicals and drag them right out of the blood, through the liver, gallbladder and 

gut.           100 mg  60 caps $29.95  

 

Lithium Orotate:   This natural organic trace mineral supplement was featured on Fox News as a breakthrough 

preventative of suicide, PTSD, depression, and nightmares. Lithium Orotate has been scientifically, clinically and 

laboratory proven to be free of toxicity and side effects when taken as directed by your physician.  120 mg tablets.   

200 tab  $20.00 

 

Modifilan:  Pure brown seaweed extract      500 mg  90 caps  $29.00 

 

Nascent Iodine:  (2% strength) A consumable iodine in its atomic form rather than is molecular form. 1 oz $36.00 

 

PH Strips:  Tests the Ph in your body.              $7.49 

 

Power Hour T-shirts:  

 Black:  “Got Truth” 

 Navy Blue: “Buy American the job you save could be your own” 

 Black: “The Only Winning Move Is Not To Play The Game” 

 Navy Blue:  “I Am Not A Republican, I Am Not A Democrat, I Am An American and I Want My Country Back” 

 Navy Blue: “Knowledge Makes A Man Unfit To Be A Slave” (not available in small or medium) 

 Navy Blue: “Power Hour Team Member” 

 Black: “Don’t Buy, Don’t Comply, Ask Why”   

Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large $15.00  2 XL $16.00 

 

 

Prodovite: Prodovite
®
 is a liquid multivitamin, mineral, and phytonutrient complex that uses an exclusive Prodosome

®
 

Encapsulation Technology to promote rapid and sustainable absorption of its nutritional ingredients. Prodovite
®
 provides 

nutrients that enable your body to achieve the best use of air (oxygen), water, and sunshine; and supports optimal health, 

energy and vitality by simultaneously delivering quality bioavailable and bioactive ingredients into the body quickly and 

effectively.  30 day supply         30 fl. Oz $85.00 
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R-Alpha Lipoic Acid:  R-Alpha Lipoic Acid operates as an antioxidant, working synergistically as part of the antioxidant 

network.  It has been shown to offer antioxidant protection for nerves, eyes, kidneys, the heart, and the pancreas.  

           100 mg 90 caps  $31.00 

 

Secure Denture Adhesive:  Zinc-free, waterproof Denture Adhesive that contains Soothing Aloe Vera & Myrrh 

Not only gives you 12-hour holding power, it combats the problems of gum irritation often caused by ill-fitting dentures: 

Secure Sensitive effectively eliminates slip and slide, preventing dentures from rubbing against the gum.  Waterproof and 

won't wash away. It gives you extra comfort and extra confidence to eat, drink and smile.  1.4 oz tube $9.99 

 

Selenium Solution 8 oz:  Specially formulated for individuals who are hyper-sensitive. It provides sodium selenite, which 

is a very pure selenium source. Sodium selenite is well absorbed, and its sodium content is nutritionally insignificant.   

$13.25 

 

Trifield™ Meter Model 100XE: Measures all three types of electromagnetic field: AC magnetic field, AC electric field, 

and radio (including microwaves). The magnetic and electric detectors are 3-axis, making the meter easier to use than 

comparable 1-axis meter.           $160.00 

Vitamin D-3:  Study after study continues to show the benefits of taking vitamin D.  This high-potency product features 

natural D3 from lanolin, not the synthetic D2 form.  Each tablet gives you 5,000 I.U., or 1250% of the recommended daily 

value.      5000 I.U.  250 caps $17.90   50,000 I.U.  100 caps  $34.50 

YummyEarth Organic Candy Drops: 21 delicious flavors with real fruit extracts. Gluten free, peanut free and tree nut 

free and has no type of corn syrup, also kosher parve. Ingredients: organic evaporated cane juice, organic tapioca syrup 

and or organic rice syrup, non-GMO citric acid (from beet sugar) organic and natural flavors may contain organic black 

carrots, black currant, pumpkin, apple, alfalfa, watermelon ,pomegranates, lemon oils, mango, natural colors, red cabbage, 

purple carrots. Certified organic, 100% natural colors, 100% natural flavors, real fruit extracts, gluten free, casein free, 

100% vegan, GMO free, nut free, soy free, wheat free, dairy free, No MSG. 100% vegan   1 lb $9.00 

 

 

 
Listen to your favorite guests!   

Copies of the show on CD NOW AVAILABLE through The Power Hour.   

Just $5.00 for one hour, $8.00 for two hours or $10.00 for all 3 hours.   

An entire month in MP3 format is $25.00 
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ATTENTION: 
 

All mail orders must be sent to:  

The Power Hour 

P.O. Box 85 

Versailles, MO  65084 

Fax# 1-573-378-5998 

 

 

 

The Power Hour is always adding new products and merchandise for you.  Call for other 

new and exciting health supplements and books.  

 

 

The Power Hour: 

 

Genesis Communication Network 

 

P.O. Box 240545 

 

St. Paul, MN  55124 
 

(877) 300-7645 
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SHIPPING RATES 
 

 

1 lb   $ 10.00 

2 lb              $11.00 

                                                       3-4 lb       $12.00 

 

Miracle II Shipping 

 

1 gal   $22.00 

2 gal   $25.00 

4 gal   $48.00 

 

22 oz 

                                                       1 Bottle                 $ 11.00 

                                                      2-3 Bottles       $ 12.00 

4-5 Bottles              $ 14.00 

6-8 Bottles              $ 15.00 

 

Case Prices       $28.00 

 

Dehydrated Neut.  5.00 by USPS 

In combination with anything else is free 

 

DVD‘s &  Books starting at $7.00 

Each additional 1.00 

 

 

 
*These are domestic UPS shipping rates. Call 877-817-9829 for US postal and 

international shipping rates. 

 

 

 

CALL FOR ACCURATE SHIPPING COSTS  
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WEB SITES OF INTEREST  

 
The Power Hour  www.thepowerhour.com 

The Power Mall          www.thepowermall.com 

Gulf War Vets          www.gulfwarvets.com 

Beyond Treason          www.beyondtreason.com 

Doug Rokke           www.grassrootpeace.org  www.unobserver.org 

Military vaccines          www.milvacs.org 

Vaccine Help           www.thinktwice.com   www.nvic.org 

Stan Monteith          www.radioliberty.com 

Genesis Comm.          www.gcnlive.com 

Scott Stevens           www.weatherwars.info 

Charlotte Iserbyt          www.deliberatedumbingdown.com 

Veterans            www.veteransforcommonsense.org  

Rick’s Satellite          www.gofastmotorsports.com           www.rickssatelliteusa.com  

Alternative Med Help        www.curezone.com 

Wanda Robinson                www.rollingthundertx2.com 

Mike Tawse                         www.serrapeptaseadventure.ws 

Bank Ratings            www.bankrate.com 

Sun Aire            www.betterair.com 

Berkey                                  www.berkeywater.com 

Dr. Bruce Fife            www.coconutresearchcenter.org 

Near Infrared Sauna  www.saunaspace.com  

Numanna Storable Foods www.powerprepper.com 

Youngevity   www.powerhourteam.com 

Prodovite   http://vniinc.com/?dealerName=powerhourprodovite.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thepowerhour.com/
http://www.thepowermall.com/
http://www.gulfwarvets.com/
http://www.beyondtreason.com/
http://www.grassrootpeace.org/
http://www.unobserver.org/
http://www.milvacs.org/
http://www.thinktwice.com/
http://www.radioliberty.com/
http://www.gcnlive.com/
http://www.weatherwars.info/
http://www.deliberatedumbingdown.com/
http://www.veteransforcommonsense.org/
http://www.gofastmotorsports.com/
http://www.rickssatelliteusa.com/
http://www.curezone.com/
http://www.rollingthundertx2.com/
http://www.serrapeptaseadventure.ws/
http://www.bankrate.com/
http://www.betterair.com/
http://www.berkeywater.com/
http://www.coconutresearchcenter.org/
http://www.powerhourteam.com/
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Aquanetics H2O Filtration                                                              pg 75 

Aqua Sun Ozone Products                                                              pg 74 

Berkey Water Filtration         pg 74 

Books, Diet & Cookbooks        pg 35 

Books, Gardening                 pg 40 

Books, General                            pg 13 

Books, Pet Care                  pg 39 

Bragg Health Science                         pg 63 

Carlson Labs             pg 59 

Carolyn’s Soap                                                          pg 44 

CDs                                                               pg 12 

Dan Junker                                                                  pg 77 

Documents                                                                          pg 11  

Eton/Kaito Radios                                                 pg 73 

Gamma Himalayan Salt                                              pg 66 

GANO Café Coffee                                                                pg 68 

Gardening Seeds                                                            pg 80 

Global Healing         pg 54 

Good Health Naturally                                         pg 55 

Grown By Nature Vitamins                                 pg 70 

Happy Bodies                                                                                    pg 75 

Health Hunter (Cass Ingram)         pg 53 

International Health Super Silver                                                       pg 60 

Just Like Sugar Products         pg 63 

KidsWellness                                                           pg 76 

Life Enthusiast Transderma Minerals                                                pg 61 

Living Streams Probiotics                                                                  pg 62 

Miracle II Soap                                                                                   pg 43 

Miracle Skin (Salley Enterprises)                                                      pg 57 

Miscellaneous Power Hour Products                                                  pg 85 

Mother Earth Minerals                                                    pg 84 

Natural Factors                                                                                  pg 69 

Natural Plantation Purslane                                                               pg 68 

Neutraceutical Corp./ Clay                                                                pg 61 

North American Herb & Spice                                                           pg 45 

Organic Spices                                                                                    pg 64 

Oxygen Products                                                                                pg 59 

Purium Health Products                                                                     pg 80 
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Silver Botanicals Products         pg 60 

Sprout Seeds                                                                                      pg 66 

Stetzer                                                                                                pg 62 

Strauss Herb Company                                                                      pg 69 

Sun Aire & Purifiers                                                               pg 68 

Sunfood Nutritionals         pg 70 

Survival Products/Liberty Mountain                                                  pg 73 

Time Challenger Products                                                       pg 83 

Topricin                                                                                               pg 62 

VeganBurgers / Kester Foods Products                                               pg 75 

Videos & DVDs                                                                                    pg 4  

Vita-Myr                                                                                              pg 69 

WheatGrass Kits                                                                                 pg 78 

Wilderness Family Naturals                                                                pg 58 

Willard’s Water                                                                                  pg 80 

Wisdom Natural Teas & Stevia                                                          pg 67 

Young Living Essential Oils                                                               pg 85 

  

QUICK FIND INDEX 

 

Apple Cider Vinegar           pg 63  

Clay                                     pg 61  

Cleanse Kits                       pg 55  

Charcoal     pg 85 

Coconut Oil     pg 58 & 82  

Curcumin                             pg 56  

Heartdrops                           pg 69  

Hempanol                           pg 53  

Magnesium Oil    pg 61  

Oreganol                                   pg 47  

Prodovite                                  pg 86  

Purslane                               pg 68 

Radios    pg 72 

Salt                                      pg 66 

Seeds, Garden & Medicinal  pg 80 

Silver                                   pg 60 

Soap                                         pg 43 

Spices             pg 64 

Toothpaste                               pg 69 

Water Filters   pg 74 
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Joyce Riley, RN, BSN 
Host of The Power Hour Radio Show 

 
Joyce Riley graduated from the University of Kansas Medical Center with a Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing Education in 1971. She specialized in systems analysis, orthopedics, neurology and heart, 
liver, lung and kidney transplant. She served as Director of Nursing in four institutions and lectured at 
National Institutes of Health before serving as Flight Nurse with the United States Air Force Reserve. 
 
In 1983 Riley served as a Patient Care Systems Analyst at the Bexar County Hospital, San Antonio, 
TX. She became aware of the deaths of several babies and became a whistleblower in what is known 
now as the famous "Death Shift" case in which nurse Genene Jones, was convicted of murder and 
now serves a life sentence in Gatesville, TX. prison. Riley became the Nurse Investigator on the 
case. She then started consulting and testifying in nursing and medical malpractice cases for the next 
30 years. She has been involved in over 300 depositions as an expert witness.  
 
In 1991 she volunteered to return to Kelly Air Force Base, TX. as a Captain to serve in support of 
Desert Storm as a Flight Nurse, flying missions from Alaska to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. In 1992 
Captain Riley became quite ill with the now known Gulf War Illness in which she was diagnosed with 
a neuromuscular disease described as Multiple Sclerosis. Not finding any answers in mainstream 
medicine she learned of "Alternative or Integrative medicine" which turned her life totally around. 
Today she is about 95% better and attributes her present health to having learned of the importance 
of nutrition, herbs, spices and supplements.  
 
In 1996 she became a qui tam whistleblower in a now famous case "Riley v. St. Luke's Episcopal 
Hospital." (Houston, TX). The case lasted for over thirteen years, in which she stood alone to call 
attention to medical fraud.  
 
Riley began as a radio talk show host in Houston with "Nurse Talk Radio" and now hosts the 
nationally syndicated radio show on Genesis Communications radio, The Power Hour.  The program 
airs 7-10am central time, Monday through Friday. The Power Hour accepts no commercial sponsors 
and seeks out the absolute best products and information for her listeners. 
 
The program is a mission not a program though many are entertained on a daily basis with both 
"edgy" talk radio and news along with the best in the truth about health. Riley says that now that I 
have attained my state of health I want to help others to do the same. Riley also serves as 
spokesperson for the American Gulf War Veterans Association. Riley produced the award winning 
documentary Beyond Treason which examines the government's experimentation on its military 
without their consent. 
 
www.thepowerhour.com 
www.gulfwarvets.com 
 

http://www.thepowerhour.com/
http://www.gulfwarvets.com/
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Knowledge is Power… This is…        P.O. Box 85   Versailles, MO 65084 (573) 378-6049 / Fax: (573) 378-5998 

The Power Hour!    

       www.thepowerhour.com  www.gulfwarvets.com                                                                                     with Joyce Riley  

 

Name: ______________________________________________________________Please Mail Orders To: 

 

Address: ____________________________________________________________THE POWER HOUR! 

                P.O. Box 85 

City/State/Zip: _______________________________________________________Versailles, MO 65084 

               
Phone: (___________)____________________________________________________ 

 

Method of Payment: ___Check         ___Money Order         ___Credit Card  Order Line #:  

           (877) 817-9829 
Credit Card #______________________________EXP: _________CVV#_________ 

CVV# is the last three numbers in the signature line on the back of your credit card 

Type of Card:    ___AMEX     ___Master Card     ___Visa     ___Discover           Product Info Line #: 

           (573) 378-6049 

Signature: _____________________________________________________ 
IF YOU ARE ORDERING MORE THAN ONE ITEM, PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING! 

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY WHEN PURCHASING MORE THAN ONE ITEM! 

 

Quantity Item Description  Price Total 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

Subtotal  

Shipping & Handling  

MO Residents add 5.725% Sales Tax  

Total  

WE WILL NOT STOP!!!!! 
 

http://www.thepowerhour.com/
http://www.gulfwarvets.com/

